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Nowadays, together with growing urbanisation pertaining to the numerous developments in

transportation technology and also the increase in usage of new, massive and powerful

machines every field, noise has become an unavoidable by-product of our mechanised life

and brought about serious hazards in our health. Noise damages people's hearing

mechanism and perception; harms physiological and psychological balance; decreases

performance In one's works and, all in all, it spoils the peaceful atmosphere of

environment. It is impossible to avoid those mentioned effects since people are likely to

encounter noise everywhere. Noise can be controlled with city planning and urban design

before it starts, which reduce its harmful effects on people. Yet, noise control studies in

general have been conducted to reduce the noises, which are outcome of contemporary

machines. Consequently, noise control studies are not adequate to inform us about what the

solutions to the community notses that exist in urban areas are.

This study aims at finding out what the sources of noise are in terms of community problem

and determining how it affects people. What is more, this study seeks the noise control

methods which have been re-established by means of planning and which are applied in the

physical space in order to reduce noise. Finally in the last of this thesis, noise pollution

analysis has been made in Izmir Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard, as there is formerly built-

up area, the noise control methods in terms of planning have been determined in

accordance with the results of the noise analysis.



GUnUmUzde kentle~me ile ili~kili olarak Ula~lmdaki geli~meler ve yeni, bUyUk, ve daha

gU<;1Umakinelerin kullammmm artmaslyla birlikte gtirtiltti ya~antlmlzm ka<;mlimaz bir

par<;aSI olmaya ba~laml~tlr. Gtirtiltti insanm i~itme sistemini ve algliamasml olumsuz

etkilemekte, fizyolojik ve psikolojik dengelerini bozmakta, i~ ya~ammda venmml

azaltmakta ve genel olarak <;evrenin sakinligini yoketmektedir. Bu etkilerden ka<;mak

olanakslzdlr <;UnkU gtirUltti evde, i~yerinde, sokakta klsacasl heryerde kar~lmlza

<;lkmaktadlr. Gtirtiltti ~ehir planlama ve kentsel tasanm a~amalannda daha ortaya <;lkmadan

kontrol altma almabilir ve boylece insanlar Uzerindeki olumsuz etkileri azaltliabilir. Fakat

genel olarak makine gUrUlttilerin azaltlimasma yonelik <;alt~malar yaplimaktadlr.

DolaytSlyla gtirtiltti kontroltine yonelik <;alt~malar kentsel alanlarda kar~lmlza <;tkan

gtirtilttintin tasanm yoluyla <;ozUmtintin neler olabilecegi konusunda gerekli bilgiyi vermede

yetersiz kalmaktadtrlar.

Bu <;alt~ma; toplumsal ve sosyal bir problem olan gUrUlttintin kaynaklannm neler oldugunu,

insanlar tizerindeki etkilerini saptamaYI ve bu etkileri azaltmaya yonelik olarak fiziki

mekanda tasanm yoluyla almabilecek onlemelerin neler oldugunu bulmaYI

ama<;lamaktadlr. Aynca tez kapsammda yapI1a~ml~ bir <;evre olarak izmir Mustafa Kemal

Sahil Bulvan'ndaki gtirtiltti kirliligi analiz edilmi~, ve <;lkan sonu<;lara gore gtirtiltti

kontrolti i<;in fiziki mekanda neler yapliabilegine dair onerilerde bulunulmu~tur.
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Noise has always been an important environmental problem for a man-kind, and with

urbanisation and growth in technology it has become a major problem in most cities for

ages. In Ancient Rome, there were some certain rules which were set to prevent the

noise emitting from the iron wheels of the chariots that battered the stones of the

pavement, which caused sleep disturbances and annoyed Romans. In Medieval Europe,

horse carriages and horse riding were not allowed during the night time in certain cities

to provide the community with peaceful sleep. Since the industrialisation, the noise in

the community has been steadily increasing. However, the noise problems of the past

cannot be compared with those of modem society. There are numerous transportation

vehicles, especially heavy lorries with the noise caused by diesel engine and exhaust

noise in the city road riding during day and night. In addition, aircraft and trains emit

high-pitch noise, so the background noise level goes up. It can be said that nOIse

happens to be everywhere and people cannot get out of it and its negative effects.

The noise problem is more serious in developing countries and cities than developed

countries and rural areas due to bad planning and poor construction of buildings, and

also the number of sources. As a result of this, noise affects the great extent of

population in urban areas. It harms people in long and short-terms. In the long-term,

noise causes temporary or permanent hearing loss and also deafness. In the short-term,

but serious, noise obstructs the speech communication and the perception; causes

disturbance of rest, recreation and sleep; it annoys people; and interferes with their

performance of tasks. In sum, it influences the quality of life and social activities.

Therefore, it is a senous community problem. In this perspective, urgent

implementations and precautions to limit and control the exposure to environmental

noise are essential and they must be based on the scientific evaluation of the data made

from the effects and the link between noise level and community response.



When the subject is treated from a different angle, the community nOIse IS often

considered to be a form of environmental pollution, and as such regulations intended for

its control may be the responsibility of the same authority that is concerned with the air

and water pollution. But, there are some significant differences in the propagation of

noise. Furthermore, noise can be controlled effectively by regional and local land-use

planning.

As noise is a community problem, it should be reduced with design and planning. Some

methods are used to control the community noise sources, such as building insulation,

construction techniques, barrier and planting to screen the noise sources. A designer has

an important role in noise control process. S/he must consider the locations of noise

sensitive developments and those of nonoise- sensitive developments, and the distance

between them. So, he must know the community noise sources, and their effects on

people and their life, and also how they can control the noise in order to create livable

and desirable places.

Especially, in our country, it is fact that more noise problems in the cities occur due to

urbanisation, lack of orderly city planning and infrastructure, increase in population,

increase of the number of industrial developments and vehicles. Unfortunately, our

buildings where we try to get out of noise and noise effects do not have good insulation

to prevent the external noise; furthermore there are many noise sources in the buildings.

However, there are not sufficient noise control techniques to reduce noise for

community. So, noise has been the most discussed environmental issue because of its

effects on people who live in urban areas. For this reason, this thesis is prepared to be a

guide for future city plans aiming at the control of noise before it starts using city

planning and urban design

This study attempts to explain the community nOIse sources III urban areas and

characteristics of them, to determine the noise control methods to solve noise problems

and their harmful effects on people. During the thesis research, Mustafa Kemal Sahil

Boulevard is considered as a study area because there is a serious noise problem.

The method of this study includes literature surveys, Internet surveys, and the articles

from the newspapers and periodicals. As an urban designer, to obtain information about
2



the noise pollution in environment, the engineers who are specialist in this site are

interviewed and the, the noise level in the case study site is measured proposing the

alternative solutions to propose the alternative solutions.

• After the purpose and the method of the thesis have been given in the introduction,

general terms which describe the nature of sound - as noise is a form of it- and its

properties of propagation is examined in the following chapter of thesis which also

covers the basic terminologies of sound used in noise the control.

• In the third chapter, some important noise scales and ratings used in the

measurements and assessment of noise, and measurement devices including where

they are used are expressed. In this chapter, the procedure of noise measurement is

given in order to explain what should be done when the measurements are made in

any site.

• As the human factor is important in the design process, noise with its harmful effects

on people is very important in the construction of structures or designs of city. For

this reason, the chapter four tries to find out answers to the questions about noise

effects and how these effects influence people and their daily life.

• Designers should know the noise sources in order to take special design precautions

when any development is designed. Thus, in chapter five, community noise sources

are described to enlighten design process. And also, in this chapter, the calculations

of the noise level stemming from each type of noise sources have been enlisted.

• Chapter six explains how noise can be controlled in urban areas by using planning

devices in detail with giving the noise control examples from both the U.S.A and

Europe. In other words, this chapter discusses the noise control techniques that may

be applied to noise problems in urban areas.

• In the chapter seven, the traffic noise pollution III the Mustafa Kemal Sahil

Boulevard located in Izmir is analysed. When the result of analysis, in terms of the

noise problem in the site and their effects on people, the possible and applicable

noise solutions in this site have been proposed.

• In the last chapter (conclusion), the general evaluation of the whole thesis is made

and the proposals are developed further.



Noise can be defined, as unwanted sound, or sound which is not wanted by the

recipient, or the wrong sound in the wrong place or at the wrong time. All these

definitions confirm that noise is a form of sound. So, what is sound? Sound is all around

us. We obtain sound through our ears and we are able to determine the source of sound.

We can deduce what kind of source is spreading the sound whether it originates from

machines or human voice.

Sound is defined in two approaches: first, from a psychological approach; sound is what

we hear, such as human speech, the barking of a dog, music, thunder. An alternative is

to define sound from physical perspective. In this case, sound is created by a vibrating

object. In other words, it may be defined as vibrations or pressure changes in a

"elastic" medium, which are capable of being detached by the ear. Elastic means that

the particles of the medium return to their position after disturbance by the vibrational

wave. (Yerges, 1969, p.2) Such vibrations can travel through solids, liquids and gases.

The normal process of hearing depends on ultimate transmission of vibration through

the air so that the eardrum is set in vibration and hearing begins. The mass and density

are the important characteristics of the elastic medium. In addition, in acoustical design,

elasticity, stiffness, plasticity and hysteresis are fundamental characteristics of the

medium. In other words, sound does not travel faster in dense media then in less dense

media. In fact, sound velocity in media is inversely proportional to the square root of the

density, and directly proportional to the square root of the elasticity of the medium. The

following equation shows this phenomenon and it determines the velocity of the sound.

Where·
Yclodt}; ::;;k·. jE E= el~ticity of the medium (kg/m3 or g/cm3

)

. "Vp P= density of the medium (NtJm2) 1
Source: Verges, 1969, p.4

From equation, the velocity of sound increases as temperature increases because an

.increase in temperature produces a decrease in density.



Thetenn velocity of sound and the term speed of sound are not the same, although they

are often used as in same meaning. Velocity includes both speed and direction of

propagation.It is speed in a specified direction thus velocity is a vector quantity. We

willmentionspeed of sound in detail later.

The modem environment in which we live creates sound and we are influenced by

soundas a noise. The building materials and construction can transmit the sound. So

architects, builders and urban designers must think about three elements of sound:

source,path, and receiver. Source, path and receiver are also mainly concerned with the

subjectof noise control. Sound originated by a source, travels in a path and finally it

reaches a receiver that can be human body, animals also equipment. Most of the

activitiesof man, every piece of equipment man uses, natural events such as the forces

of wind and weather can be sound sources. These three elements should be thought in

constructionof built environment.

Briefly, sound energy is produced by mechanical vibrations of a sound source. The

vibrationsare transmitted away from the source in the built form of sound waves. Sound

waveis propagated through a medium, which carries the disturbance from one location

to another.As mentioned before the medium can be solids, liquids, or gases. In fact the

onlyplace in which sound cannot travel is a vacuum. The medium is simply a series of

interconnectedand interacting particles. 'Sound waves transported from one location to

another by means of the particle interaction.' (http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/

gbssci/phys/Class/waves/ulOllc.html, September 1999) If the medium is air, one air

particle from its equilibrium position, it pushes on its nearest neighbours, causing them

to be displaced from their equilibrium position. This particle interaction continues

throughoutthe entire medium, with each particle interacting and causing a disturbance

of its neighbours. This shows that a sound wave is characterized as a mechanical wave

becauseit is transported through a medium via the mechanism of particle interaction.



a.Molecules at 'rest'; energy is applied

to first.

b. First molecules strikes second

c. Second strikes third, first starts
slowly back toward its original
position
d. Third strikes forth, second starts
slowly back toward its original
position; first back at original position
e. Forth strikes fifth; third starts
slowly back toward its original
position ;second back at original
position; first now stopped and at
maximum position beyond its original
position

Figure 2.1: Motion of molecules in elastic medium as a sound wave progresses
Source: Yerges, 1969, p.2
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Figure 2.2: Motion of a molecule during a single cycle
Source: Yerges, 1969, p.3

The particles themselves displace only an infinitesimal distance about their equilibrium

positions along the direction of propagation of the sound wave.

Sound is a simple form of mechanical energy but it does not form apart of the

electromagnetic spectrum (which includes light, heat, and radio waves).

Electromagnetic waves can travel through a vacuum. Such kind of waves does not

require a medium to transport their energy. Mechanical waves require a medium to

transport their energy from one location to another. They cannot travel through regions

of space, which are devoid of particles so that they cannot travel through a vacuum. And

also sound waves travel slowly, however, electromagnetic waves travel so quickly that

energy transference is perceived by human instantaneously. Slow travel of sound energy

cause some important practical effects such as echoe that may be heard audience in a
'---

concert hall.



Sound is a longitudinal wave too because particles of the medium move in a direction

that is parallel to the direction of energy transport. The result of such longitudinal

vibrations is the creation of compressions and rarefaction's within the air. The

compressions are regions of high air pressure while the rarefactions are regions of low

air pressure. 'Molecules in the high-density regions are close together, while molecules

in the low-density regions are spread further apart. ·(http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/

gbssci/ phys/ Class/ waves/ ulOllc.html, September 1999) In figure 2.3, this is

represented.

fl-II
_

II
-

L."'" )

Time

Figure 2.3: The graphic representation of sound wave in an elastic medium subjected to sound
Source: http://library .thikquest. org! 19537/Physi cs5. html, October 1999

In general sound wave motion is three-dimensional, sound source (vibrating object)

spreads out sound waves not only in front or behind the surface but also in all directions

by diffraction.

Figure 2.4: The shape of sound waves
Source: Moore, 1988, p.4

It is possible to make a geometrical classification of sound waves from the point of their

symmetry: (1) plane, (2) cylindrical and (3) spherical

A piston in a long tube generates plane waves; sound waves are travelling from the

piston to infinity. The sound wave in the tube has a wavefront that is always parallel

with the plane of the piston. On the plane wave, values of parameters such as sound

pressure, velocity and displacement of particle are constant.



Cylindricalwaves have a wave front whose surface is cylinder. Similarly, spherical

waveshave a wave front in the form of a sphere. The geometrical properties of sound

waverely on shape of sound source, and also geometrical properties change with the

distancefrom the source. For instance, close to a diesel engine, the sound wave may be

plane wave but further away, waves are spherical. The sound sources may be plane,

point, or linear. If sound source is point source, as shown in figure 2.4, it produces

sphericalsound waves. The sound energy spreads out equally in all directions so that as

the wave travels further and further from the source its energy is received on larger

sphericalarea. (See fig. 2.9) Spherical sound waves from the point source do not change

their shape as they move outwards but in general, the amplitudes of sound pressure,

velocityand displacement of particle change depend on the distance from the sound

sources.Industrial plant, aircraft, and individual road vehicles can be considered as

point sound sources. Two important environmental noise sources, roads and railways

are considered as line sources because they emit continuous radiation. A road, which

has traffic flow, is usually considered as a line sources rather than a succession of a

single event. Railways are often line sound sources because close to or far from the

track,which is important as noise sources, field is more complex. For line source, the

wavefrontspreads out from the line in only one dimension so that any two points at the

same distance from the line are on the same wavefront and have the same properties.

(Seefig. 2.8)

There are four main parts to a sound wave: wavelength, amplitude, frequency, and

period.

2.1.2.1. Wavelength

The wavelengthcan be defined as 'the horizontal distance between any two successive

equivalent points on the wave.' (http://library.thikquest.org/19537/Physics5.htrnl,

October 1999) Another words~the wavelength is the horizontal length of one cycle of

the wave.



Figure 2.5: Graphic representation of the wavelength and amplitude of sound wave
Source: Vesilind, 1990, p.388

'Wavelength is measured as the distance from one compression or the distance to next

adjacent compression or the distance from one rarefaction to the next adjacent

rarefaction .•(http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/ phys/ Class/ waves/ ulOllc.html,

September 1999)

Amplitude of a sound wave is represented by the height of the sound wave. (See figure

2.5) When there is a loud sound, the wave is high and amplitude is large. So while the

amplitude is small, there is a soft sound. Amplitude of simple harmonic motion can be

described by reference to either maximum amount of particle displacement from its rest

position or to particle velocity. If particle velocity is changing, the particle must be

undergoing acceleration, either possible or negative.

The amount of energy carried by a wave is related to the amplitude of the wave. A high-

energy wave is characterised by high amplitude; a low energy wave is characterised by

low amplitude. Relation between energy and amplitude of wave is underlying on force,

which causes the displacement of particles.

L:r",-tllW~ ~1"':a.'JfIr, f\ r,
V v V

Figure 2.6: Graphic represents of relation between amplitude and energy
Source: http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/phys/Class/waves/u 1011c. html, September 1999

http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/phys/Class/waves/u


If the more energy is put into sound wave, then it vibrates with wider amplitude. The

moreenergycauses particles of the medium to be displaced a greater distance from their

restposition.So the amplitude of the particles of the medium increased, corresponding

to anincreased amount of the energy being carried by the particles. The energy, which

is transportedby a wave, is directly proportional to the square of the amplitude of the

wave.This relationship between energy and amplitude is explained in the following

equation.
E= energy
A= amplitude

'This means that a doubling of the amplitude of a wave indicates a quadrupling of the

energy transported by the wave' (http://www.glenbrook.kI2.il.us/gbssci/phys.

September1999).

The particles of the medium that are vibrating in a back and forth motion gIVe

frequency.The frequency refers to how often the particles of the medium vibrate when

a wave passes through the medium. It can be defined in mathematical terms, as the

number complete vibrational cycles of a medium per a given amount of time. One

completevibration is called a 'cycle' and so it can be explained in units of cycles per

second (cps), vibrations per second, or something per second. Another unit for

frequencyis Hertz (Hz) named for after nineteenth- century physicist Heinrich Hertz.

Hertz is commonly used and equivalent to 1 cycle/ second, or vibration! second. The

variousalternatives that are commonly used to describe both frequency and period are

shownin table 2.1. Each particle of the medium vibrates at the same frequency, which

is same with the frequency of original source of sound. For instance, when the first

particleof the medium begins to vibrate at 500 Hz, it begins to push forward the second

particleat the same frequency. Then the second particle begins vibrating at 500 Hz and

pushes the third particle of the medium. This process continues through the medium.

Thus the frequency of a sound ,ave not only refers to the number of back and forth a

vibrationof the particles per unit of time, but also it refers to the number of compression

or rarefa,ctiondisturbances per unit of time.



Fr uenc Multi lier Period
Hertz (Hz) 1 sec (sec )
Kilohertz (kHz) 1,000 millisec (msec)
Megahertz (MHz) 1,000,000 microsec (usee)
Gi ahertz GHz 1,000,000000 nanosec nsec
Table 2.1: Standard units of measure for frequency and period
Source: Speaks, 1992, p.68

Multi lier
1
0.001
0.000001
0.000000001

The quantity of frequency is related to the quantity of period. Period of a sound wave

can be defined as the time for a particle on a medium to make one complete vibrational

cycle. It is measured in units of time, such as seconds, hours, days or years. The period

of a sound wave can be found by measuring the time between successive high pressure

points (the compression) or the time between successive low pressure points

(rarefactions). However frequency and period are related, there are differences in

quantities. Frequency refers to how often something happens, but period refers to the

duration of the event. For this definition, while period is the seconds per cycle,

frequency is cycles per second. Mathematically, frequency is inversely proportional to

period. This is explained in equation form as follows.

~_ 1~.--frequenq

t
T=f

t
f=f

Where f= frequency
T= period

Source: http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/ phys/
Class/ waves/ u1011c.html, September 1999

These equations show that a sound wave with high frequency corresponds small period,

and also low frequency corresponds large period. (See fig. 2.7)

Figure 2.7: Graphic representation oflow and high frequency a sound wave and period
Source: http://www.gienbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/phys/Class/waves/u10i1c.htmi. September 1999

http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/
http://www.gienbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/phys/Class/waves/u10i1c.htmi.


As we can see in equation, if you want to determine period from knowledge of

frequency, you calculate the reciprocal of frequency (1/f), and correspondingly, to

determine frequency from knowledge of period, you calculate the reciprocal of period

(1fT). In that case, if frequency is expressed in hertz, period will be expressed in

seconds. However, if frequency is expressed in kilohertz, period will be in milliseconds

not seconds. (See table 2.1).

The frequency, which is a source of sound vibrates, is controlled by properties of source

of sound. Thus different properties should be considered for different source of sound.

The frequency of vibration depends on length, cross-sectional mass, and tension of the

string. The relation of the three factors to the frequency of vibrating string can be

presented in following equation.

L= length
~ t=ten~on

f = 2~ V ~ m= cross-sectional mass

For this equation, the frequency of vibrating string increases while length or mass

decreases and tension increases. In other words, it is inversely proportional to twice of

the length and the square root of mass, and, directly proportional to the square root of

tension. 'The equation for the frequency of vibrating string is important for those who

are interested in voice production, because the frequency of vibration of vocal folds

depends mainly on the length, cross-sectional mass, and tension of the folds' (Speaks,

Charles E., 1994, p.69). Other sources of sound depend on different properties such as

radius, thickness and density.

The speed of an object refers to how fast an object is moving and is explained as the

distance travelled per time of travel. For a wave, the speed is defined as the distance,

which a point on a wave such as compression or a rarefaction travels per unit of time

and it is often expressed in meters/second (m/s). In equation form,



The faster sound wave travels, the more distance it will cover in the same period of the

time. If the sound wave travel at distance of 800 meters in 2 seconds, the speed of the

sound would be 350 mls. A slower wave would be more distant in the same period of

time.

Whereas the frequency of sound source is dependent on characteristic of the source, the

speed of sound that a wave travels through a medium is dependent on a characteristic of

the medium and the type of sound wave. As mentioned before there are two essential

properties of the medium that effect wave speed: elasticity and density. Thus, depending

on properties of the medium sound travels at different speeds. In this case, sound waves

travel the slowest through gases such as air, faster through liquids and the fastest

through solids such as concrete.

If speed is represented as V;

The speed of sound in various mediums is represented in table 2.2. This relationship

between speed of sound and material of the medium can be seen in the table.

Substance
Gases
Carbon Dioxide 0 259
Oxygen 0 316
Air 0 331
Air 20 343
Helium 0 965

Liquids
CWoroform 20 1004
Ethanol 20 1162
Water 20 1482

Solids
Lead 1960
Copper 5010
Glass 5640
Steel 5960

Table 2.2: Speed of sound in various media
Source: http:Jnibrary.thikquest.org/19537/Physics5.html, October 1999

Liquids; Sound travels fastest through solids because molecules are more tightly

packed. In fresh water, sound waves travel at 1,482 mls (about 3,315 mph). It shows

that it is four times faster than in air. Thus several oceans-dwelling animals

communicate to each other in long distance with using sound wave and also they locate



foodand obstacles with sound. They use this method because sound travel so much

fasterin water.

Solids;Sound travels fastest through solid because molecules in a solid medium are

muchcloser together than in gases or liquid, and allow sound waves to travel more

quicklythrough it. Sound waves travel over 17 times faster through steel than through

air. In steel, speed of sound is 5,960 mls (13,332 mph). But the speed of sound in all

solidsare not faster than in all liquids.

Gases;We see that only when molecules collide with each other, a sound wave moves.

It makes sense that the speed of sound has the same order of the magnitude as the

averagemolecular speed between collisions. The speed of a sound wave in air depends

on the properties of the air. These properties are temperature and the pressure.

Temperaturemust be known in a gas because at lower temperatures, molecules collide

more often giving the sound wave more chances to move around rapidly. At normal

atmosphericpressure, the temperature dependence of speed of sound is forecasted by

the followingequation.

T is temperature of the air in Celsius. The speed of sound in 20° C (room temperature)

canbe determined by using this equation.

V=331mls+ (0.6m1s/C)*T

V = 331 mls + (0.6 mls/C)*20 C

V= 331 mls + 12 mls

V= 343 mls

At freezing (OCO)sound travels through air at 331 meters per second (about 740 mph),

but at 20Co(room temperature) sound travels at 343 mls (about 767 mph). Speed of a

soundis slow to the speed of a light wave. Light travels through the air at the speed of

300.000.000 mls; this is nearly 900 000 times the speed of the sound. For this reason,

human can hear the thunder sound after it occurs. Although the arrival of light wave

from lightning takes so little time, the arrival of sound wave from the location of the



lightning occurs much later. The time between the arrival of sound wave and light wave

helps his/her to understand distance from the lightning location.

There are two objects in the speed of the sound phrase: the wave and the medium. The

medium could be water, air or any material. Density, elasticity, temperature, etc. are

physical properties of the medium. Such physical properties describe the material itself

not the wave. Waves should be held from their properties - wavelength, frequency, and

amplitude. These properties describe the wave not the medium through which the wave

is moving. Among speed, frequency and wavelength which are the three physical

characteristic of a sound wave there is an important relationship. The speed of a sound

wave is equal to the product of its wavelength and frequency. The mathematical

relationship is given following equation.

Speed = Wavelength* Frequency

Using the symbols v, and f, the equation can be rewritten as;

B Where Speed=v
V = A. III f Frequency = f

Wavelength = A

As mentioned before, the speed of sound depends on the properties of the medium in

which it moves and if only changes when properties of the medium change. Thus above

equation is useful to solve mathematical problems of speed, wavelength, and frequency.

The wave speed is not dependent on these quantities, although it is calculated through

the multiplication of wavelength with frequency.

As mentioned before sound is a form of wave motion, which is propagated through an

elastic medium. Energy is transferred through the medium and the transfer of energy

occurs at some particular rate. The rate that sound energy transferred through the

medium is called an acoustical power.

In general, power is defined as the rate at which work is completed, or as the amount of

the energy it emits:

Power = work /unit time =energy transformed! unit time



Soundpower is expressed in watt (w) that was named in James Watt, the developer of

the stream engine. One watt of power equal energy at rate of 1 jou1e per sec (MKS

system)or 10.000.000 ergs per sec (cgs system).

I watt = 1jou1e / sec = 10.000.000 ergs / sec (107 ergs/sec)

Where W is the power emitted and
SoundPower Level (SWL)=IOlog W/Wo Wo is the reference power (10-12 watt)

The sound power level of a source is expressed in decibels (dB) because power is

encounteredin typical noise problem and is equal to 10 times the logarithm to the base

10 of the ratio of the sound power of the source to a reference sound power. The

referencesound power in air is normally taken as 10-12 watt. The sound power is:

Sound power is the essentially a physical property of the source alone, and is an

importantabsolute parameter, which is used for rating and comparing sound sources.

Sound intensity that is the fundamental acoustic quantity is directly related to sound

The sound intensity defined as the amount of energy, which is transmitted through a

unit area perpendicu1arto the direction of the sound wave per unit of time. The amount

of the energy that is transferred through the medium depends on the amplitude of sound

source.Thus, the greater the amplitude of vibrations of the particles of the medium is,

the greater rate of energy through it and the more intense becomes. Intensity is the

energy/time/area and the energy/time equals the quantity power, so intensity is simply

equivalentpower/ area. This can be shown below;

Intensity= Energy / Time* Area or

Intensity= Power/ Area



Sound intensity is usually expressed in unit of watts per square meter (W/ m2
). As a

sound wave carries its energy through two-dimensional or three- dimensional medium,

the intensity of the sound wave decreases with increasing distance from the source. It

can be explained by the fact that the wave is spreading out over a circular (in two-

dimensions) or spherical (in three- dimensions) surface and the energy of the sound

wave is being distributed over a greater surface area. Since energy is protected and the

area that energy is transported is increasing, the power decreases.

Humans have very sensitive ears capable of detecting sound waves of low intensity. The

faintest sound that the typical human ear can detect has an intensity of 1*10 -12 W/m2
. A

sound with this intensity corresponds to a sound, which will displace particles of air by

a mere one- billionth of a centimeter. The human ear can detect such a sound that is

known as the threshold of the hearing. The most intense sound the ear can safely detect

without any physical damage is more than one billion times intense than the threshold

of the hearing.

cTheDecibel Scale; Sound intensity can be measured on a linear scale of W/m2. It can

also be measured by measuring the amplitude of sound wave. This type of intensity is

called intensity level and is measured in units of decibels (dB). The decibel scale is

logarithmic, not arithmetic. This means that a doubling of sound intensity is not

represented as doubling of the decibel level. In fact, an increase of 3 dB means twice as

sound. There are two reasons for using a unit of decibel. First, a logarithmic scale is

used in order to provide the possibility of covering the wide range of sound amplitudes

detected by human ear. The second is that a logarithmic scale is which the intensity of

human sensation changes logarithmically with the energy that causes the sensation.

The difference between these two forms of measurement decibel and W/m2
, the decibel

scale is based on multiples of 10 measures intensity level. The threshold of hearing is

determined a sound level of 0 decibels. This sound corresponds to an intensity of 1*10-

12 W/m2. In addition, the sound intensity level above 120 dB represents threshold of

pain .The threshold of pain is a point at which most people feel pain. A human with

normal hearing can hear everything in between these rates. We can say that one decibel

is the smallest change in intensity that may be heard by most people. In sum, decibel is



a logarithmic scale used to indicate sound intensity level. This refers to a measurement

ofBel (B), named after the inventor of the phone, Alexander Graham Bel.

Decibel scale reqUIres a 'reference value' that subsequent values can be built by

successive proportional increases. The internationally agreed reference value (RV) is

10-12 W/m2 (the threshold of hearing for sounds of 1000 Hz). In the table 2.3 the

relationship between intensity and intensity level referenced of 10-12 W/m2 is showed.

Intensity (W/m2
) Intensity Level Bels Times Greater than

(dB) threshold of hearing
1*10-~W/m2 70 7 101

1*10-{)W/m2 60 6 106

1*10.1 W/m2 50 5 10'
1*1O-'W/m2 40 4 104

1*10-9 W/m2 30 3 103

1*10-10 W/m2 20 2 102

1*1O-1JW/m2 10 1 101

1*10-UW/m2 0 0 10°
1*1O-uW/m2 -10 -1 10-1

1*1O-14W/m2 -20 -2 102

Table 2.3: The relation between intensity in W/m2 and intensity level in dB
Source: Speaks, 1992, p.124

According the this relation, threshold of hearing is assigned a sound level of 0 dB, a

sound which is 10 times more intense (l *10-11 W/m2
) is assigned 10 dB, and also a

sound which is 100 times more intense (l *10-10 W1m2
) is assigned 20 dB, so on. Hence

this scale is based on powers or multiples of 10. If one sound is lOXtimes more intense

than another sound, it has a sound level that is 10*x more decibels than the less intense

sound.

As mentioned before the intensity of a sound decreases with moving away from the

sound source. The mathematical relationship between intensity and distance is referred

to an inverse square relationship. Intensity gets various values inversely with the square

of the distance from the source. There are theoretically three types of sound source:

point source, line source, and area source. The rate of decrease in the intensity can be

different for each case. If a sound source is a point source, which produces spherical

sound waves, it has proportional increase in frontal area of the waves at three distances

from the source. So when the distance from the source is increased by a factor of 2, the

. intensity is decreased by a factor of 4; when the distance from source is increased by a



factor of 4, the intensity is decreased by a factor 16, and so on. The sample data in the

table 2.4 represents the inverse sqUare relationship between intensity and distance.

Distance Intensity
1m 16 units
2m 4 units
3m 1.78 units
4m 1 units Table 2.4: Inverse square relationship between intensity and

distance.

When we apply this to the figure 2.8, we can see that the intensity at point B is one-

fourth (1/4) the intensity as point A and the intensity at point C is one-ninth (1/9) the

intensity at point A. Thus an increase in one quantity, intensity or distance corresponds

to a decrease in other quantity.
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Figure 2.8: Proportional increase from
a point source
Source: Moore, 1988, p.ll
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We can compare the sound intensity level with using the following formula:

Difference in intensity level between 11and h= 10 log 11/12 dB = 10 log 4/1 dB

= 6.021 dB

Thus, outdoors and in any close reflected surface, the sound intensity level diminishes at

a rate of 6 dB for each factor of two increase in distance. For example, a sound

measuring 80 dB at 1 meter would be 74 dB at 2m and 68 dB at 4 meters, and so on.

A view of line source, sound waves are cylindrical and each time distance from source

is doubled, intensity will be decreased by a factor of 2. According to above formula, the

reduction is found 3 dB.

Figure 2.9: The dispersion of sound from a line source
Source: Moore, 1988, p.ll



In the case of area source, there is no reduction with distance because of infinite

dimensionsof area. Figure 2.10 shows that the reduction of intensity levels with

distancewhen operating these laws for ~ point source and a line source.
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Figure 2.10: The reduction of intensities with distance in respect of a point source and a line source.
Source: Moore, 1988, p.13

In the propagation of sound through the atmosphere, changes in the physical properties

of the air, such as temperature, pressure, and also humidity, cause damp or disperse

sound waves, so that the inverse square law generally is not applicable in direct

measurementsof the intensity of sound.

Moreover,the reduction of sound intensity with distance in insulation and away from

reflectingand absorbent surfaces is being considered. But in practice, decrease of sound

intensitywith distance is dependent on other factors such as reflection and dispersion

properties.It will be explained in detail in section of sound propagation.

Intensity of a sound is objective quantity, which can be measured with sensitive

instrumentation; however, the loudness of a sound is more subjective response to

intensitythat will vary with a number of factors. (We will mention loudness in detail in

theperceptualcharacteristics of a sound).

Soundpressure is a parameter to measure sound power and sound intensity. In other

words, the magnitude or volume of a sound is called as a sound pressure. 'Since the

. pressurevaries above and below the atmospheric pressure, this varying component of



the pressure is expressed as the square root of the mean square of the instantaneous

pressures measured over a full cycle of pressure variation. '(Prout, James H., 1990,

p.141) This is written as the root mean square (rms) pressure.

Sound pressure can change at the same frequency of a sound. In this case, as the

pressure of a sound increases, the sound loudness level will increase. This continues

until the pressure reaches 20 N/m2 at which point it becomes so great that it can be felt.

This situation is reached when a person approach a jet engine running at maximum

power and it is called the threshold of pain.

Sound pressures range between the threshold of hearing and threshold of pain (0.00002

N/m2 and 20 N/m2
). This corresponds to a ratio of 1 to 1.000.000. The reference

pressure value is chosen a root mean square value of 0.00002 N/m2
, which is the

threshold human hearing in order to estimate sound pressure level. Alternatively, it is

expressed as 0.0002dynlcm2 or 0.0002 microbar. This particular pressure was adopted

as being reasonably near the average pressure of the faintest audible sounds, for young

people with clinically normal ears. If this reference is used, it is legitimate to refer to

decibel values so described as 'sound pressure level' (SPL). For sound measurements in

air, 0.00002 N/m2 is used as reference pressure; however, Pascals (Pa) is stated as the

reference pressure. A logarithmic scale, which is called decibel, is used in acoustics to

provide the possibility of covering the wide range of sound pressure amplitudes

detected by the human ear. 'Thus during the course of a measurement a period of quite

sound, when the sound pressure amplitudes are of the order of, say, 0.01 Pa, may be

followed by an intense sound with sound pressure amplitudes of the order of 10 Pa'.

(Anderson, J.S., 1993, p.72) If a sound pressure is measurement with using linear scale,

the details of the quite sound are lost. But on the other hand, when the logarithmic scale

is used, the data will be more compact. And also sound has a logarithmic character. An

SPL is defined mathematically as;

SPL = 10* log (P IP refi or

SPL = 20* log (P IP ref)

Where SPL = sound pressure level, dB
P = rms sound pressure, ubar
P ref = reference pressure, ubar



Hearing is the principal subjective response to sound. The ear is a receiver for people

and animals. It receivers vibrations and transmits the vibrations through the brain. So

humans perceive their environment and they orient in their life.

In the entire mechanism of hearing, Jocess begin in ear and ends in the brain. This

indicates that the ear is only a receiver. For this reason, we are interested in why hearing

is a subjective response, while sound is objective. The following section will explain

how this difference is coming into being.

The table below represents the objective characteristics of a sound and their subjective

responses for humans.

Objective Subjective
(Sound) (Hearing)

amplitude
pressure loudness
intensity

frequency pitch
spectral distribution of energy quality Table 2.5: Subjective responses to characteristics

ofa sound

The terms of pitch and loudness are used to describe human perception of frequency of

a sound. Although we often use the terms of frequency and pitch interchangeably, there

are differences between them. Pitch is a function of the frequency of the wave that

produces it. A high pitch sound corresponds to a high frequency and a low pitch sound

corresponds to a low frequency. Other words, frequency of a sound determines its pitch.

The ability of humans to perceive pitch is associated with the frequency of the sound

wave that affects the ear. Because sound waves are longitudinal waves which produce

high and low pressure disturbances of the particles of a medium at a given frequency,

the ear has an ability to detect such frequencies and associate them with the pitch of the

sound. But pitch is not the only property of a sound wave detectable by the human ear.

Certain frequencies are heard as pitches. The human ear can detect sounds in the

frequency range about 20 to 20000 Hz. Ultrasonic (above our hearing range) or

infrasonic frequencies (below our hearing range) usually cannot be perceived. For
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instance a sound of 60 Hz frequency is perceived to be very low pitched, while 18000

Hz sound is very high pitched. Humans are capable of detecting a difference in

frequency between two separate sounds when sounds have low pitches than high

pitches. For this reason, it can be said that pitch is also dependent on the loudness. We

tend to hear: pitch drops as loudness increases in a low frequency tone, and pitch rises

as loudness increases in a high frequency tone.

Frequency and pressure are the measurable characteristics of a sound. Although these

are the important characteristics of the sound, generally the complaint about noise is 'it

is too loud'. The pressures and frequencies of the sound can be measured by means of a

sound level meter and an octave frequency band analysis. These combined instruments

measure the sound pressure in decibels and the frequency in octave bands, but loudness

is not directly measured.

We can say that the term of loudness is used to describe human perception of sound. In

other words, loudness is the human conception of intensity. It depends on two different

factors, sense of hearing of individual persons and objective quantity known as

intensity. For different people who hear the same sound, loudness may not be same

because one person may have a better sense of hearing than the other may. So human

reaction can differentiate against sound. This shows that loudness is a subjective

characteristic of sound. Loudness is related to amplitude of the sound wave. It can be

said that the larger amplitude causes the higher intensity. When a change in intensity of

a sound, a change in loudness occurs. In other words, increasing in intensity are heard

as increases in loudness.

Loudness is expressed in unit of sone. Sone is defined as 'a unit ofloudness on a scale

numbers approximately proportional to the loudness'. (Duerden, c., p.l7) (Sone equals

lOOOmillisones and also lOOOloudness unit). A loudness of I millisone corresponds to

the threshold of hearing, and a loudness of lO sones is twice as loud as a loudness of 5

sones and ten times as loud as I sone, etc.



Quality is the general perceptual characteristics of a sound like loudness and pitch. It is

distinguished among the sounds having the same pitch and loudness, such as a piano, a

violin, or a tuning fork. All can be played at the same volume and the tones are

identical in frequency and amplitude, but very different in quality. The exact intensity of

other components, which are called harmonics, determines the quality of the sound.

Quality describes the character a soun9 and is best described by the sound of different

instruments: the brassy sound of the triunpet, the warm sound of cello, bright sound of

the flute, etc. It implies nominal differences. For example, a brassy sound could be used

to represent an urban phenomenon, while a warm sound could be used to represent a

rural phenomenon. Such example associates the nature of a sound.

Sound wave propagates through a medium such as air or water. Like any wave sound

wave does not stop when it reaches the end of the medium or when it encounters a

barrier in its path. During their propagation, sound waves can be reflected, refracted,

transmitted or attenuated by the medium. All mediums have two properties that affect

the behaviour of sound propagation:

1. A relation between density and pressure. This relationship determines the speed

of sound in medium.

2. The motion of the medium itself. When the medium is moving, the sound is

further transported.

We are interested in what happens when sound is propagating through a medium that

does not have constant properties. As explained before (see section of sound intensity) a

sound is originated from source. Due to shape of sound source, the rate of reduction of

intensity level changes. The reduction in sound intensity is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance between the source and the receiver location. This relationship is

known as the inverse square law. The physical principles behind sound propagation are

more complex than the inverse square law; additional parameters need to be included in

. the equation in order to explain the actual sound propagation process. There are several



important factors that influence sound propagation in the atmospheric boundary layer:

topographical and barrier (surface) effects and meteorological (atmospheric) effects.

Reflection, refraction, diffraction, and diffusion occur when a sound wave encounters a

change in medium, temperature, humidity or wind:

• refraction due to wind and temperature gradients,

• reflection at porous ground or at buildings, forests, etc.,

• scattering due to atmospheric turbulence,

• diffraction at obstacles such as buildings, screens, hills.

)
These phenomena are very important for transmission of sound in outdoor and indoor

spaces. Atmospheric effects on sound propagation are discussed in detail later in section

of sound propagation outdoors.

When a sound wave meets a change in the density of the medium through their

propagation, it undergoes reflection and a portion of the wave undergoes transmission

across the boundary. This can take place when change in medium and also change in

temperature. The sound wave is reflected from the barrier without change in speed of

propagation, because there is no change in conditions of the medium. The amount of

reflection is dependent on the dissimilarity of the two mediums. For this reason, in

acoustical designing, hard materials such as concrete are avoided using together in

building and closed space design. Because the air through which sound moves is

dissimilar to hard material, so most of sound waves are reflected and little is absorbed.

The shape of the surface influences the intensity of sound after reflection. In order to

understand this, we should know the geometry of sound reflection and its effect on the

intensity level of sound waves.

Figure 2.11 explains the principle of sound wave reflection from a flat, smooth surface.

The plane surface can serve as a boundary between two different mediums. As seen in



figure, reflected sound waves are in spherical shape and their centre of curvature is the

'image' of the source of sound. The image is on a line to the surface and at the same

distanceto surface as the sound source.
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Figure 2.11: Reflection of a sound wave by plane
surface
Source: Moore, 1988, p.23

Reflected sound will attenuate at the same rate as sound in a free field. According to the

inverse square law, the intensity of reflected sound waves decrease depending on their

distance from the image. In addition, the degree of absorption depends on

characteristics of reflecting surface.

Plane surfaces reflect sound waves in such a way that the angle, which the wave arrives,

the surface is equivalent the angle, which the wave leaves the surface. This principal is

shown in fig. 2.12. If the angle of sound wave is 45°, the angle of reflected wave would

be 45°; if the angle of sound wave is 30°, the angel of reflected wave would be 30°. But

when the angle of sound wave is 0°, the reflected wave angle will be 0°, therefore, the

ray is reflected back on itself.

•• lid.-...r..,.
Figure 2.12: Sound reflection showing
reflection angles

L..-. ---' Source: Cowan, 1994, p.1 0

Curved surfaces with a parabolic shape have the habit of focusing sound waves to a

point. Parabolic surfaces collect all energy to a single point in space; at that point the

sound is amplified. When the surface is convex, the rays of sound will be dispersed,
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when the surface is concave the rays will be focused. Reflection from curved surfaces is

best described from the sound rays. As mentioned above, the angle of reflection of the

ray is equal to the angle of the incidence to the surface. (See fig.2.12) The drawing in

figure 2.13 represents that rays striking a curved surface are reflected so that the angle

of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence to radials drawn at their points of contact.

It can be said that the rays of reflected sound wave diverse. Each rays have their own

image, and the wavefront will not be part of a circle and it must be found by drawing

each ray of equal total length.

Figure 2.13: Reflection of a sound wave by convex surface
Source: Moore, 1988, p.25

On the other hand, since the convex surface tends to spread the reflected waves, convex

surfaces at the boundaries of a closed space like room diffuse the sound throughout the

space. For this reason, special rooms such as studios are constructed with cylindrical

convex panels as part of the wall construction.

Figure 2.14: Reflection ofa sound wave by concave surface
Source: Moore, IE., 1988, p.25

Concave surfaces tend to concentrate the reflected waves. As seen that in figure 2.14

reflected sound rays are focused in a point that sound is heard as loud as that heard near

the source. For this reason, in the design of all closed space large concave surfaces

especially shape of walls should be avoided. For an example, whisper can be clearly
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heardby you if your friends stand at one focus point and you stand at the other. But no

one in the rest of the room cannot hear anything.

For curved surfaces, the intensity of reflected sound wave at some distance from the

surfacewould be less than the intensity of the incident sound wave at the same distance,

because the sound energy in the reflected wave has been scattered. However concave

surface reflects sound wave with increasing in intensity the further they travel. Thus

sound can be heard as loud as near the sound source.In acoustical designing the law of

reflection for various shapes of surface is used on distribution of sound in a room. Such

studies can lead to the design of interior surfaces that will give beneficial reflections or

modification of surfaces that will give rise to echoes or other harmful reflections.

Refraction of a sound wave occurs when sound wave changes in the direction as it

moves from one medium to another medium that has different density or varying

medium conditions. So refraction can be defined as 'a bending of the sound waves, or

change in the direction of sound propagation, due to change in speed of propagation'.

(Speaks, Charles E., 1994, p.280) In physics refraction is described as follows what is

known as Snell's law:

where V2 = the speed of sound in the transmitting medium
VI = the speed of sound in the incident medium, and
Q t= the angle of transmission, Q Iis the angle of the incidence.

Trat'6nliUcd
Sound
Wave MOOium~

Figure 2.15: Refraction of sound wave
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.10

It can be seen that sound direction will change while travelling through medium. This

can take place when sound wave travels through different conditions in same medium or

passes from one medium (air) to another medium (water). If sound waves pass different
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medium, their speed and wavelength will change, because of varying properties of the

second medium. In addition to this, as sound waves move into air, they are affected

temperatures, humidity, wind, summary meteorological effects. These factors affect the

speed of sound wave. The sound wave is moving faster at high temperatures and slower

at cool temperatures. When sound waves travel medium at different temperatures, they

have different speed. Meteorological effects on sound propagation will be explained in

detail later in this chapter.

When sound wave encounters an obstacle, wave moves around it as if it did not exist,

forming little shadow. But if the frequency of sound is high and the wavelength is short,

noticeable shadow will be formed. It can be said that amount of diffraction increases

with increasing wavelength of the sound wave and also decreases with decreasing

wavelength. In fact, diffraction occurs when the 'Wavelength of sound incident is on the

barrier larger than the height and width dimensions of the barrier. Diffraction varies

with frequency, because as wavelength increases, frequency decreases. In this case,

diffraction can be defined as the change in direction of propagation of sound waves due

to their passage around an obstacle.

Figure 2.16: Diffraction of sound waves
Source: Moore, 1988, p.31

It can be seen in figure 2.16 that the wave fronts are diffracted and then sound waves

passing over the edge of the barrier. The curvature of the diffracted waves is centred on

the edge of barrier and they become weaker the further they enter the shadow.

Diffraction of sound transmitted through openings~ Sound wave is diffracted when

transmitting through an opening in the barriers. If there is an opening such as window,

or door, the opening may be regarded as such a source from which the sound spreads

out as a spherical wave.



Figure 2.17: Diffraction of sound waves passing through an opening
Source: http://arts.ucsc.edu/ EMS/ Music/ tech_backround/ TE-Ol/
teces_01.html, October 1999

Ifthe opening is small, sound wave emerges as a spherical wave and diverges widely. If

the opening is large compared to the wavelength of the sound propagated through it,

there is only slight bending near the edges. Diffraction may be pronounced for some

frequenciesand negligible for others. A low-frequency sound would be very much

diffracted through the opening, the emergent sound spread out in all directions. In

contrast,if sound wave has high frequency, it would be transmitted little diffraction.

'Obviously, sounds such as in speech and music, that are made up of a wide range

frequencies,are selectively diffracted because low-frequency components will diverge

widely while the high- frequency components will continue in a relatively narrow

beam'. (Knudsen, Vern 0., 1978, p.46)

Diffraction of sound from reflective and absorptive surface; Diffraction from an

obstaclein the path of a sound wave is frequently referred as scattering. The obstacle

altersthe sound field in its neighbourhood; the alteration is called the scattered wave.

Despitethe complicated nature of such diffraction, some properties of diffraction should

be remembered:

I) whenan obstacle is large, diffraction shadow is similar to light shadow;

2) when a obstacle is small in comparison to the wavelength of the incident wave, the

soundis scattered in all directions;

3) whenthe size of the obstacle is comparable to the wavelength, the sound is scattered

in a complex but regular pattern that depends on such factors as the shape, size and

absorptiveproperties of the obstacle and the wavelength of the sound and its direction

ofpropagationwith respect to the obstacle. (Knudsen, Vern 0., 1978, p.48)

In acoustical designing, the diffraction effects are secondary important events after

reflection of sound. For the treatment of room, such as beam, columns, openings of

window,walls and also their materials, a designer should know how diffraction occurs
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andwhat it can be gotten under control. It is possible to determine the effects of sound

diffraction and reflection by a study of a plans and sections of a room. Such a study

applies simple laws of diffraction and reflection of a sound to the boundaries of the

room. To sum, this method can be used to determine the action of a sound in the room

sothat archives good acoustics.

Sound absorption occur when a sound waves in air encounter a porous material or an

obstruction, most of the sound power transmitted into the new medium stays there and

never gets out again. In other words, sound energy is lost in passing through a material

or on striking surface and is converted into minute quantities of heat energy. The loss of

energy is small over large distances and dependent on wavelength and frequency of

sound wave. Absorption by porous materials is large in high frequencies, and small in

low frequencies. But on the contrary, absorption by panel vibration is small in high

frequencies and large in low frequencies. It is possible to chose each of these types of

absorption for solution in room acoustics.

Absorption from obstruction depends on the nature of the material or its surface.

'Absorption can be due to surface friction, friction due to resonance in any cavities near

the surface, resonance in cavities behind perforated surfaces or, in the case of light

panels, friction caused by the flexing of the panel as it is set into vibration' (Moore, J.E.,

1988,p.34). Thus rough, porous materials can absorb more sound energy than smooth,

dense and rigid materials.
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Figure 2.18: Absorption of a sound wave
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.85



The Absorption Coefficient; as mentioned, different materials have different rate of

absorption. For example, a wall made of steel impedes sound transmission more than a

wall made of wood that impedes the transmission of sound more than a wall made of

cotton batting. The efficiency of a material is usually quantified in terms of its sound

absorption coefficient that is varying between zero and one. This quantity is the

fractional part of the energy of an incident sound wave that is absorbed by the material.

Thus if sound waves strike a material, and if 70 per cent of the incident sound energy is

absorbed and 30 per cent is reflected, it can be said that the absorption coefficient of the

material is 0.70. Similarly, if all of sound is absorbed, the sound absorption coefficient

will be 1.0. And also no sound is absorbed that never occurs in practice, the sound

absorption coefficient will be zero. The absorption coefficient is defined as;

Soundabsorption coefficient =Sound energy not reflected from material (IJ

Sound energy incident upon material ill

In general, materials that have absorption coefficient less than 0.15 are considered to be

reflective and material that have absorption coefficient greater than 0.4 are considered

to be absorptive. A list of sound absorption coefficient for common-building materials

is given in appendix 1 and types of sound absorber are explained in chapter 6.

Measurement of Sound Absorption; The sound absorption of a sound is measured in

units of sabins that postulated by Professor Sabin who built the foundation for room

acoustical analysis. A sabin is defined as the total absorption provided by a 1fe piece of

material having an absorption coefficient of one( 1) (totally absorptive).

As mentioned before, sound absorption changes with frequency of sound wave. Thus,

sound absorption coefficient changes with frequency (see appendixl). The absorption

coefficient is not dependent on only the nature of material and frequency of the sound

but also dependent on other factors such as thickness of material, the way that it is

mounted and the depth of the air space behind it. On the other hand, the amount of

effective absorption is not only dependent on absorption coefficient but also it depends

on the position of material in the room and size of the material. The total absorption in a

room can be expressed by measuring the areas of all surfaces and multiplying each area

by its absorption coefficient. The absorption due to any furnishing or people in the room
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mustbe added to total value. A list of absorption factors for people and furnishing is

givenappendix2.

Whensound source is generated in an enclosure, sound does not radiate away from the

sourcebut it can be transmitted, absorbed, and reflected back and forth between the

walls.The dimensions and shape of enclosure, and reflective and absorption properties

of the surfaces (walls, ceilings, and floors) affect the sound level and sound energy in

this space. These various phenomena in enclosure are illustrated in figure 2.19.

Behaviourof a sound in enclosed space helps to design rooms such as open-plan

offices,auditorium or large factory.

Figure 2.19: Behaviour of sound in an enclosure space
Source: Moore, 1988, p.140

(1) attenuation due to distance
(2) people absorption of direct
sound
(3) surface absorption of direct
and reflected sound
(4) reflection from re-entrant angle
(5) dispersion at modeled surface
(6) edge diffraction
(7) sound shadow
(8) primary reflection
(9) inter-reflection, standing
waves and reverberation
(10) sound transmission



Whenthe walls, ceilings or floors in the room are reflective, sound waves bounce off of

these surfaces with causing a build up sound energy until it has lost all its energy. 'All

sound sources in the room would blend together so that speech would be difficult if not

impossible to understand. The combination of all sounds within a room having

reflective terminations is known as reverberation.' (Cowan, James P., 1994, p.14)

Reverberation is not desirable but some reverberation is desirable in music spaces to

provideblending of the sounds to audience.

Figure 2.20: Reverberation of a sound in a room
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.33

As seen in figure 2.21 sound at S will be first heard by the listener (L) by the direct way.

Then sound reflected from walls, ceiling and floor would be heard with varying time

delays, and six secondary reflections with more extended time will follow primary

reflections. This process continues until transmission of sound waves to another

medium or absorbed by the air so that the reverberant sound will become inaudible. For

enclosures that a diffuse sound field exists and where the average absorption coefficient

is less than 0.1 the reverberation time can be found by following equation.IWhere V= the enel",,"re volume in ft'0' m'
A= the total absorption of room in fl? or m2

K= a constant (0.161)I T 60= KVI A sabin

Reflection is responsible for many interesting phenomena. Echoes are the sound of your

own voice reflecting back to your ears. The sound you hear ringing in an auditorium

after the band has stopped playing is caused by reflection off the walls and other

objects.



If sound waves arrive in different time between two separates, 'similar sounds is any

greater than 0.05 (1/20)s, we would hear two sounds; if it is any less than 0.05s we

would hear only one sound' (Cowan, James P., 1994, p.14). If a reflective surface is

anywhere in the enclosure, there will be more than one path for sound wave to arrive at

the listener. One will be travelling in a line directly from the source to listener, another

will be travelling from source to reflective surface and then to the listener. This sound

pathhas a longer distance than the former. If the difference between two sound paths is

greater than 60 ft, the listener can hear two sounds from one source in different time.

This is called as an echo. In addition to this, when the walls are parallel, close to each

other and also they are tall, there will be flutter echo.

Figure 2.21: Echo generation
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.15

Concave reflective surfaces in the enclosure affect to focus many sound waves at a

specific location. In this case, in this area sound can be louder than others can. This

phenomenon is known as sound concentrations. For this reason, a whisper may be heard

simply from people far from the source than from people closer to the source.

Figure 2.22: Generation of sound concentrations by
concave surfaces
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.16



A sound source between two parallel reflective surfaces can set up a condition that is

known as room resonance or acoustic resonance at specific frequencies. Using

followingequation these frequencies can be found.

I
where n= 1,2,3, ..... any positive whole number

fn =nc / 2D c= speed of sound
.______ D= distance between reflective surfaces

Room resonance can occur in three ways. The first occurs In a rectangular room

between two parallel walls this is known as an axial mode. The second is in two

dimensions, parallel to floor and ceiling, this is called tangential modes. Those in three-

dimensional space, reflections of walls, floor and ceiling are called oblique modes.

On the other hand, acoustic resonance can also occur when one or both space

boundaries consist of sharp discontinuities in cross-sectional areas. Such resonance

frequencies are different from other type of resonance and they can be estimated by the

following equation.

I to ='(20-1 )c j 4D

where n= 1,2,3, .. any positive whole number
c= speed of sound
D= the length of pipe

'Resonances are useful if they are distributed throughout the spectrum and their

magnitude controlled. This is accomplished by the same measures as those employed to

shorten reverberation and to assure good distribution of sound'. (Burris-Mayer, H.;

Goodfriend, 1957, p.15)

In addition to the reduction in density with distance, there is many important factors

which influence the propagation of sound in medium especially in air. Direction of

sound propagation changes with the changes in atmospheric conditions and

topographical features. In this case, velocity and temperature gradients alter the

direction of the wave, turbulence distorts it, and viscosity causes absorption. Reflection,

diffraction, and refraction of a sound wave are related to these factors. Which factor

affects on one of these phenomena is illustrated in figure 2.23 below.
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ll· Figure 2.23: Diagram showing the diverse influences of

ground and atmosphere to the outdoor propagation of
sound
Source: http://www.pa.op.dlr.delacoustics/acoustic.htm.
December 1999

Theeffects on sound propagation can be examined in two categories:

1. meteorological (atmospheric) effects and

2. topographical effects

Meteorological effects on sound propagation out of doors are examined into four

groups:wind, air temperature, humidity (air absorption), and fogs and clouds effects.

In general, wind allows sound waves to be propagated farther than expected when the

source is emitting sound in the direction of wind travel (downwind), and less than

expected when the source is emitting sound in the direction against the wind (upwind).

In the open air, the effect of different wind velocity with height above ground must be

taken into consideration. Wind speed is generally the slowest near the ground because

of topographical characteristics, building, trees and other obstacles. The wind speed

increases, as the height above ground increases. Thus the sound rays in the direction of

the wind are bent downward, so that in this direction the decrease in sound energy is

reduced. The opposite happens against the direction of the wind. The sound rays are

bentupward, then sound energy decreases.

http://www.pa.op.dlr.delacoustics/acoustic.htm.
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Figure2.24: Effects of wind direction on propagation of sound rays direction
Source:Knudsen, 1978, p.56

On the other hand, since wind speed is the slowest at the surface of the earth and

increasesat higher elevations above the surface, the normal wave front of the sound that

travelswith the wind is bent more and more towards the earth. Whereas the normal

wavefront of the sound that travels against the wind is bent more and more away from

theearth. So it can be said that wind can increase sound propagation if they are at the

same direction and also decrease if they have different directions. In the terms of

relationshipbetween sound and wind direction, the wind is used to increase or decrease

tohearing of sound. Especially this is used in construction of open-air theatres in order

to increasesound from stage to the audience.

Temperatureof the air under normal daytime conditions decreases with height above

the ground. This is known as the 'temperature lapse conditions'. As mentioned in

sectionof speed of sound, the speed of sound increases with increasing at temperature.

Inotherwords, the speed of sound is higher at higher temperatures (in warmer air), and

lowerat lower temperatures (in cold air). During the day, temperature is warmer near

the ground and colder closed to the ground. When the temperature is colder near the

surface, it is called as 'temperature inversion'. It can occur on clear nights and

sometimes under daytime conditions. A principal mechanism whereby they form at

nightis the transport of heat which is away from the ground by infrared radiation. Such

radiationinversions disappear when the sun goes up, but during the winter the radiation

inversionsare more intense all the day. Calm clear conditions are also likely to bring

temperature inversion within hours of sunset. Usually the most intense ground-based

inversionsare from during seasonably cold nights, during a heavy dewfall or frost, and

alsoat calm lakes and icy surfaces.



Whenthe temperature is higher near the land surface, the speed of sound increases with

hight and wave front of sound will be bent upwards away from the ground, causing

shadowzones or reduction in sound levels at some distance from the source, as shown
infigure2.25.

DecreasingiTemperature

Figure 2.25: Effects of temperature gradient on propagation of
sound rays - increasing temperature
Source: Templeton, 1987, p.97

In addition to this, when the temperature increases with height, so that the speed of

sound increases with height and wave front of sound will be bent down from the

ground,giving an increase in sound levels all around the source. (See figure 2.26) In

thiscase, if the ground is reflective, the sound bounces off the ground and hops along to

propagate much farther. For this reason, quiet conservations may be heard from a

distanceof a half-mile or even more.
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Figure 2.26: Effects of temperature gradient on propagation of
sound rays- decreasing temperature
Source: Templeton, 1987, p.97

Both temperature and wind gradients can exist simultaneously. It has been found that

windeffect is dominant over temperature when the speed of the sound is more than 2-3

m/s(6 to 10 ftfs). Microclimatic changes and temperature gradients tend to be prevalent

near the ground, since many source and receiver are located in this area, quite large

fluctuationsin sound level must be expected if the propagation distance is over 100 m

(300ft) or even less.



Soundwaves lose a part of their energy as it is propagated through a medium such as

air. The attenuation of sound is due to viscosity, heat condition, radiation, scattering,

andmolecular absorption. The amount of absorption depends on the frequency of sound

wave,the relative humidity, and temperature. The table below gives the variation of the

attenuationat air temperatures of 10°C and 20 °c, and relative atmospheric humidities

of 10-50per cent. From the table it can be seen that for the frequency range of 3000 cis

(speech frequency range=3000Hz), the absorption is typically 8 dB/100m for 10%

relativehumidity and 20°C (68 OF).However, it can be as high as 20 dB/lOOm at

10000c/swhen the temperature is 20°C and the humidity isIO%.

Relative Humidity Attenuation indB/m at
(per cent) 3,000 cis 6,000 cis 10,000

cis
10 0.08 0.15 0.20
20 0.045 0.15 0.27
40 0.02 0.8 0.17
50 0.02 0.7 0.15
10 0.07 0.08 0.09
20 0.075 0.17 0.20
40 0.04 0.13 0.25
50 0.03 0.11 0.22

Temperature
eC)

Table 2.6: Attenuation at air temperatures of 10-20°C and relative atmospheric humidities of 10-50 %

Source: Parkin, 1964, p.8

In order to find the total difference in sound level between sound source and receiver,

lossof sound energy due to the bending of the sound waves and the absorption by the

air and surfaces must be added. These losses often are quite large and they place

limitationson the size of open-air usage such as theatre, if certain specified standards of

acousticsare to be maintained.

Precipitation, rain, snow, smoke or fog has an insignificant effect on sound levels

althoughthe presence of precipitation affects the humidity and also affect wind and

temperaturegradients. When a sound wave hits a cloud or fogs most of sound energy is

usuallyrefracted with a very small change in direction into a cloud or fog. But if the



sound wave hits the cloud or fogs at nearly grazing incidence, the sound wave can be

totally reflected. (Knudsen, 1978, p.62) Such reflections become a factor in the

acoustics of open-air usage.

frequency (c/s) additional attenuatic
(dB/m)

500 0.014
1000 0.02
4000 0.03
8000 0.04

Table2.7: Attenuation due to thick fog with a visibility
of approximately 50 m
Source: Parkin, 1964, p.9

frequency (cis) additional attenuation
(dB/m)

500 0.003
1000 0.009
2000 0.035
4000 0.10
6000 0.17

Table2.8: Attenuation due to thick artificial smoke
~CI)
Source: Parkin, 1964, p.9

Ground is not always smooth, but it is rough and has plantation, or hill. Thus sound

reflection, diffraction and refraction from surface are affected by surface characteristics.

When sound propagates through its path it meets some external effects. These are

named as topographical effects. Topography can obstruct sound in path and changes its

direction. For this reason, topographical features are used as sound reductive elements.

Thus they should be considered in sound propagation.

Topographical effects can be examined with classifying in three groups:

(1) ground absorption, (2) vegetation and (3) barriers

It is known that the application of sound-absorptive material to the ceiling or walls as in

a hospital provide to reduce transmission of sound along the building. Similarly, over a

field covered with tall grass, or fallen snow, it can be observed that sound is more

diminished over such an absorptive surface than it is a few feet above the surface.

If a sound propagated over the ground, attenuation will occur due to acoustic energy

losses on reflection. These losses depend on the materials of the surface. In all ways of
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sound energy loss occurs by transference to heat energy. Smooth, hard surfaces cause

little absorption while thick grass produces more absorption. Absorption varies with

frequency; in general high frequencies are attenuated more than low frequencies. In

addition, porous materials absorb preferentially at middle and high frequencies while

lightpanels absorb mainly at low frequencies. Reflection from the ground can result in

another mechanism that sound levels are reduced. Both receiver and sound source are

close to the ground, the sound wave that is reflected from the ground may interfere

destructively with the direct wave. This effect which is called ground effect is normally

noticed over distances of several meters and more, and in the frequency range of 200-

600 Hz.

As mentioned before, ground surface can absorb sound wave. Natural ground cover

such as grass is much absorptive than man-made hard surface such as concrete. This

causes significant reduction in intensity, when source or receiver, or both are near the

groundand relatively distant.

From a different view, vegetation can be used as noise reduction because of their

absorptive characteristics. This significant effect of plantation will be explained in detail

as a noise control device in chapter 6.

Barriers are used to reduce sound level like vegetation. Generally, their reflection,

diffraction and absorption properties are used to reduce noise level in urban areas. They

can be made of earth such as hills or constructed from concrete, wood or other solid

building materials. First of all in order to achieve significant attenuation, they must be

solid, and easy to maintain. In addition to this, their height should be high enough to

obscure the line of sight between the sound source and receiver. If it is smaller than this,

it may have a negative effect by elimination of the destructive interference

phenomenon.



It is necessary to mention nOise scales, measurement and the best choice of

instrumentationfor measurement that gives best possible results. Because these scales

andmeasurement methods can be lighted the way for other subjects belonging to noise.

Forthis reason, this chapter will develop to describe some important scales and ratings

usedin the measurement and assessment of noise. In addition to this, where these scales

andratingsare used is explained.

Soundis being noise when it is undesirable and in wrong time for the recipient. Noise is

derivedfrom of the Latin word 'nausea' meaning seasickness. It can be defined as a

formof waste energy. Any definition of noise should include words like harm or hart.

In this case, noise is unwanted sound that cause physiological and psychological

harmfuleffects on people and also animals, as described in chapter 4. Furthermore it

becomesa major problem in urban areas.

Noisein the community comes from road traffics, aircraft, construction equipment and

industrialareas. In other words, it is from human activity. For any noise source such as

traffic noise, a scale or index that is a subjective descriptor of disturbance to the

residentsfrom this type of source is needed. 'A criterion should be formed in the same

scale. If the noise causes the value on the index scale or noise scale to exceed the

criterion, the noise is nuisance and complaints may be expected.' (Anderson &

Anderson, 1993, p.155) To sum, there is a need for a scale that relates community

response to that noise as a descriptor, when assessing community reaction to noise.

Then noise measurement is made and measurement values are compared with

determined scale. After that a reliable decision is made. An important factor in this

phaseis to choose a correct and suitable noise level. Because some rating scales involve

a simple single measurement, but some require a comprehensive measurement; and also

. if the noise is irregular or rhythmic; steady or intermittent, it may be affect people in
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differentway. So all these factors and much other show a single unit is not accepted and

morethan one noise rating may be used.

In general, the human perception is the most sensitive around the middle frequencies,

andis less around lower and high frequencies. The overall sound pressure level is the

valueobtained with a linear response of the sound level meter, which gives equal

weight to all frequencies. This measure of the unweighted of sound gives little

perceptionof noise, but it is used because of its poor correlation with subjective

response.(Hassell & Zaveri, 1988, p.54)

Asmentioned, human hearing is not equally sensitive to all frequencies. And also the

variationwith frequency is a function of the sound level. (Figure 2.16 in chapter 2

shows this phenomena.). 'This variation is measured directly by a calibrated

microphoneand amplifier of instrument incorporating an electrical filtering network

thatmodifies the frequency response to follow approximately the equal loudness curve

of40 phons'. (Hassell & Zaveri, 1988, p.54) In other words, A-weighted sound pressure

levelcorresponds closely to the 40 phons curve that is equal loudness counter 40 dB at

1000Hz.Such sound pressure level provides a single-number rating that has been found

to correlate with people's subjective assessment of the loudness or noisiness of many

typesof sound and with hearing damage risks due to continuos sound. Sound levels,

whichare measured with using the A weighting network are designated dB(A).

The B and C weighting are similar to the A- weighting in concept. They correspond

roughlywith the 70 and 100 phon counters. They are shown in figure 3.1. Sound levels,

. whichare measured with using the B and C weighting network are designated dB(B)



anddB(C).This type of sound level is used as an overall measure of sound with equal

weightinggiven to the frequencies from 31.5 to 8000 Hz. In other words, C and B-

weightedcovers sound in high intensities.

TheD-weighted sound pressure level is measured in decibels (dBD) with a standard

soundlevel meter. This type of sound pressure level follows a counter of perceived

noisiness,and it is used for measuring single event, aircraft noise.

Loudnesslevel is a single-number rating that is expressed as the unit of phon. The

internationaldefinition of phon is given in the ISO Recommendation ISOIR 131 1959:

'Thephon is a dimensionless units, used to express the loudness level of a given sound

ornoise.The loudness level of a sound is expressed as n phons, when it is judged by the

normal observes to be equal in loudness to a pure tone of a frequency 1000 Hz

consistingof a plane progressive sound wave, coming from directly in front of the

observer,the sound pressure level of which is n dB above the standard reference

pressureof 0.00002 N/m 2,. (parkin, 1964, p.22) According to this definition, the phon

is based on the decibel scale. Thus it can be said any sound in this circumstances in

loudnessto 60 dB at 1000 Hz is equal loudness level of 60 phons, and a sound in

loudnessto 90 dB at 1000 Hz has a loudness level of 90 phons. It is said to be every

decibelat 1000Hz is the equivalent loudness of a phon unit.

Figure 3.1: Counters of equal loudness in
phon scale
Source: Duerden, C., 1970, p.16

•.
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Figure 3.1 shows the pressure level in decibels at vanous frequencies for equal

loudness. It can be found for the contours, a sound at 1000 Hz and a pressure level of 80

dB is equally as loud as a sound of 75 dB sound pressure level at 400 Hz, a sound of 90

dB at 60 Hz. This sort of comparison has been made at all frequency in figure 3.2. This

phon scale is related to the sensitivity of the ear at varying frequencies but it does not

give a subjective effect of a change in loudness level. This causes some difficulty when

making a comparison between different noise levels. Phons do not have a relationship in

actual loudness values. A more realistic scale is the subjective evaluation of loudness in

sones.As mentioned in chapter 2, in loudness section, sone expresses loudness.

The relationship between the loudness in sones (S) and its loudness level in phones (P)

can be determined by following formula:
S = 2 (p-40)/IO

LoglO S = 0.03 (P-40)

The formula only applies between 20- 120 phons; applications, which are of this range,

are to be considered only as extrapolations.

Phon sone phon sone phon sone
20 = 0.25 55 = 2.83 90 = 32.0
25 = 0.35 60 = 4.00 95 = 453
30 = 0.50 65 = 556 100 = 64.0
35 = 0.70 70 = 8.00 105 = 905
40 = 1.00 75 = 11.3 110 = 128
45 = 141 80 = 16.00 115 = 181
50 = 2.00 85 = 22.6 120 = 256

Table 3.1: Conversions from phon to sone
Source: Duerden, 1970, p.18

A loudness level difference of 10 phons corresponds to a doubling or halving of the

loudness and 20 phons a quadrupling. In this case, it can be said that a noise of 32 sones

is twice as loud as a noise of 16 sones and four times as loud as a noise of 8 sones. As

mentioned before a sound pressure level of 90 dB at 1000 Hz is equivalent 90 phons

and is also equivalent 32 sones. But a sound pressure of 100 dB at 1000 Hz equals 100

phons and 64 sones. This shows that reducing the sound pressure level by 10 dB

corresponds to reducing the loudness by half. A loudness level difference of 5 phons,

for example, from 85 phons=22.6 sones to 90 phons =32 will be perceived as a loudness
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increaseof about 40 per cent. This relationship is used in order to reduce noise in rooms

by sound absorption or by sound insulation.

Theperceived noise level is a single- number rating of the noisiness of a sound. PNL is

patterned after the loudness level, expect that equal-noisiness curves be employed

instead of equal-loudness curves. (Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p.27) This scale of

noise is mainly used to estimate noise from aircraft flyover based on jury judgements of

perceivednoisiness. (Hassell & Zaveri, 1988, p.57)

The noy and is the unit for perceived noisiness and perceived noise decibel (PNdB) is

theunit for perceived noise level. The PLN can be obtained by using A- weighted or D-

weighted sound level, adding 13 dB for A weighting network or 7 dB for D weighting

network.

PNL = dB(A) + 13 PNdB

PNL = dB(D) + 7 PNdB

(Source: Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p.27)

Effective noise level is a modified form of the perceived noise level and it is measured

in units of EPNdB. 'This scale is used particularly for aircraft flyover noise, and takes

into account the duration of the noise and the spectral content. A complete description

of the method of calculation may be found in the International and British

Standard.'(Anderson & Anderson-Bratos, 1993, p.I64) LEPNcan be expressed as;

I I Where LEPN = the maximum value during the aircraft flyover of the
LEPN = LTPNmax +D tone

________ D = duration correction
Source: Anderson & Anderson-Bratos, 1993, p.l64

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) for aircraft noise certification purposes of the USA have adopted

. the effective perceived noise level scale. For this reason, this scale is very important.



Speech communication is affected by noise. In the design of working and living

environments it is important factor to be considered because both of them involve this

event. Furthermore, in activities where good communication is required, the

intelligibility of speech is vitally important. The speech interference level is a noise

scalethat can be in order to calculate the effects of noise on speech communication. As

hearing is centred in the 500, 1000,and 2000 Hz, the speech communication will be

interfered by any noise in these octave frequency bands. In other words, SIL is

estimatedfrom the arithmetic average of sound pressure level of octave bands in speech

frequencyrange. That is shown for the following equation:

This scale is used as a method for measuring background in terms of speech

interference. When background noise increases, the SIL increases and the intelligibility

of speech decrease. At same value SIL of background noise that have different spectrum

shapeshave the same interference capacity.

Normal face to face speech conservation or conservation with telephone between two

people requires SIL value less than 75 dB, because it is impossible to make

conservation in a normal voice and to hear each other. Thus many people raise their

voice to understand other people. Table 3.2 gives some value of SIL at 2-m. distance in

caseof speech possibility on telephone.

sn.. (dB) Telephone Use

less than 45 satisfactory
45- 60 slightly difficult
60-75 difficult
over 75 unsatisfactory

Table 3.2: Relationship between telephone use and SIL values
. Source: Anderson & Anderson, 1987, p.33



Human response to sound is developed a set of contours that are very similar to the

equal loudness contours. These contours are called as noise criteria curves (NC), which

describenumerically various ambient noise levels in noise environments. NC can define

setsof octave band levels that were established to provide a single number rating for the

octaveband spectra ofa given noise environment. (Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p. 30)
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Figure 3.2: Noise criteria curves
Source: Anderson & Anderson, 1993, p.173

First of all, the octave band levels are measured then they are compared with the NC

curves. This is shown in figure 3.2.

For specific usage, NC curves should be different because each environment requires

different NC curves. For example, a NC level of 40 would be acceptable for restaurants

but it would not be acceptable for theatres or recording studios. Little background noise

canbe picked up by microphone and the type can record it. In such SPaCes, the common

NC is 20. Table 3.3 lists NC number appropriate to different environments.



Environment Noise Criteria (NC)

• concert halls, opera houses, large auditoria,
large theatres(> 500 seats), large churches, 10-20
recording studios

• broadcasting studios, small auditoria, small 20-25
theatres, small churches, music room, large
meeting and conference rooms, executive offices,
hospital wards, operating theatres

• bedrooms (private to motels), courtrooms, 25-40
cinemas

• private offices, small conference rooms, 30-40
classrooms, libraries, sport areas, living rooms

• large offices, reception areas, retail shops, 35-45
cafeterias, restaurants, canteens, laboratories

• lobbies, drawing offices, general typing areas, 40-50
swimming pools, gymnasia, kitchen

• rooms with computer and office equipment, 45-55
kitchens and laundries, shops

• factories (light engineering) 45-65
• factories (heavy en~ineerin~) 55-75

Table3.3: Recommended noise criteria for different environments
Source:Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p. 32

In general, the NC curves are quite similar to the noise rating curves that will be

explainedbelow.

This unit is developed in order to specify acceptable noise levels in an occupied space

suchas a flat, house, shop, factory, or auditorium in which activities are carried out. It

hasbeen adopted by ISO and used in European. 'NR curves (see figure 3.3) weigh each

part of the frequency spectrum, take into account the sensitivity of the ear to different

frequencies, and assess annoyance factors, speech interference levels and loudness

levels.' (Duerden, 1970, p.22) As seen in table 3.4 acceptable NR for different

environments is similar to acceptable NC for different environments.
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Environment Noise Rating (NR)

• broadcasting studios 15
concert halls, opera halls,

• large theatres(> 500 seats), recording studios 20
• small theatres, television studios,

large churches, music room, large 25
conference rooms,

• bedrooms in private houses, board rooms, 30
management offices, small conference and
lecture rooms, multipurpose halls, small and
medium churches, libraries, cinemas, hospitals

• middle management offices, hotel bedrooms,
classrooms, museums, 35
living rooms in private homes

• large open plan offices, reception areas, quality 40
shops, small restaurants, laboratories

• lobbies, halls, corridors in hotels, hospitals, post 45
offices, large restaurants, shops, department store,
computer rooms,

• kitchens, cafeterias, canteens, supermarkets, 50
swimming pools, gymnasia, laundry rooms

• office (typewriters)
55

• factories (heavy engineering) 70

Table3.4: Recommended noise rating for different environments
Source:Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p. 30

On the other hand, neighbourhood affects NR curves. In general, people who live in a

quiet environment have expensive location, and on the contrary, people who live in a

noisy environment are surrounded by heavy industries. Of course, when an area is

surrounded by industry, the background noise levels will be greater. Thus the measured

NR increases or decreases depending on the properties of the surrounding area.

Proportion of increasing or decreasing in NR curves is determined by some corrections.

These corrections and acceptable noise rating for dwellings are listed in table 3.5. Noise
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ratingfor different types of room is estimated due to this table. In other words, these

correctionscan be used as guides in a problem of noise environment. For example,

noisecriterion for the bedroom of a house that is located in a residential urban area is

found by adding the corrections of these environments, 25 (the criterion for a

bedroom)+5 (the criterion for residential urban locality) = 30.

Sleeping room NR 25
Lh;ngroom NR 30

. Corrections

(a) Pure tone easilyperceptible -5
(b) Impulsive and/orintennittent -5
(c) Noise only during working houn +5
(d) Noiseduring 25% of time +5

6% +10
1.5% +15
0.5% +20
0.1% +25
0.02% +30

(e) Economictie +5
(f) Vel')' quiet suburban -5

suburban
residential urban +5
urban near soroeindulltry +10
a,rea of heavy industry +15

Table 3.5: Noise rating numbers and correction for
dwellings
Source: Anderson. & Anderson, 1993, p.180

3.1.4.Community Response Rating Based on Average Maximum Noise Level and

Number of Events

This index was developed during the period of Wilson Report on nOIse around

HeathrowAirport in Britain as an index suitable for rating aircraft noise. It includes

both the average peak noise level and the number of the events occurring during the

measurementperiod. According to this, NNI is defined as~

Where Lap, =average peak perceived noise level
N = the number of aircraft, having a PLN greater than

80 PNdB in the specified period

Source: Hassell &Zaveri, 1988, p.57

Followingequation gives average peak PNL~
Where
~ = the peak noise level occurring during the passage of each
aircraft
Source: Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p. 28



The NNI is estimated during the period from 06.00 to 18.00 hours, and over the summer

period of mid- May to mid- September. In addition to this, this rating is used as a basis

for planning applications in sites where aircraft noise is a problem.

The equivalent continuos sound level is defined as 'the level of a notional steady sound

that, at a given position and over a defined period of time, would have same A weighted

acoustic energy as the fluctuating noise'. (Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p.23) It can be

measured directly with using a sound level meter and also it can be estimated from A-

weighted sound level versus time by using following equation.

Where T is the total measurement time
PA(t) is the A-weighted instantaneous sound

pressure
Po is the reference sound pressure

Alternatively Leq can be expressed by following equation.

Where T is the total measurement time
LA(t) is the A-weighted sound level as

a function of time

Leq is used for rating some forms of community noise. An important use of this unit is in

the assessment of hearing loss risk to describe industrial and environmental noise.

Since the levels of many types of noise change momentarily, this variation must be

accounted when measuring environmental noise. In other words, noise pollution

problems involve a series of intermittent noise events, which take place in period of a

short time. The sound exposure level (SEL) is used with the rating of noise from single

events such as sound from aircraft.



'An SEL expresses the equivalent accumulation of sound energy over the duration of a

noiseevent; duration is defined as the time when the SPL first exceeds the normal

ambientnoise level and ends when the SPL drops back down to that level.' (http://

library.thikquest.org/,October 1999) The SEL is expressed in units of dB(A) of a

hypotheticalsignal of duration I-second. Mathematically, the definition of SEL is;

00

1 / t~, (0/)"" dtSEL=JOlog~. _ ~<\,l,) • ..iBl"'1
'T' (2 O' H) "' •••••./1 I'd . X 1 -').J~

-()(;

Where Tref= the reference time, i.e. 1 second
PA(t) = the instantaneous A-weighted sound

pressure
tlo t2 = a stated time interval long

enough to encompass all significant sound of a
stated event

Thisunit is used when a number of different types of noise event occur. 'These may

differbecause of the operating conditions or individual characteristics of the same type

of source such as aircraft, or the occurrence of two or more different types of noise

source.'(http://library.thikquest.org/, October 1999). Other noise units such as Ldnor Leq

canbe calculated from the SELs, as follows;

(

n \

LAeq,]' :::: lOiog ?= lOSEL;!J(') - lOlog{TjTretl dB(A)
t:::l _,

Where,
n = the total number or

events in time T
Tref= Is.

Thevalue of SEL also gives the perception of human to noise. The higher the SEL, the

moreannoying or harmful the noise becomes.

Theday-night sound level is the A-weighted sound level for a 24 -hour period with a 10

dBadded on the equivalent sound levels occurring during the night time (from 10 p.m.

to 7 am) in order to account for more noise sensitive activities during this period. This

unit has been suggested for community noise assessment by the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) in US. (http://www.askmar.com/askmar / Noise/

EPA%20levels, September 1999). In table 3.6, the uses of the sound descriptors used by

EPA are summarised.



TYPICAL USE NAME OF NATURE OF DESCRIPTOR
DESCRIPTOR

To describe steady air-conditioning sound in The momentary magnitude of sound
a room or measure maximum sound level A-weighted
duringa vehicle pass by with a simple sound Sound Level

weighted to approximate the ear's

levelmeter.
frequency sensitivity.

A-weighted A summation of the energy of the
To describe noise from moving sources such Sound Exposure momentary magnitudes of sound
as an airplane, train, or truck. Level associated with a single event to measure

he total sound energy of the event.
The A-weighted sound level that is

To measure average environmental noise Equivalent "equivalent" to an actual time varying
sound level, in the sense that it has the

evels to which people are exposed. Sound Level same total energy for the duration of the
sound.

To characterize average sound levels in Ifhe A-weighted equivalent sound level
Day-Night ~or a 24-hour period with 10 decibelsesidential areas throughout the day and
Sound Level added to nighttime sounds (10 pm - 7night.

am).

Table3.6: The use offour sound descriptors
Source: http://www.askmar.com/askmar / Noise! EPA%20levels, September 1999

Theday-night sound can be measured directly by using sound level meters, which has

beendesigned for average sound levels over a long period of time. It is possible that Ldn

canbe estimated by using the following definition:

Where Ld = the daytime equivalent sound level from 7.00 to 22.00
Ln = the night-time equivalent sound level from 22.00 to 7.00

Source: Anderson. & Anderson, 1993, p.165

Sincenoise is much more disturbing at night than noise during the day, the night-time

levelsare subjected to a 10 penalty.

Thisrating includes two terms, the first one is a measure of the equivalent continuous

sound level and the second one is the increase of annoyance that is caused by

fluctuations in that level. Such a scale is proposed by D.W. Robinson of the British

National Physical Laboratory. For aircraft and traffic noise, it was found the best-fit

scalefor that laboratory. Noise pollution level can be defined as follows;

http://www.askmar.com/askmar


a = the standard deviation for the A-weighted
sound level

Griffiths and Longdon formulated this index for traffic noise that would correlate well

with the dissatisfaction of residents. The TN! can be expressed as follows~

With TN! it is possible that urban background noises can be more effective than from

traffic noise can. For this reason, for measuring of traffic noise LJO is preferred instead

of TNI. (Anderson & Anderson, 1993, p.171)

It is important to have a noise scale, which accounts intermittent noise although the

equivalent continuos sound level (Leq) solves this problem. But Leq is used a single

intense noise. However, the noise can be reasoned by several events. The scale of LN is

used as a sound level that is exceeded for N per cent of the measurement time and is

obtained from a statistical analysis of the time-varying noise. (Templeton & Saunders,

1987, p.27) For instance, LlO= 70 dB(A) means that SPL measurements exceeded 70

dB(A) for 10% of the measurement period. Most commonly LN values are L), the levei

exceed for 1 per cent of time, LlO, the level exceed for 10 per cent of time, L50, and L90,

the level exceed for 50 and 90 per cent of time. The LIO is usually used for measuring

and prediction of traffic noise with a steady flow of spaced vehicles. It can be found

'The L50 provides an indication of the median sound level. The 480 is usually regarded

as the residual level, or the background noise level without the source in question or

discrete events.' (Cowan, 1994, p. 41)



In general the equivalent continuos sound level falls between the LIO and L90 values if

thedifference between values of LIO and L90 is between 5 and 15 dB(A). And it should

approximate the L50 value when the difference between LIO and L90 is less than 5 dB(A).

Noise affects human hearing negatively. (The harmful effects of noise in factories,

officesor houses; and methods for its control will be discussed in chapters 4 and 6. Here

withonly hearing damage criteria are concerned.) A worker in factory or people work in

noisyoffice can meet hearing damage risk. For this reason, working hours of a day are

adjusted as workers are exposed to continuous noise so that hearing damage risk will be

reduced. Hearing damage risk criteria is measured in equivalent sound level, so it is

related to sound intensity and time. This property should not be forgotten, because there

aredifferent views on this relationship. In Europe time is specified as 8 hours for a work

day. In other words, noise is measured in A-weighted equivalent sound level based on

an 8 hour working day (Leq(8h)) and also hearing damage criteria is based on an Leq(8h) of

90 dB(A). But the noise level may vary during process at employer's work place or

because of his own movement to different areas in the factory. For instance, the level of

noise a worker hears is at 98 dB(A) for three hours and the rest of the time is silence.

Thus, the U.S.A and Europe have developed approaches on permissible level of noise

andallowed time of working hours. (See chapter 6, section 6.4.2)

Noise measurement devices are important because they provide to measure sound level

in the field directly and simply. Noise level is measured for different purposes so as to

determine that there is a noise problem or there is not, or amount of noise people is

exposed. But there is an important factor while choosing the measurement

instrumentation. This means that which instrument is appropriate to the site and gives

the best results.



Themost common instrwnents that is used to measure noise are the sound level meter,

the noise dosimeter, and spectrum analysers. The sound level meter which measures

soundpressure level is the most widely used.

Thesound level meter is a sensitive electrical instrwnent to measure the overall sound

pressurelevel of continuous or fluctuating sounds. The SLM consists of a microphone,

calibratedamplifier circuits, weighting networks and an indicating meter. The scheme is

shownin figure 3.4. Modem SLM may have many facilities but the basic system is as

shownbelow.
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Figure 3.4: The layout of sound level meter
Source: Duerden, 1970, p.46

The microphone detects the small air pressure variations associated with sound and

changesthem into equivalent electrical signals. The electronic circuit of the instrwnent

processesthese signals. Then 'the weighting networks modify the frequency spectrum

of the electrical signal with selective characteristics patterned after those the human

ear'. (prout, 1990, p.l46) Since these networks depend on frequency, they are

sometimescalled frequency-weighting networks. A, B, and C weighting networks are

the most common weighting networks that are nationally agreed. The A-weighting

network is widey used for industrial measurements. The D-weighting network is

included in certain special sound level meter and usually used for measuring noise

aroundairports.

After weighting network the signals are fed to indicating meter and displayed in

decibels. The indicating meter includes three damping characteristics: slow, fast and

impulsiveresponses. In general, the fast response can be used for steady sound when a

quickreading is required and the slow response is used for fluctuating sound. In detail,
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if the sound level is fluctuating 4 dB or less, either slow or fast response is used. If the

sound is non-steady but continuous (fluctuations are between 4- 10 dB), and also

fluctuations are greater than 10 dB sound level meter is used in slow speed. Wham

impulsive sounds whose sound pressure levels rise above 10 dB or more in a time less

than 200 milliseconds such as gunshots, pile drivers or jackhammers are measurement

in impulsive speed.

Figure 3.5: An example ofSLM
Source: www.cirrusresearch.co.uk /700b.html

When noise measurements are taken, SLM is held at arm's length at the ear height.

With most SLMs it does not matter that how the microphone is pointed at the noise

source. But in general, it should be pointed at the right angle to the sound path. This is

explained by the instrument's instruction manual. The SLM is calibrated both before

and after each use for measurements. The manual also gives the calibration procedure.

Sound level meter is the portable instrument that is designed for hand-held operation in

order to install measurement system. Typical SLMs only include A-weighted

measurements, but more comprehensive models include all frequency weighting

networks that are standardised by international organisations. The SLM is sufficient in

workplace to measurement continuous noise levels and identify problem areas. Another

solution in such workplaces is a noise dosimeter.

The noise levels in industrial and urban areas can change in time. For this reason,

equivalent continuos sound level should be measured over the measurement time so that

rms value can be estimated. The equivalent continuous sound level is determined by an

instrument called as an integrating sound level meter.

http://www.cirrusresearch.co.uk


It is similar to the noise dosimeter but it does not provide personal exposures because it

is hand- hold like SLM. 'It yields a single reading of a given noise, even if the actual

sound level of the noise changes continually. It uses pre-programmed exchange rate,

with a time constant that is equivalent to the slow setting on the SLM.' (http://www.

ccoh.ca/oshanswers/phys _agents/noise _measurment.html, December 1999)

A noise dosimeter is a small, light device so that it can be carried simply. The dosimeter

is clipped to the person's belt and it measures noise level person exposed with a small

microphone that should be as close as possible location to ears. In general it is used in

industrial areas where noise varies in duration and intensity, and where the person

changes his locations in factory. It can give the average noise exposure or noise dose for

an employee after a work day.

Figure 3.6: An example of dosimeter
Source: www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/700b.html

The noise dosimeter requires the following settings:

• Criterion level: Its exposure limit for 8 hours per day; five days per week. The

criterion level is 90 dB(A) for ISO and 85 dB(A) for other international organisation.

• Exchange rate: 3 dB(for ISO) or 5 dB(for OSHA) as specified in the noise

regulation.

• Threshold: noise level limit below which the dosimeter does not accumulate noise

dose data. (http://www.ccoh.ca/oshanswers/ phys_agents/ noise_measurment.html,

December 1999)

http://www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/700b.html


Formany dosimeters, manufacturer adjusts to criterion levels and exchange rates in use.

In this case, dosimeter user only adjusts suitable criterion level and exposure rate

according to standardisation which is accepted. Calibration is necessary in order not to

encounter a problem during measurement period and, so it must be checked both after

and before the measurement; the start and stop times of dosimeter must be noted, as

well.

Spectrum analysers should be used when required frequency analysis is not provided by

an overall noise measurement. In general, there are two types of spectrum analysers:

octaveband and narrow band analyser.

• Octave- band Analyser;

Frequency of a sound wave spreads a wide range and so that in noise controls it is too

looseand greater degree of precision. Thus octave bands are used as forms of frequency

sub-division. 'It is a range of frequency in which the highest frequency within the range

is twice the lowest frequency within the range, ego 50-100 Hz, 250-500 Hz, 1500-3000

Hz are all octaves.' (Duerden, 1970, p.7) In other words, it refers to a doubling

frequency. Thus 250 Hz is one octave above 125 Hz, and 500 Hz is one octave above

250 Hz and two octaves above 125 Hz. This represented that octave always refers to a

frequency ratio of 2: 1 or 1:2, not to frequency difference. 'The accepted octave band

centre frequencies are obtained by assuming the centre frequency of one band to be

1000Hz and then successively multiplying or dividing 1000 Hz by 10 0.3 to obtain the

other centre frequencies. The band limits are obtained by multiplying or dividing the

centre frequency by 10°·15'(Templeton, 1987, p.20). For noise analysis, fixed octave

bandsare centered on 31.5 Hz. (see table 3.7)

Center Frequency(Hz) Effective Band

31,5 22,1- 44,2
63 44,2- 88,4
125 88,4- 177
250 177- 354
500 354- 707
1000 707- 1414
2000 1414- 2828
4000 2828- 5756
8000 5756-11312

Table 3.7: The Internationally Preferred Octave Band
Series
Source: Duerden, 1970, p.7



For more information, one-third octave bands can be used to analyse noise. For this

bands, the ratio of the upper to lower frequency is 10°.1. Band limits are obtained by

multiplying or dividing the centre frequency by 10°.05. One-third octave bands are set

outin B.S. 2475: 1964 (octave and one-third-octave band pass filters)

Foreach octave band analyses, octave band analyser which consists of several series of

octave-band filters are used. 'The portable version of this analyser attached to a sound

levelmeter is very simple and convenient to use for the analysis of noise in the field and

onbuilding sites'. (Maekawa. & Lord, 1994, pAO)

• Narrow- band Analyser;

In some cases, other frequency bandwidths are required to ren~h·the nest solution. For

this purpose, narrow band analyser whose bandwidth is smaller than octave band is

used.

Thenoise measurement is sometimes difficult since background noise level can be high

enough to increase environmental noise level that affects the measured noise. For

example, while construction noise is measured, cars pass this area and they influence

noise level. On the other hand, while measurements are made, the source may be moved

to a quiet area or other significant contributors may be switched off; and also sometimes

measurements will have to make in adverse conditions.

The background noise level is expressed in terms of A-weighted 90 percentile sound

level (LA90). A special sound level meter or environmental noise analyser is used for this

measurement. If such equipment is not available, an ordinary sound level meter may be

used. Before measurements are made, background noise should be measured and

compared with the total noise level. The effect of background noise on the noise level

can be estimated by the graph of correction. (See figure 3.5.). If the difference between

3 to 10 dB corrections is the graph can be used to obtain the noise level. If the

difference between background and total noise level is found more than 10 dB, the

background noise has to be considered as a negligible effect on measurement of noise

.source. If the difference is less than 3dB, a reliable measurement cannot be made alone.



Thismeans that the source noise level is less than background noise level and the noise

measurement cannot be obtained with including only source level. Background noise

measurements should be made as possible as when background noise is quiet~ especially

thespecific noise source is not to be operated.
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Figure3.7: Background noise correction curve
Source:Templeton & Saunders, 1987, p.38

Onthe other hand, It is not simple to sum of more than one noise levels. The combined

noise level of two or more noise sources is not sum of the individual levels. If the sound

pressure levels of two noise sources (81 and 82) and one source noise level is greater

than other, the total noise level in decibel is equal to 81 or 82 + N. N is the increment

determined from table 3.8. According to the table, it can be seen that when the sound

pressure levels of two noise sources are equal, the difference between them is equal to

zero and noise level is 3 dB higher than each sound level.

Difference between two Increment (in dB) to be
levelsbeing added added to higher level

0-1 dB 3dB
2-3 dB 2dB
4-8 dB IdB
9-10 dB -

Table3.8: Scale of combining noise level
Source: Duerden, 1970, p.7

If there are more than two noise sources, the total noise level is found by taking noise

levels in two groups. 8uch as when there are five noise sources and their noise level is

respectively 57, 63, 63, 66, and 69 dB. After counting noise levels in two groups, the

result is found 72 dB. The value of the total noise level does not change, even if the

components of the dual-subgroups change.
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Measurement of noise is made to represent what environmental noise level is; where

andwho affected this noise; and how they are affected In other words, the aim of noise

measurement is to make valid, accurate measurement to determine these situations.

Many factors should be considered when measurement is made. These points are listed

below.They should be reckoned before visiting the measurement field.

1. Why are the noise measurements being made?

2. What type of noise is to be measured? Is it impulsive or steady?

3. Do certain standards such as ISO. ANSI, etc. with regard instrumentation quality,

measuring techniques have to be used?

4. With the above three points, choose the most suitable instrument to make noise

measurement

5. Calibrate the whole measurement system

6. Make a list of the instrumentation to be used and reference numbers of all the

instruments.

7. Make a sketch that shows the location of instrumentation in the field and the

position of the source.

8. Note the meteorological conditions, including wind direction and speed. temperature

and humidity, when making outdoor noise measurements.

9. If possible check the background noise level.

10.Measure the noise level without forgetting equipment settings such as the level. type

of frequency weighting and speed.



Amongthe environmental dangers, the noise problem is given the· least importance. But,

noise is an environmental factor that affects the people and their life all the time. The

biological effects of noise range from hearing damages to the discomfort in people.

According to the characteristics of the noise and the receivers, it is possible to vary the

effects of noise. Noise efficiency not only depends on its physical characteristics, such

as intensity, frequency and rhythm, but also impulses the noise on people in varying

degree depending upon the interferences, the state of health and mind, or the social

statuesthey have, and other stresses they are subjected to.

Froma different view, noise influences well-being. health, performance, efficiency and

safetyof people. This has become a large-scale problem in urban areas as the outcome

of the noise emitting from aircraft, crowded urban streets, personal stereos, or high-

powered machines, and shotguns. EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) states that

more than half the population of the United States exposed to the noise levels that may

interfere with everyday activities. These activities which have been determined in the

report are sleeping, communication, and performance. It has been found out that some

people, especially workers, having been subjected to the noise over 90 dBA had greater

medical problems and accidents related to their jobs, more than other people working in

quiet areas. As a result of these effects, more people have had complaints about noise to

local authorities.

Effects of noise on people can be examined into four principle groups:

(I). Effects on auditory system

(2).Physiological effects

(3).Psychological effects

(4).Effects on performance



Many of the sounds in our environment that we classify as noise are annoying but not

loud enough to cause damage to our hearing. Other sounds, however, are of such high

intensity that they are dangerous to the ear and may cause permanent hearing loss. Since

human being is at the end of the chain as a receptor, hearing loss due to exposing to

high noise level and its reactions on physiological and psychological effects are very

important. For this reason it is necessary to learn something about hearing mechanism

inorder to prepare adequate design to reduce noise.

The hearing mechanism is the final recipient of noise produced by any source. In other

words, the human ear is the microphone of the brain. In anatomical, ear is divided into

three parts: (1) the outer ear, (2) the middle ear and (3) the inner ear. These anatomical

divisions can be seen in figure 4.1 below. The outer and middle ear serve to convert

sound pressure to vibrations. In addition to this, they perform the protective role of

keeping objects and dirt from reaching the inner ear. The inner duty is to house both the

balance and the auditory receptors.

innera:r
I

Figure 4. t: The principle part of the human hearing mechanism
Source: Kupchella&Hytand, 1993, p.442



The outer ear includes pinna (auricle), the external ear canal, and the eardrum

membrane. The pinna helps to determine where sound come from, overhead, below, in

front of you or behind you. This as called as vertical plane localisation and people are

generally better at this with familiar sounds. The second important function of pinna is

serving as a collector of sound, which it leads down a passageway, the ear canal to the

eardrum. The ear canal is a tube, which enters the head from the area of the pinna and

extends through the eardrum and its length is about 2,2cm to 3cm. The main purpose of

ear canal is to protect the middle and inner ear from foreign material that can travel

through the ear canal like sound. It achieves this with the helps of wax glands, which

ar,ek>cated in the outer ear. Near the wax glands of the ear canal there are hairs. These

hair cells transmute the mechanical energy of the sound waves into the electrical energy

of nerve impulses. (See figure 4.2) As sound waves move down the ear canal, they

affect a thin membrane called the eardrum. Then it causes to vibrate the eardrum like a

drumhead. In a health person the eardrum is sensitive to pressure and frequency that is

locatedbetween 2700 and 3500 Hz.

Figure 4.2: The principle part of the human hearing mechanism
• OWTV" ~Jtdinf1,.~ Source: http://www.sonic.net/-serna! scp/scp970506/bohrer.html,

January 2000

The middle ear consists of eardrum, hammer, three ossicles and oval window. The

eardrum vibrates in a pattern similar to that of the acoustic pressure. The vibrating of

eardrum causes to transfer its motion to the hammers. Since the bones of ossicles are

connected to another, this causes to carry the signal to the inner ear through the oval

window at the entrance of the cochlea. In sum, the primary function of the middle ear is

to transfer sound energy form the outer to the inner ear.

http://www.sonic.net/-serna!


'The sound conducting mechanism amplifies sound by two main mechanisms. First, the

largesurface area of the drum as compared to the small surface area of the base of the

stapes(footplate) results in a hydraulic effect. The eardrum has about 25 much times as

much surface area as the oval window. All of the sound pressure collected on the

eardrumis transmitted through the ossicles and its concerned on the much smaller area

of the oval window. This produces a significant increase in pressure'. (Mackenzie,

1991,p.516) R-The pressure causes discomfort in ears. This can be seen in aircraft.

Onthe other hand, the middle ear contains two muscles: the tensor tympani and muscle

and the stapedius muscle. 'The tensor tympani muscle connects between the hammer

andthe bone wall of the middle ear near the eustaction tube, and the stapedius muscle

connects stapes to the bone cavity. Both muscles connect to their respective bones

throughtendons'. (Cowan, 1994, p.24) When the ear is exposed to high noise levels,

these muscles contract. This contraction which is known as acoustic reflex moves the

boneswith respect one to another in order to reduce sound level transmission to inner

ear. So they protect inner ear from potential damage. But these muscles lose their

contraction ability with time. Thus this protection is not effective in long term noise

exposures.Then noise levels can reach the inner ear and cause significant damage.

The main parts or the inner ear are the cochlea and the semicircular canals. The semi-

circular canals are associated with our sense of balance and do not affect directly the

acoustic of the ear. The functions of cochlea are to detect, analyse and transmit the

informationto the brain. A schematic diagram of the cochlea is shown in figure 4.3.

T•••hwul~•...•.-,-,w.tt:.lk

Figure 4.3: The schematic diagram of the
cochlea
Source: Mackenzie, 1991, p.517



Asseen in figure 4.3, cochlea is encased in bone and lined with millions of flexible hair

cells.These hair cells are nerve cells connected to the auditory nerve and their location

determine the frequency sensitivity of the hair cells. At the high frequencies maximum

amplitudes occur close to the oval window and at the lower frequencies the maxima are

closer to helicotrema.

Hearing ability of humans in pressure level (dB) versus frequency. The ear of humans

or animals can hear with range of frequencies between 20 Hz and 20000 Hz.. Any

sound with a frequency less than 20 Hz (below the audible range of hearing) is known

as an infrasound, and any sound with a frequency more than 20000 Hz (above the

audible range of hearing) is known as an ultrasound. Humans are not able to detect a

wide range of frequency, but other mammals such as dogs, cats, bats; especially

dolphins have an ability to detect ultrasound. 'Our hearing mechanisms amplify sounds

around 2000 Hz because the open-ended tube formed by the ear, canal and terminated

by the eardrum acts as a tuned organ pipe. Just as the frequency, perceived as a pitch, of

the soond emitted from an organ pipe depends on the length and diameter of the pipe,

our ear canals are tuned to frequency around 2000 Hz by the nature of their size and

shape.'(Cowan, 1994, p.5) Human speeches occur in the 500-2000 Hz. Many people

who have been musically trained are able to detect a difference in frequency between

two-sounds as little as 2 Hz. When a difference in frequency of two sounds is greater

than 7 Hz, most people without musical experience notice this difference of sound

waves. Age of the listeners' -young or old-, living and working conditions also affect

the ability of hearing.

Noise is everywhere and people cannot always avoid being exposed to it. When people

are exposed to noise some harmful effects on their body occur. One of these effects is

the hearing loss. Generally, hearing loss can occur depending on two factors. The first is

age of human and the second is exposing to high noise at long time.

Hearing loss caused by noise takes three different forms: temporary threshold shift,

.pennanent threshold shift and acoustic trauma As its name has suggested, the



temporarythreshold shift may be reversible, but the other two types of hearing damage

ar.epermanent. Temporary threshold shift (TTS) occurs after exposing to high noise

level for example rock concerts. It is accompanied by ringing in the ear, muffling of

soundand of the ears. These symptoms may resolve after minutes or hours. Permanent

threshold shifts can results from repeating or long exposure. People do not recognise

untila sufficient loss has already occurred. Exposure to noise between 90 and 140 dBA

damages%50 hair cells in the high frequency region of cochlea. Such hearing loss in

contrast to acoustic trauma develops slowly over the years. This proceeds in three

stages.In first stage sensory cells in the cochlea are killed by the excessive exposure. In

the second stage, after weeks to years of excessive exposure, hearing loss can be

detectedaudimetrically. Speech comprehension is not sufficiently affected but the lower

pitchesare necessary for understanding the speech. At the third stage the problem has

becomeunderstanding, and the medical attention may be sought. Hearing loss appears

in the frequency rate of 200 to 6000 Hz where many consonant sounds lie. The person

with this type of hearing loss cannot hear consonants clearly so people cannot

understand what they are saying. Therefore listener want to raise the voice level of

speakerin order to understand the consonant sounds.

Acoustic trauma occurs when high level, short duration exposures exceeding 140 dB

can rupture the tympanic membrane and crush injury of the hair cells. This type of

traumacomes from explosive events such as a toy cap gun fired near the ear (155 dBA),

a shotgunor pistol shot (160- 170 dBA) cause permanent hearing loss.

On the other hand, noise-induced hearing loss is divided into two categories:

elWironmentaland occupational hearing loss. A worker in factory or people work in

noisyoffice can meet hearing damage risk According to a noise survey that has been

made in the USA, hundreds of thousands of workers between the ages of 50 and 59

have hearing loss caused by their jobs. Because factory employees have to work in

noisyplace or operate the noisy machinery and they expose to noise for a long time. In

figure4.4 occupational hearing loss over a range of frequencies is shown as a function

of both frequency and duration. These data clearly show that hearing loss is a function

of noise level and frequency. For this reason, regulations have been established to

.protect workers from the effects of high noise. In this case, working hours of a day are
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adjustedas workers are exposed to continuous noise so that hearing damage risk will be

reduced. Thus countries the U.S.A and Europe have developed approaches on

permissiblelevel of noise and allowed time of work hours. (See chapter 6, section 6.4.2)
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Figure 4.4: Hearing loss at the work place.
Source: Kupchella & Hyland, 1993, p.440

Noisedamages not only the hearing but also cardiovascular system and balance. Nerve

fibersthat carry the sound to the medulla of the brain stem. Nerve pathways permit both

ears to communicate with numerous parts of both sides of the brain, including the

control centres of breathing, blood pressure and other bodily functions. Figure 4.5

illustrateshow noise might affect various important body functions via the sYmpathetic

nervous system and hormones from the pituitary gland. Loud noises and explosive

soundscan cause the sYmpathetic reaction because most of physiological changes are

controlledby sYmpatheticnervous system.

Cardiovascular effects of noise including hypertensive, ischaemic heart disease and

cerebrovascular disease are responsible more deaths in the industrialised countries than

any other category of diseases. It is clear that the occupation has an important role for

cardiovasculardiseases in most cases. Because the personal risk factors especially noise

in the work place causes stress starting the cardiovascular effects on people. In other

words, cardiovascular effects of noise on people are indirect effects on the body. Risks

of such diseases involve a large number of people and would be an important health

, problem for community.



The relationship between noise and cardiovascular diseases has been proved by the

surveys and tests. These surveys show that noise causes the following effects:

• Hypertensive

• Increase in the numbers of heartbeat

• Increase in blood pressure

• Increase in cholesterol

• Rise in adrenalins

• Slow, deep breathing

• A brief change in muscle tension

•.. Inflammation

These effects of noise are usually seen while people are sleeping.

Figure 4.5: The auditory connection
Source: Kupchella & Hyland, 1993, p.442

According to scientific researches, it has been found that people exposed to noise for

long time meet different kinds of diseases. Annoyance is the most response to noise

effects. If the noise is high enough, or its source cannot be known or rate of its stress is

high, several psychological behaviours:

• Annoyance can turn into excessive reactions and behaviour.

• The person becomes aggressive : slbe becomes angry; ruthless and outrages can be

towards him



• The person becomes aggressive: slbe annoys the people around with his ruthless and

outrages behaviours

• Use of sleeping pills makes

• Tolerance to anything decreases sensors unfunctional

• Unenthusiastic to help the people around

• They want to close their windows all the time

• They visit their psychiatrists frequently

Withall these effects of noise on people behaviours generally there are more disturbing

effectson human being. They are explained in detail below.

Soundcan produce feelings of pleasure or displeasure. This phenomenon appears as the

interference with communication, or lack of work performance or the damage to hearing

mechanism. Although it can also be related to the human morale and health, it is true

that more people feel annoyance due to sound more than other factors. In other words,

reactions to annoyance are the most widespread response to noise.

on the other hand, the terms of annoyance is used to describe the degree of

unwantedness of a sound in any situation. Degree of annoyance depends on noise

source, receivers and different times when that is heard in different receiving situations.

In other words, there are three basic types of annoyance: (1) some sound are considered

annoying for most people, (2) some sound produce feelings of annoyance in a very few

people, and (3) some sounds are different feelings of annoyance in the same person at

different times. For example a sound heard at night may be more annoying than that at

night.

Noise complaints may describe themselves annoyed by noise, however it can mean very

different things to different people. There have been several noise annoyance surveys

carried over the 30 years. According to these surveys, researches have found that there

is a clear relationship between the amount of noise and the amount of community

'annoyance response which are obtained using a couple of questionnaires. In addition,

1J.



depending on the receiver location, annoyance increases with noise level; and noise

swveys aimed to number the annoyance reactions for noise sources have found that the

most widely accepted annoyance related to noise is from transportation sources such as

surface vehicles, aircraft and trains.

As a rule, noise levels decrease in the evening and their effects are minimal after

midnight. And noise levels increase again in the early morning. Therefore sleep

disturbances are most likely in the evening and in the morning. But this is not true for

some conditions. For example, if residents live near noisy streets, along the railway or

near an airport or factories, they are exposed to noise during the sleep.

Sleeping is important for humans because their physical and psychological health are

related to sleeping. Thus noise as a sleep disturbance causes many diseases. For this

reason, many laboratory studies have been made on the effects of noise during the sleep.

According to these studies, noise during night hours causes different psycho- social and

medical symptoms and decreases noise quality. On the other hand, these studies have

examined noise effects in three phases:

• before the sleep

• during the sleep

• after the sleep

The relationship between noise and sleep in terms of these phases can be shown in the

following diagram.
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Noise causes difficulties in falling asleep so drugs are used to sleep easily. As a result of

this-effect of noise, use of sleeping pills increases.

During the sleep, noise affects quality of the sleep. In other words, when people are

exposed to noise during the their sleep, body position of them change more often and

heartbeat increase. Firstly, people go with light sleep following the half-awake stage.

Light sleep can be affected easily by noise. In this case, if the noise continues, sudden

awakenings occur. These negative effects of noise on people affect people's

performance and cause annoyance the following day. They feel more tired in the

morning and also during the day. Furthermore, while their activity decreases, headaches

and nervousness stomach increase. But generally it can be said that annoyance is the

major effect of sleep disturbance.

These effects occur depending on three factors belong to noise. The fIrst is frequency of

SQuOO, the second is noise level and the last is the number of noise events. Studies

which have been made recently shows that during the light sleep people can be awaken

by the sound that is about 30-40 dBA and during the deep sleep, this level goes up to

50-60 dBA. Moreover if the number of noise events during the night is above 10,it can

be said that there is a sleep quality problem. In addition to these factors related to the

sleep disturbance, there are two factors affecting the degree of sleep disturbance: age

and sex of people. According to this relationship, middle aged or old people are more

affected by noise than young people and children; and also women are more sensitive to

noise than men at all stages of sleep.

Aswe an know noise can interfere with the ability of communication. Many noises may

nm damage hearing ability but they can interfere with speech communication.

According to EP A, the upper limit of 100% speech intelligibility both outdoors and

indoors is 50 dBA. In addition to this, generally ambient noise levels above 80 dBA

make speech communication impractical. This is seen in figure 4.7, which shows the

distances that speech can be understood for various noise levels.
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Figure 4.7: Quality of speech communication as a function of noise level and distance
Source: Mackenzie, 1991, p.526

Speech interference occurs when sound with low frequency masks the high frequency

sound. Thus the interference called as a masking effect is a complicated function of the

distance between talker and listener and the frequency components of the spoken words.

Result of these, several effects occur:

• Listening and perceiving become difficult to understand the speech clearly .

•.The speech can be interrupted by high level noise.

• People must speak in high sound level in order to understand the speech between each

other. This causes to spend more energy and tire people.

• People avoid speaking if there is not an important issue because they do not want to

communicate each other in noisy environs. In other words, communication between-

people can be damaged

• Television cannot be watched, and radio or stereo cannot be listened to.

• Communication on the telephone requires quiet environment because it is impossible

to-make conservation in a normal voice and to hear each other in noisy environment.

Thus many people raise their voice to understand other people.

There are several methods to estimate speech interference, however the Speech

Interference Level (SIL) is often used for environmental assessment. It has been

developed as a measure of the difficulty in communication. The SIL has been explained

in Chapter 3, section 3.1.3 in detail.



P-eoptein the city have to live with noise, air pollution, litter and overcrowd. Moreover,

theyare tired because of work and life style. Modem urban life includes such conditions

so that it produces behavioural and physiological effect related to health and good

mental state. Stress is one of these physiological effects of noise in the urban areas and

it can be defined as the effective, behavioural, and physiological response to aversive

stimuli.

It is fact that noise is a stressor. Surveys on effects of noise have shown high level and

continuous noise causing lack of performance. Stress appears as an indirect effect of

noise on performance and annoyance. Nonetheless, as a result of noise effects, people

havebecome more aggressive and their reactions to events cannot be predicted.

Depending on stress many diseases such as insomnia, irritability, ulcers, headache,

hypertension and so on can be seen with people when they are exposed to noise.

How noise affects people performance has been source for many researches. According

to results of researches, noise effects on performance are seen as learning disabilities,

lack of concentration on work. On the other hand, it is difficult to discover how

different kind of noises influence different kinds of people doing different kinds of jobs

or tasks. However, the following conclusions have been made. (1) When steady noise

level exceeding 90 dBA, performance declines according to the nature of tasks. (2) If

the noise is irregular or intrusive, the noise levels below 90 dBA interfere with

performance of tasks. (3) High frequency components of noise above 1000-2000 Hz can

produce more interference with performance than low frequency components of noise.

In different case, despite direct effects of noise on performance, performance is

indirectly influenced as a result of noise effects on hearing, psychology, physiology and

sleep of people. For instance, sleep interference can cause lack of performance on work

the following day.



Noiseeffects on performance can be explained in three headlines:

PJ Learning disability; Studies and learning related to memory and words, which

require attention, are affected by noise negatively. Vocabulary can be damaged by

background high noise level. Students require quiet environments which do not

influence learning ability and activity of thought. There are two kinds of effects in

school.The first is the lack of concentration of students, the second is effects of noise

on teacher. When the students are in the lesson, noise interrupts the lesson so that this

causes the diminishing of student's attentions. Especially in schools near the noisy

street,airports and milway this is observed. On the other hand, teachers speak loudly in

or-derto have students hear what they explain. So they can be tired and feel stress at the

endof the lessons.

(2) Lack of work performance; Noise in a work place ends up with unaccomplished

taskson time because workers cannot pay attention to their work and this also result in

tired workers and increase the number of errors. Nonetheless, work-related accidents

canoccurs when employees are inflamed by a sudden noise or do not hear the warning

signatsbecause of high background noise.

(3) Inattentiveness; If the background noise level is higher people do not pay

attentionto what they are doing. For this reason work-related accident, lack of learning,

makingerror and so on can occur. For example, drivers cause traffic accidents because

theymay not pay attention to traffic lights. Briefly, if people are exposed to high noise

level they do not receive external signals to alert, warn and inform people about the

happeningsand cases around



Community noise sources are of different types. The most common noise sources that

architects and planners must consider in building and urban design are transportation

vehicles, some industries, outdoor sports and recreation, and people including domestic

appliances and pets. The main community noise sources can be classified into two

groups in relation with their control system:

(l). Interior noises; they originate from people, household equipment, or machinery

within a building.

(2). Outdoor noises; they originate from transportation vehicles, industry, construction

or demolishing sites, road repairs, outdoor activities including sports.

In most industrialised countries, it has been founded that the most prevalent community

noise source is road traffic noise, although aircraft and industry noises are predominant.

Unless special design precautions are taken, and designers may prohibit any noise-

sensitive developments, such noise can affect people. It can be said that some projects

may cause an acceptable noise sources. The noise is generally produced by mechanical

equipment located either outside such as cooling towers, lawn mover or inside such as

mixer, dish washer the building. Many utility projects such as electrical substations,

wastewater treatment plants, recycling stations may be in this category.



sound levels in air dB Time
Permitted

rocket launching pad 205
space rocket 175 Danger level
rock band(near speakers) 145
50 hp siren (30m) 138
·et flyby 300m overhead 135-145
large jet taking off (150m) 115
motorcycle, lawn mower 115 1,25 minutes
rock music band 113
riveting gun 100 1 hours
noisy restaurant 95 2 hours
sports car or truck (9m) 94
large jet taking off (1 ,000m) 90
rush-hour city traffic (3m) 90 4 hours
light traffic (100ft away) 75-85
teletype room of a newspaper 80
business machines 80 7,5 hours
noisy factory 80
loud conservation (90cm) 78
quiet factory 70 no limit
normal conservation (90cm) 62
quiet residential area 55
living room 45
quiet library, 35
soft whisper 30
quiet garden 30
broadcasting studio 20
leaves rustling 10

Table 5.1: Sound levels of typical noise sources and the recommended exposure time to each source
according to Turkish standards
Source: http://www.800nonnoise.com. April 1999

On the other hand, noise can be divided into two groups based on its transmission path;

air-borne noise and structure-borne noise. If the noise is attenuated by air absorption

and also confined to areas near its origin, its called as 'air-borne noise'. Air-borne noise

can be transmitted to (1) through the openings such as open doors and windows,

ventilating ducts and grilles, shafts, gaps and crack around doors, built-in elements, etc.

and (2) by means of forced vibration set up in the boundaries of the source. (Doelle,

1965, p.343)

Figure 5.1: Examples of air-borne noise sources
. Source: Doelle, 1972, p.144

http://www.800nonnoise.com.


Structure-borne noise transmitted directly through the structure radiate from certain

building elements such as walls, ceiling, panels and slabs and reach the recipients as the

air-borne noise. Surface elements of the structure are important to transmit structure-

borne noise from source to recipients. Structure-borne noise can transmit with little
"attenuation and over great distances in a building. Thus structure-borne noise sources

should be located where vibrations are suppressed.

Figure 5.2: Examples of structure-borne noise sources
Source: Doelle, 1972, p.144

Especially in populated urban areas, neighbourhoods and their pets cause annoyance

and complaints to competent authorities. The common noise sources in the building are

radio and television sound in high levels, telephone bells, door rings, loud conversation

and traffic on staircase. In addition, crying babies, playing children and moving people

can be added to indoor noise sources.

Machines and household equipment such as vacuum cleaner, dishwasher, mixer, hair

dryers, etc. produce building noise. Such equipment may not very loud, but the

operating time of them cause annoyance. For instance, when they are used at night or

early in the morning, they annoy neighbourhoods. It shows that it is possible to solve

noise problem in the neighbourhood by private solution including making people

conscious about noise and its effects on people. Table 5.2 gives noise levels of

household equipment at ear level (about 50 cm.).



Kitchen and sound level
other domestic appliance dB(A), (B)

refrigerator (motor type) 45 dB(A)
washing machine 63 dB(B)
spin dryer 64 dB(B)
dishwasher 69 dB(B)
electric tin opener 79 dB(B)
mixer 82 dB(B)
blender 92 dB(B)
hand-held mixer 52-77dB(A)
'uicer 58-77dB(A)
coffee grinder 74-83 dB(A)
hair dryer 49-78 dB(B)
dry shaver 43-49 dB(A)
vacuum cleaner 73 dB(B)
carpet beater 80-84 dB(A)
air conditioner 55 dB(A)
refuse chute 79 dB(B)
knife sharpener 80 dB(B)

Table 5.2: Noise levels of common household sources including kitchen and other domestic applications
Source: http://www.800nonnoise.com. April 1999

In addition to such noise sources, there are many other nOIse sources produced by

human and animals such as speaking or singing, barking of dogs, children playing on

the floor and moving furniture. Several complaints have been made about barking dogs

of neighbours when dogs are inside. Dog barking can be annoying because a dog can

generate more than 90 dB(A) at 5 ft. Cats can generate lower noise levels than dogs, in

the 60-70 dB(A) range. For this reason they cause annoyance only when they are in

quieter areas and meows at night.

Figure 5.3: Transmission of street and a
house noise
Source: Knudsen & Harris, 1978, p.205

http://www.800nonnoise.com.


On the other hand, noise is not in house; furthermore it can be in the working spaces,

offices. In this case, office equipment such as typewriters, computer, sewing machines

and telephone rings also cause noise in the offices either office is open-plan or closed-

plan. But noise in open-plan offices can annoy people greater than it is in closed-plan

offices. Because dividing materials work as noise reducing materials by decreasing

noise transmission.

Building materials, construction, and also maintenance can control such noise sources.

How these noise sources are controlled will be explained in detail in the next chapter.

This category of noise is the most annoying noise source for people because it is a

complex mixture of road and aircraft noise, and of noise from construction, industrial

works and dwellers. So its control is more complex and difficult because outdoor noise

sources can move. Outdoor noise reduction is related to city planning and mechanical

solutions. For this reason, such noise sources should be considered at the design stage in

order to decrease harmful effects on people. In this section, outdoor noise sources will

be explained in detail to help us learn what they are and how they are taken under

control.

Outdoor noise sources can be examined in four categories:

1. transportation noise including vehicular, rail, water and air transportation

2. construction noise including demolishing

3. industrial noise

Transportation noise sources have the greatest percentage of outdoor ambient noise

environment. These sources include automobiles, motorcycles, buses, trains and

aircraft. All of transportation noise sources, surface vehicles (cars, buses, etc.) are the

most annoyance source in traffic noise and also the overall noise environment. Survey

of noise levels show that more complaints are made against traffic noise in urban areas.
83



According to a noise survey in Norway, predominant noise source is traffic noise. The

Norwegian Pollution Control Authority estimates that one million people are exposed to

noise from road traffic exceeding the norm of 55 dB than other noise sources. In the

other words, on the total scale, about 14 per cent of population exposed to road traffic

noise in 1991 (see figure 5.4)
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Figure 5.4: Percentage of population affected by noise
Source: http://jerken.grida.no/proglnorway, April 1999

Both interior and exterior noise levels of such sources are listed in table 5.3 and 5.4

below. These values of noise levels change with some factors such as surface material.

Vehicle Interior Noise
Level (dBA)

automobile, 55 mph 69-78
train

amtrak 63-67
commuter 69-73
subway 74-79

aircraft
long range 70-80
commuter 75-85

helicopter 85-95

Table 5.3: Interior noise levels of common daily
transportation sources
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.229

Vehicle Exterior Noise Level
(dBA at 30 ft)

automobile 72-75
bus 82-87
freight train 85-88
subway train 98-103
truck 82-89

Table 5.4: Exterior noise levels of common daily
transportation sources at full speed
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.229

http://jerken.grida.no/proglnorway,


Transportation noise sources are classified in four groups in order to be explained in

detail:

1. road traffic noise

2. aircraft noise

3. railway noise and

4. shipping noise

In general noise from vehicles on roads, highways and freeways is the principal and

widespread noise source in urban areas in terms of numbers of people affected. Such

noise has been found to cause headaches, insomnia, nervous breakdown, and

annoyance. An increase in noise levels above 50 dB(A) results in linear increase in the

number of people annoyed. In addition, laboratory experiments show that when traffic

noise levels increase at night, it causes deep sleep disturbance effects like body

movements, subjective sleep quality, mood and performance during the whole sleep

period. Values of noise levels determine people reactions to noise. For example, traffic

noise level between 50- 60 dB(A) causes difficulties in falling asleep as compared with

quiet nights.(http://search.knowledgestor. corn! info, March 2000) The sleep loss is also

effective on the performance. This can have wide-ranging socio-economic impact with

lack of performance at work. More complaints are received about these harmful effects

of road noise by local authorities. So local authorities try to decrease road traffic noise

and its effects on people by setting limits and transportation planning such as design

one-way streets and improve road conditions and traffic flow. In this case, noises from

road traffic have been researched. The first extensive noise surveys were done in the

central area of London in the 1960s. At 85% of the measuring sites chosen at the

intersection points of regular grid lines of the area where the road traffic noise was

frequently heard. This fmding was replicated in a number of later studies in the world,

and also it has given great deal of research concerning the noise emission characteristics

of vehicles, noise emission from traffic streams and motor vehicle, and road traffic

noise reduction.



On the other hand, certain type of buildings such as motels, office buildings, theatres,

hospitals and residential housing developments favour locations close to roadways with

heavy traffic because of business exposure and easy access although they are noise-

sensitive usages. The scale of the problem is unlikely to diminish in the future, so the

need for controlling and minimising the effects of such noise will stay.

Road traffic noise is a problem in many cities especially big cities because the number

of cars and heavy vehicles have increased day by day, and many arterial roads serve as

major conduits for commuters and for trucks and buses, as well as local traffic. The

volume and type of traffic close to homes are more than a nuisance and noises from

them diminish people daily lives such as they close windows in summer or they do not

carry on a conservation out of doors. In other words, people pay heavy price for the

transportation provided by the cars and trucks. Because of harmful effects of road noise

on people mentioned above, local and international authorities consider that road traffic

noise is an urban problem; so they have controlled noise to reduce it. This phase

includes determining what noise sources are for vehicles, calculation of noise levels and

how they can be taken under control.

Traffic noise is generally assumed to be from the traffic stream, although traffic noise is

the result of emissions from several individual cars. In terms of this character of the

road traffic noise, such noise can be categorised in two groups:

(l) An individual vehicle noises as a moving point noise source

(2) Traffic flow noises as a line noise source
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Figure 5.5: Sound radiation from point
and line sources
Source: Irvine & Richards, 1998, p.149



In fact, road traffic noise comprises noise emitted from many individual cars and trucks.

An individual vehicle travelling along the road generates noise from:

(1) its engine including exhaust ,inlet, radiation from combustion and valving, cooling

fan and auxiliary equipment

(2) its transmission

(3) the interaction between the vehicle and the air its passing through (aerodynamics)

(4) the interaction between tires and road surface, and

(5) its brake and horn.

All of these sources can be considered as a moving point source and 6 dB(A) reduction

for every doubling of distance between vehicle and receiver.

Figure 5.6: the components of vehicle noise
Source: Mackenzio, 1991, p.534

On the city streets at low speed (below 50km/h), the primary noise source is the exhaust

of the car engine and while at high-speed above 50 km/h tire and aerodynamic noise is

the predominant noise sources. Diesel truck noise sources are similar to car sources; the

exhaust noise is predominates at low speeds and tire noise at speeds above 80km/h.

Noise levels of these sources vary from a vehicle to another vehicle, but generally the

followings are of a representative vehicle:

- Engine and mechanical system 85dB(A)

-Exhaust 82dB(A)

-Cooling fan 81dB(A)

- Intake 80dB(A)

The level of the noise generated by a vehicle depends on its type, size and shape,

condition of engine, and also the speed, its acceleration, and care condition of vehicle.



As mentioned above traffic nOIse is comprised for many vehicles on the road and

ambition noise level is perceived from the road traffic flow as a line source. There are

several factors affecting the noise that is generated by surface traffic but in general they

can be examined in two groups:

(1) characteristics of traffic stream:

• traffic volume

• number of vehicles

• type of vehicles sharing the same route

• traffic speed

(2) characteristics of road:

• surface characteristics

• gradient of the road

• width of the road

• height of the road compared to surrounding area

When the traffic volume is doubled, the ambient noise level increases by 3 dB. (See

chapter 2, section 2.1.3) Depending on traffic volume, noise level change with time.

Light traffic volumes produce large fluctuations in noise level while heavy traffic cause

a steady noise level. According to a survey in Germany in 1997, with traffic volumes

exceeding 50.000 motor vehicles per 24 hour period, the effects of noise are particularly

grave in urban streets. Noise reduction studies on main arteries have not decreased noise

levels because of the traffic volume. With the traffic volume, percentage of heavy

vehicles in the total traffic affects the noise levels. Because of their size and

construction, heavy vehicles, truck and buses generate higher noise levels than

passenger cars. 'If the percentage of heavy vehicles in the total traffic exceeds about

%2-3, they produce more acoustic energy than the remaining 97 to 98% passenger cars.'

(Irvine & Richards, 1998, p.147) For instance, manual and automatic noise from

different type of vehicles driven in inner city traffic measurements were made along 13

streets in Gothenburg, Sweden to explore maximum noise levels. The results of that

survey show that the most important vehicle component regarding the maximum noise

. level in inner city traffic was a medium-weight truck. Among the higher noise levels
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measured, this type of vehicle is dominant. (http://search.knowledgestor.com/into,

March 2000) In addition to these factors, noise levels increase with speed for both

passenger cars and heavy vehicles. But speed is more important to cars than trucks

becausewith all speeds truck engines cause smaller change in noise level. In this case,

internationaland local authorities determine maximum permitted noise levels for motor

vehicles in type. According to Turkish noise regulation and European Communities

maximumpermitted noise levels for motor vehicle are given in table 5.5 and 5.6 below.

Vehicle Noise Level (dBA)
Passenger cars 75
Buses

in city traffic 85
In rural traffic 80

Trucks (at 80kmlh speed) 85

Table 5.5: Maximum permitted noise levels of motor
vehicles according to Turkish Noise Regulation
Source: Turkish Noise Regulation

Vehicle Noise Level (dBA)

Passenger car
less then 9 seats, driver included 74
more then 9 seats, driver included 76-77

Bus
<150 kW 78
>150 kW 80

Truck (at 80kmlh speed)
<75 kW 77
>75, <150 kW 78
>150 kW 80

Table 5.6: Maximum permitted noise levels of motor vehicles based on European Community
Source: htpp://www.xs4all.nl. March 2000

Rough, uneven and worn out surfaces cause more tire noise than smooth surfaces. The

differencein noise levels may be 5 or 6 dB(A). Wet surfaces can generate noise levels

about 5 dB higher than dry surfaces. The following table shows the relationship

betweenroad surface and noise levels of type of vehicles at various speeds.

Type of Vehicle Road Surfaces
concrete asphalt drain asphalt

130 km/h 85,5 82 79
passenger cars 100 km/h 83 80 77,5

80 km/h 80 77,5 75,5
80 km/h 89 86,5 83,5

trucks 60 kmlh 86,5 84,5 82

Table 5.7: Noise levels of passenger cars and trucks by reducing speed
Source: htpp://www.cedar.univie.ac.at/. March 2000

http://htpp://www.xs4all.nl.
http://htpp://www.cedar.univie.ac.at/.


In addition to these factors, the distance between noise source and receiver and barriers

such as a hill, building, or solid wall blocking the path of sound propagation,

groundcover and trees, and also air absorption and whether conditions affect the

vehicular noise levels. As mentioned in chapter 2, sound level decreases at different

ratios due to the type of ground cover and weather conditions such as warmer or cool

aIr.

In sum, more numbers of vehicles, more numbers of heavy vehicles, high speed, rough

surface, and junctions generate much higher noise level, and irregular and unexpected

changes in traffic due to sudden stops in regular flow of traffic caused by stop signs,

traffic lights, crossing are always more disturbing than the more or less uniform rumble

of continuos traffic.

If a new road is proposed or an increased traffic flow is expected on existing road,

calculation of noise level is necessary in order to assess noise impacts. There are several

methods used to forecast how traffic affects sound pressure levels at different locations.

Road traffic forecasting models are based on physical principles such as the law of the

save of energy. The simplest of these models represents a road as a long source emitting

a constant sound intensity. For this model, an individual vehicle at a distance from the

road may be considered as a point source of sound, and thus the sound level received as

a vehicle passes by increase about 6 dB(A) for each doubling of distance from the

source. In addition to this, the noise from a stream of traffic may be considered as line

source which the sound pressure level decrease by 3 dB(A) each time the distance from

the source doubled because of geometrical spreading of sound energy. (See section

2.1.3.) But these models based on physical laws are not used extensively in practice,

because of many factors which should be taken into consideration such as the type of

vehicles in traffic stream, vehicle speed, surface and gradient of road, topography,

barriers and building. Thus mathematical models derived from both empirical and

theoretical principles are being used.



As mentioned above, in Britain, the descriptor LAlOwas decided to be used for the

estimation of noise levels as a result of London noise surveys. The LAlOnoise level,

which is assessed over the I8-hour period 06.00 to 24.00 hours, is accepted as a useful

index of noise pollution and written as LlO(I8h). Sometimes I-hour LlO level (LA10(lh))

is used. On the other hand, we can explain LAlObased on LA10, in this case LAlO=

LA10+3. Then they found that this method was not enough to provide any information

regarding the range of noise levels, for this reason another· noise descriptor was

developed in order to reflect the variability of the noise level and the relate the overall

noise level to the background noise level. This method called as the Traffic and Noise

Index (TNI) expresses the difference between LlOwhich gives a single vehicle noise and

L>o which give noise levels of traffic flow. It has been found in the same survey that 74

TNI is a standard level.

This method has disadvantages like the first one so an alternative, the Noise Pollution

Level (NPL or LNP)that takes the variability in the noise level into account is suggested.

It is agreed 72LNP,which is equal to 74TNI is the maximum level. (In chapter 3 the

whole formulas of these methods are given.)

One method for the estimated traffic noise levels which includes a serries of factors has

been developed in the United Kingdom. In this method, there are several factors such

as speed and percentage of heavy vehicles, gradient and surface of the road, distance

and nature of ground between traffic noise source and receiver, and environmental

effect such as screening, facades and reflection effects. Details of the correction factors

and their calculation are as follows:

a. Speed (v) and percentage of heavy vehicle (P).

C1=3310glO(v+40+500/v) + 1OloglO(l+5p/v)- 68.8

b. Road gradient. On a dual carriageway road, this is applied only to traffic climbing

grade.

C2= O.3G (where G is the percentage gradient)

c. Road surface.



c3= 4- 0.03p

d. Distance and nature of the ground between traffic noise source and receIver (d).

There are two types of surface, hard ground and grassland.

(when non-absorbent surface such as concrete, water is more than 50 percent)

C4= -1OlOglO(dsl13.5)

(when absorbent surface such as grass is more than 50 percent)

C4= -lOloglO (dsl13.5) + 5.2loglO [3h/(d+3.5)] (where h= the height of the observation point

above ground)

The final estimation is made using following formula:
n
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Figure 5.7: Flow chart for the calculation of road and traffic noise procedure
Source: Taylor & Yong, 1988, p.233

In generally prediction methods of road traffic nOIse change according to III which

country they are applied.



An aircraft is the most prominent noise source for people who live or work close to an

airport, however the road traffic is the most widespread source of community noise.

Aircraft noise is already a problem and likely to get worse. Especially, the growth of air

transportation, and development of jet aircraft technology have increased this problem.

Aircraft landings and take-offs of an aircraft is extremely noisy. More flights, jet aircraft

flights of a greater percentage of these flights, more night flights and helicopter services

between airport and city centre provide additional noise sources. Aircraft noise spreads

wide area because aircraft routes are not limited in a line like road traffic is. If large

distances separated all airports from noise-sensitive areas, there would be no aircraft

noise problem. But unfortunately, many existing airports are close to the communities

that they serve such as Anchorage International Airport. (See figure 5.8.) This has

occurred because of the growth of an old airport and insufficient planning controls to

prevent new communities extending to the nearness of the airports. So aircraft noise

annoy people, furthermore aircraft noise may have significant mental and physical

health impacts on people who live below the flight path of commercial and private

aircrafts. Such effects related to noise have been found since the 1970s. They are stress,

hypertension, sleep disturbances, lack of work-related performance, lack oflearning and

academic performance. (http://www.lhh.org/noise/facts/airport.htm.March2000).In

summary, aircraft noise annoys people and cause complaints. These complaints came

from residents living in the surroundings of an airport. For instance, according to an

article established in Hartford Courant in January 2000, 4,878 complaints have been

made against jet noise from Bradley International Airport.

Figure 5.8: A view at Anchorage
International Airport
Source: http://www.dot.state.ak.us/external.

ovember 1999

http://www.dot.state.ak.us/external.


Existing airport numbers have increased from year to year. With increasing numbers of

airports, total numbers of passengers have also increased. This means an increase in

noise from airports. There are only 294 international airports in the U.S.A. In terms of

assessment of noise from airport, aircraft authorities take some regulations including

aircraft noise contours map. Noise monitoring system is used to estimate noise around

airports in the U.S.A and the United Kingdom. For example, there are 40 monitors

installed in the communities surrounding O'Hare and Midway International Airports.

With these 40 monitors additional 10 portable monitors are used. Each noise monitor

continuously records all noise sources 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. So using noise

values from monitors, actual noise levels are measured, noise affected areas are

identified and also the distribution of noise in community is calculated.

(http://www.larc.nasa.gov/ tops/ tops.html, September 1999) Such system is applied in

all the airports such as Portland, Miami, Anchorage International Airports.

Such noise sources can be explained in two groups:

(1) single aircraft noise and

(2) airport noises.

When single aircraft noise is held up, it can be seen that the principal source of noise

from aircraft is the gas turbine Get) engine. There have been many researches applied to

the reduction of noise at the source since the advent of jet aircraft in the late 1950s.

Aerodynamic noise from jet itself has been found to vary approximately with the 8th

power of gas jet velocity. The jet exhaust velocity was very high, and thus these engines

were noisy. In other words, the noise of any type of aircraft engine increases with

increased power. Since the take-off demands maximum power, the noise is the greatest

in this flight condition. Thus turbofan engines are not utili sed in aircraft. 'These engines

employ a fan to propel the air. This air by-passes the combustion chamber and turbine,

and the by-pass air jet surrounds the core (turbine exhaust) jet.' (Malcolm & Kessler,

1982, p.187) The core jet has higher velocity than the by-pass air and is the greater



Secondary but important sources of noise in a jet engine are the gas turbine engine

compressor and turbine. Turbo-fan engines have an additional source of noise, the by-

pass fan. The by-pass fan generates more noise than either the compressor or the

turbine. These noises can be reduced far more easily than the noise from the exhaust jet

because noise control can be applied inside engine and its enclosure. However, there

have been some studies for noise reduction, noises such as compressor, the turbine and

fan noise can be heard on the ground. Such noise sources from single aircraft can

change depending on three properties: l.type of aircraft, 2.working technique of aircraft,

langles of landing and take off.

On the other hand, the most serious type of aircraft noise is the by-product of an aircraft

flying at super sonic speed (above about 1,230 km/h) that is called as sonic boom. The

sonic boom can be heard on the ground and along both sides of the project flight path.

Depending on aircraft super sonic speed and atmospheric conditions, the affected area

may extend.

Airport noise sources are explained in two groups. The first is from all of flights that

can occur at the same time. The second is from airport services on the ground. Both of

noises from flights and airport services depend on several important parameters. These

are

• number of flights in a day and seasonal change in numbers of flight

• percentage of variation of takingoff and landing aircraft

• traffic density at airports

• movement of surface vehicles

• runway numbers

• locations of runways

• flight paths

All these parameters and environmental conditions with helping for noise scales and

methods are used to prepare airport exposure noise contour maps. Figure 5.9 shows an

example of noise contours maps, which is prepared for Nashville International Airport.

For planners it is important to understand aircraft noise contours around airports, which

show suitable or unsuitable land zoning to settlements. Building construction and

,material provide silence in buildings but it is critical for certain buildings that associate
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outdoor activities like school and dwelling units. Most people like to have some aural

contact with the outside world sounds such as bird, children, etc. Thus expected

increase in aircraft movements and building developments in the future should be

considered.
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Figure 5.9: Noise contours map of Nashville International Airport for 1996
Source: http://www.larc.nasa.gov/ tops! tops.html

Another source of noise around airports is the vertical take-offs and landings of an

aircraft like helicopter. For a stationary listener on the ground, the spectrum changes as

the aircraft approaches, passes overhead, and departs. On the approach the frequency is

mid or high and on the departing the frequency shifts lower. This change in frequency is

called as Doppler effect, where the frequency of a moving noise source is shifted up

when the source is moving towards the listener and down it moves away. This

phenomenon is important to design building and select building construction material

especially facade elements.

Most countries have legislation to control the nOIse emISSiOn from aircraft and

assessment of airport noises. Civil aircraft are required to conform to the noise

certification limits, which are determined by International Civil Aviation Organisation

(leAO). As noise control technology has permitted, these limits have been made more

stringent. Airport authorities stipulate that for each direction of each runway, after the

take-off, the noise levels on the ground have to be exceeding certain maximum values.

The maximum permissible noise levels are different between the day and night. It can

be higher during the day than at night. So the aircraft is free to achieve this limit in any

preferred way that has affected safety requirements.

http://www.larc.nasa.gov/


There are various scales and methods in use have been developed in order to assess the

noise impact of an airport on its surrounding area and human response to such noise.

But in general, the characteristics of aircraft noise have implied that calculation of

aircraft noise includes two stages. The first stage is to measure perceived noise level of

the take-off or landing of a particular aircraft type. The second stage is to determine

community annoyance resulting from the combining effects of all aircraft using an

airport in a typical time period. In some countries it is possible to obtain an aircraft

noise exposure map prepared by airport authority. 'This will normally show counters of

approximately equal exposure and will be accompanied by guidelines for sitting

different building types within particular noise exposure zones.' (Lawrence, 1989, p.70)

However for some buildings aircraft noise will not be great consequence, it is not

acceptable for some buildings such as libraries, concert halls, and hospitals Thus

aviation authority determines the maximum flyover levels expected at the site.

When jet aircraft is first introduced in the U.S.A, the social survey designated that the

overall A-weighted sound pressure level did not described the effects of jet.

Consequently, new frequency weighting known as 'perceived noise level' (PNL) was

proposed and adapted for New York Kennedy Airport. PNL does not account for the

duration of single-event sound increases in time, and pure tone although it is considered

as a measure of noise from aircraft. Then three methods have been made, Effective

Perceived Noise Level (EPNL), Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF), and Noise and

Number Index (NNI) to estimate aircraft and airport noise level. The EPNL accounts for

duration of single-event and pure tone that PNL does not account and manufacturers use

EPNL contours to test new aircraft under various government certification programs.

'These contours referred to as noise footprints, represent the loci of points 0 the ground

where EPNL is constant for a given aircraft type performing under a particular set of

conditions. (See figure 5.10) Contours of EPNL depend on operating procedures

followed in takeoff and landing and on conditions of temperature and relative

humidity'. (Ortolano, 1984, p.349)



Figure 5.10: Contours of EPNL for aircraft takeoff and landing. From U.S. Department of Transportation
Source: Ortolano, 1984, p.350

To= the normalized duration
(h- tl)= the time during which the level is
within -lOdE ofthe maximum noise level

But the EPNL cannot be used to estimate community annoyance from airport a typical

day. For this reason, the noise exposure forecast (NEF) developed. The NEF include

both night-time operations for particular year and community annoyance from these

operations. Generally, procedures ofNEF require the following information:

• Airport runway configurations

• Number of aircraft operations by aircraft type

• Aircraft flight plans and arrival and departure data

.Percentage use of each flight path for takeoff and landings (Ortolano, Leonard, 1984,

p.349)

NEF= 1Olog [~ .. (N- --16N'· .) 1OEPNLi.j/lO ]-88IJ I.J I.J

EP~ = the energy mean value of EPNL
for aircraft of type I performing operation j
Ni.j= the number of such aircraft operating
in daylight hours 07.00-22.00
N'i.j = the number of such aircraft operating

at night time 22.00-07.00

Airport noise can be represented as contours of NEF through positions on the ground.

(See figure 5.11) These contours guide given for the compatibility of different land-uses

with NEF zones. Although this system was developed in the U.S.A, many airports of



this country use another systems. It can be said that the Ldncounters suggested by

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in USA are used for existing airport. L

contoursdo not illustrate flight pats, they illustrate where most of the aircraft noise is.

The number of aircraft heard and the noise level on any given day depends on which

runways are used, and also on weather, flight schedule and community background

noise.The relationship between two measurements is shown below.

Figure 5.11: Typical contours ofNEF around an airport From U.S. Department of Transportation (1972)
Source: Ortolano, 1984, p.351

In the United Kingdom, the NNI (noise and number index) method whose origin is the

1963 Wilson Committee reports on noise is used for the assessment of aircraft noise.

(Seechapter 3)

Railway noise and its effects on people have not been studied as extensively as road

traffic and aircraft noise. Because railway noise may not cause as much annoyance as

other transportation noise sources such as aircraft. Since housing developments are

being constructed close railways and found high-speed link between any two

terminuses, this phenomenon has changed. In railway noise increased in the late 1970s

in Great Britain for two reasons. The first is to build a channel tunnel with a rail link to

central London, with a high-speed link between south coast and central London; the



second is construction of housing developments along the railway. (Roberts, John and

Fiarhal, Diane, 1988, p. 68) In this survey it was found that 'freight traffic caused more

annoyance than electrified passenger trains, and vibration was the most important non-

noise impact'. (Lawrence, 1989, pAl) In recent year, associated with increasing high-

speed trains, railways have caused annoyance in many countries. In this case, in Great

Britain 2000 noise measurements at 403 different locations were made and then a report

was prepared. This report showed that 2 per cent of the population of England are

bothered by railway noise and 170 000 people in Great Britain live at railway noise

levels of a twenty-four-hour LAeq of 65 dB(A). This value higher than permissible level

indicated that people living with railway noise face annoyance.

There are two main noise sources associated with train, the locomotive noise and wheel-

rail interaction noise. In addition to, vibrating body panel and wheel squeal are other

important noise sources for trains. The locomotive itself does not include a noise

problem at normal operating speed if train is not a slow-moving train. Because slow-

moving trains that are called as diesel locomotives produce high levels of low frequency

noise. 'These high levels of low frequency sound can often cause vibration in

lightweight parts of a building fabric such as windows, giving rise to annoyance and to

the common misconception that the whole building is vibrating.'(Roberts & Fiarhal,

1988, p. 69) Wheel-rail noise is produced when the wheel contacts the rail. If the rail is

rough or wheels roll over their own flat spots as well as over joints or discontinuous in

the rails, impact noise may occur. In addition, it can be said that in wheel-rail noise,

track maintenance, braking and horn noises increase total noise levels. While braking

noise level can increase by 5 to 8 dB for older coaches and only 2 dB for newer

coaches. In general it has been founded the more modem coaches are 9 dB(A) quieter

than earlier coaches because of late disk brakes and wheel design. Track repair has to be

carried at night or on Sundays because lines are used during the day. Complaints are

received from the residents who live nearby the railway. In fact, the construction of

offices, shops and flats along the railway lines is on increase so that such noise affects

people during the day, night and also on Sunday.



Asmentioned above another noise source for a train is wheel squeal, 'which occurs on

curveswhen a wheel is forced to slip laterally on the rail: the resulting stick-slip action

excites the natural vibration modes of the wheel and the resulting noise level may be

over 20 dB higher than from the other sources'. (Lawrence, 1989, pAl) With using

largeradius curves such noise may be avoided.

Onthe other hand, high-speed train (over 200 km/h) presents additional noise sources:

aerodynamic and structure radiated noise. Especially at speeds over 250 km/h

aerodynamicnoise is primary problem. In Germany, it has been found that noise control

techniquessuch as barriers are less effective since this noise source is much higher than

thewheel- rail source.

In several countries these noise sources for trains have been considered and they have

takenmany precautions and limits for train operations. Such as in Austria, 'The Railway

NoiseEmissions Act', which introduced noise limits for trains that are newly put into

servicewas established in 1993. According to this act, noise measurements of trains

were made in the train stations. Then depending on measurement results, some

precautionswere taken in order to reduce rail-related noise levels. The measurements of

noise show that wheel condition is responsible for differences of nearly 4 dB, while

track condition lead to noise level differences of up to 10 dB. Replacement of new

silent-runningwheels in Austrian freight tracks is expected to reduce noise levels by 3

to 5 dB over the 10 years. Assuming that the number of trains and their speed remain

unchanged and the average number of passenger and freight trains change only little

during the day and night, the given measures would lower railway noise by 5 dB.

(http://www.cedar.univie.ac.at/datal nup, February 2000) Similar noise studies have

beenmade in throughout the USA and abroad such as including Boston, Los Angeles,

SanDiego, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Portland, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Baltimore,

Sacramento, San Juan, Montreal and Vancouver. Railway noises in these cities are

examined at different perspective although noise measurements and predictions are

usuallymade by private companies. For example, in both Vancouver and Dallas light

rail system noises are measured and annoyance rates are assessed. But a difference

betweentwo studies is that in Vancouver local authority makes all noise measurements.



In San Juan, Puerto Rico and San Francisco railway noises are measured because these

railways are through the noise-sensitive areas such as schools, hospitals, parks and

residences. After analysis in all cities, noise control methods are developed in order to

minimise noise levels, which annoy community. (http://www.hrnmh.com. February

2000)

There is a fewer prediction methods for railway noise than road traffic noise. Railway

predictive methods is described based on the maximum noise level of the locomotive

and the maximum noise level from the wheel-rail using LAX the single event nOIse

exposure level. The LAX for the locomotive can be estimated from the following:

Where d= perpendicular distance to track in metres
v= train speed in km/h
LAmax1=maximum sound pressure level of

the locomotive in dB(A)

Where Lt= train length in metres
v= train speed in km/h
LAmax2=maximum sound pressure level of

the wheel-rail noise in dB(A)

LAr 100og( 10LAXl/IO+ lOLAX2/lo) dB(A)

The following formula can be used for each type of train especially if there IS no

locomotive

Where treF 1 second
T= the total time period in seconds
Laxi=the value of Lax for each train

L = 10 log [(t IT) ~ lOL •••/IO]Aeq2J ref ~
i=l



There are many types and sizes of ships and boats usmg the harbour may not be

considered as significant noise sources. But noise levels from these types of sources

increase due to the activities in crafts. Such as parties on board of the ships are the most

commonly noise sources. Parties on the yachts may be prepared at night and continue

from night to morning, so that it can affect sleep.

The nOIse problem is related to operations of the ships and radiates their fans,

generators. In addition to this, the need for 24-hour operations, the lack of shielding by

buildings and the good transmission of sound energy over water increase noise level

from the ships. In many countries waterways are used for commercial traffic, so there

are additional noises from the diesel engines of passing ships.

In several studies on community noise sources have not listed shipping as a source of

noise pollution and local authorities have not taken preventive measures for noise

problems. Although the authorities set boundaries or limitations on moving of ships in

their harbour and their local sea.

Construction operations can be divided to four major categories: (1) residential, (2) non-

residential, (3) industrial and (4) public works. In this case, such noise can be caused by

construction of neighbours building, industry building, digging up street, and also

repairing utilities of cities. The construction process including demolition brings its

undesirable features such as dust, heavy vehicles, restriction of access, and as well as

the noise problem which concerns us. One of the most important characteristics of

construction noise is the high proportion of impulsive noise. This occurs from processes

as different as hammering, materials handling, impact drilling, fixing by percussive

guns and piling. All of these increase high levels of impulsive noise. Moreover

construction takes place in the open air so that the building itself provides little sound

insulation of the activities. Thus noise transmits through the surrounding area and

annoys people who live near construction site. For this reason, construction noise is the



cause of complaints to local authority. Then authorities decide what they will do about

and how they reduce such noise. It has been known that construction equipment is a

potential cause of hearing damage at 100 meters and complaints from residential areas

come as far as 2 kilometres away. For instance, Boston's big dig (central artery) road

and tunnel project in 1996 caused complaints to state officials by surrounding area

residents. Complaints were related to annoyance and children's learning abilities.

Families said that their children tried to study but they did not. According to an article

established on Boston Globe newspaper, state officials respond to complaints, making

noise measurement and then giving a decision whether or not to shut down the

construction equipment. (http://www.nonoise.org/news/trans.htm)

The construction process may be considered to consist of five phases: (l )clearing and

site preparation, (2)excavation, (3)foundations, (4)erection, and (5)landscaping. All

steps include using any equipment which emits noise. The noise created by pile driver,

bulldozer or pavement breaker is mechanical noise and varies widely in both frequency

and level. And another properties of construction equipment is that they are not stable

so that prediction of such noise is complicated by equipment, which moves around the

construction site and stops occasionally in operating time. Furthermore construction

equipment may be used in simultaneously that increase total noise level. In table 5.8

noise level of typical construction equipment at 15 m is listed. These levels represent

the sound generated by the equipment in its noisiest mode of operation. Although the

equipment may be used in its noisy mode for only a short time, they cause high noise

levels. These machines are operated at ground level or below and the noise may be

masked by screens. On the other hand, providing the exhaust silencing system there

would be very little control on noise.



Construction Equipment Noise level
dB (A) at 15 m

pile drivers 101
bulldozers 94
saws 78
pavement breaker 85
grader 85
concrete mixer 85
air compressor 81
scraper 88
elevated scraper 88
air compressor 81
backhoe loader 81
digger 80
roller 80
generator 78
concrete vibrator 76
pump 76
mechanical shovels 76

Table 5.8: Noise levels of typical construction equipment
Source: Crocker & Kessler, 1982, p.198

In general the work of construction is temporary and carried out in the evenings and

also at late evenings. In case of these properties of construction process, local

authorities take some limits on operating time. Noise regulations usually recognise the

temporary nature of construction noise, and impose less restrictive limits than for other

types of environmental noise. Construction at night and on Sunday is restricted however

it is not common. In Vancouver, Canada it has been accepted that if construction start

before 8 am and finish after 6 pm, the contractors must pay $500 of fine. There must be

a sign in the construction site in order to contact the construction firm for complaints.

Thus the sign must include the name and telephone number of a person in construction

firm for contact during all working hours.

The traffic nearby the construction site also creates nOise. Careless loading and

unloading especially steel and other metals can be very irritating. Generally, for

building, building materials restrict construction noise. Nevertheless restriction of noise

in the site is needed for planning and barrier design.

On the other hand, building contractors can prevent annoy for construction noise that

affects nearby residents during building operations. The minimum use of noisy

equipment, the provision of screens by plant or other material should be provided. In
105



addition to these precautions, nOISYoperations can start as late as possible in the

morning and finish as early as possible in the afternoon, if a noisier equipment is to be

needed for five hours a day, it can be used between the late morning and early

afternoon.

For construction noise forecasting, a sound pressure level (L1) at a particular distance

(rl) from the source is used in order to find the sound pressure level (Lz) at a specified

distance (rz) from the source. The equipment is on a flat site and there is not any

obstacle in the site so that sound pressure decreases with distance and the emitted sound

energy is disturbed over larger and larger surface areas. This is described using

Equation is held for a point source like jackhammer. If the noise source is obstructed by

a wall or buildings, this equation must be modified to estimate for reflections of sound

waves off the obstacle surface. And also climatic effects, atmospheric absorption should

be though.

Industrial buildings usually located in urban and rural area without separating from

residential areas cause noise that is part of environmental noise pollution. Industrial

noise is considered a principle source of noise in a community. Such noise sources are

loud enough to annoy the neighbourhood. Different types of noise fall into this

category. In other words, operating many machineries cause increasing total noise level

in an industrial area. Examples of noise levels for industrial machines and equipment

are given in table 5.9. It is necessary to have information about the noise emission of all

machinery in order to be used and proposed building materials and construction. Noise

levels that are expected at appropriate receiver positions should be determined by



making calculations; and then the noise levels may be compared with noise limits set by

local authority.

Industrial Equipment Noise Levels in dB(A)

pneumatic power tools 90- 116
(grinders, chippers,etc.)
molding machines 100-106
(blow molding, ets.)
air blow-down devices 91-103
(painting, cleaning, etc.)
blowers 80- 100
air compressors 92- 100
(reciprocating, centrifugal, etc.)
metal forming 81- 97
combustion 25 ft 82- 96
turbo- generators (steam) 10 ft 89- 93
pumps (water, hydraulic, etc.) 80- 90
industrial trucks (LP gas) 88- 91
transformers 82- 84

Table 5.9: Noise levels of industrial machines and equipment at operator position
Source: Crocker & Kessler, 1982, p.196

Industrial noise sources might de classified as follows:

(l) Impact noise sources; such as punch presses, stamping machines, and hammers, etc.

(2) Mechanical noise sources, such as gears, resonant structures, bearings, machinery

unbalance, etc.

(3) Fluid flow noise sources, such as flowers, fans, compressors, turbines, and control

valves, etc.

(4) Electromagnetic noise sources, such as electric motors, generators, transformers,

and diesel engines, etc.

(5) Combustion noise sources, such as furnaces and flare stacks. (Crocker, Malcolm J.

sand Kessler, Frederick M., 1982, p.195)

These classifications of industrial noise sources provide to control noise and security for

workers easily. Noise levels of these industrial sources change depending on several

factors: (1)structure of machine, (2)process of operation, (3)period of operation,

(4)location of machine in the industrial area or shape and construction of industrial

building, (5)openings and chink on the wall and (6)properties of machine montage.



In the middle of the 19th century, it was found that industrial noise cause deafuess on

workers. Furthermore, that phenomenon was considered as consequence of

industrialisation and no attempts was made to obstruct it. But recently, effects of

industrial noise on workers are thought in modem sight, which improves international

and national standards and regulations. International authorities determine maximum

permissible exposure times without hearing protection for various noises and

relationship between noise exposure period and probability of loss of hearing for

workers.

As discussion the noise ratings in chapter 3, it is not easy to find suitable measurement

parameter that estimates all different noises. It can be said characteristics of industrial

noise require using the equivalent continuos sound level (LAeq).

If noise level of proposed industrial development is estimated, it is necessary to

determine the expected noise emission from the various machines that will be produced;

and additional external noise sources must also be determined. Then sound absorption

provided by the building surface material must be estimated. For this estimate, the

information about the materials to be used for walls, ceiling and roof should be

gathered. Finally the decrease of sound due to distance must be calculated. 'If the

receiving location is far from the source the latter can be considered to radiate energy as

a point source, and a maximum attenuation rate of 6 dB per doubling of a distance can

be assumed.' (Lawrence, 1989, p.76) However, if the distance between noise source and

the receiver is large, due to geometric spreading little or no attenuation will occur.

If the industrial building already exists, measurement of its noise emission should be

made at suitable location near to the houses where complaints have arisen or may arise.

In addition to this criterion, according to international or national standards appropriate

noise rate and response (slow or fast speed) of devices should be chosen. Then

geometrical spreading of noise, man-made and natural barriers, and meteorological

effects should be taken into account. Especially it must be considered that if the receptor

of measurement device locations is more than 30-100 m. from the source,

meteorological conditions affect the values.



Recreation has become noisier during the last hundred years. Nowadays, there are pop

concerts, discotheques, bars with live music, television, basketball, football, motor

sports, water sports, and shooting in our daily lives. We do not give up all of these

activities because they make our life interesting and colour. The most common

recreational activities, which have potential for hearing damage, are listening to music

and shooting. While people enjoy themselves, they generate noise creating nuisance to

others. It has been found that in localised groups in playgrounds or at professional sport

events individual noises are raised to 110 dB(A) or more. In this case, when local

authorities give licences for entertainments, noise must be considered in order to

provide people's health. In general two aspects are considered by the regulations; the

first is to minimise the hearing damage risk for the audience and the second is to

minimise the annoyance to those living nearby.

The recreational activities taken place in urban environment and also in noise-sensitive

areas cause many complaints that received from residents who live near sport areas,

discotheques, cinemas, restaurants, dance halls, nightclubs, and bars to authorities. The

complaints usually refer to high music levels, shouting by persons, and the noise of

slamming of doors. It can be said that why these problems exist is their being very close

to residential areas. For example, according to an article established in Sacramento Bee

in January 2000, 250 complaints about a night club in California in one and one-half

years are received by local authority and it is added that residents cannot enjoy in their

backyards, rest, read or sleep because of live music played there. A similar event has

occurred in California again. Residents of Palo Alto are against to Shoreline

Amphitheatre since it create a nuisance and they have made 10.000 complaints over a

span of 10 years. Authorities have decided to make measurements in order to reduce

nOlse.

Recreation also creates high nOlse levels that cause annoyance to people like

entertainment In New York City area, noise levels were measured at eight school

playgrounds for spectator events. These spectator events included professional sports of

basketball, football, wrestling, baseball, tennis, hockey and a sold-out rock concert.



Only football crowd was measured in an open stadium, others were recorded in the

saine arena. According to measurements, in all sports, instantaneous noise levels

exceeded 90 dB(A). (See table 5.10) This shows us noise from crowd is over

permissible noise level so that several harm impacts can occur.

Crowd Noise Level dB(A)
Event Crowd Size Leq maXImum event time

playground recess 100- 500 68-77 101 15-30 min
basketball game 12.600 89 107 2,5 hr
ice-hockey game 17.400 90 113 3hr
wrestling match 7.000 89 111 2,5 hr
football game 65.000 88 111 3 hr
rock concert 19.000 Naa 109 3 hr

Table 5.10: Noise levels of crowd people
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.233

Noise in concert halls, discotheques, bars and clubs where play music routinely during

the night exceed 100 dB(A). Loudspeakers are located around the stage so that their

effective area is increased. For this reason, people sitting or not close to the

loudspeakers receive the highest noise. With the openings noise transmits through

residential buildings. At night background noise levels of urban areas decrease between

45 to 50 dB(A) but such spaces increase background noise levels. Thus such noises do

not affect only people in these spaces and also affects people in their homes because

absorption properties of building materials are not enough to provide sound insulation.



Noise has gradually become a worldwide problem. It affects the great extent of the

population living in big cities. Furthermore, noise is concerned with noise level which is

assumed to be harmful for hearing mechanism in case of long exposures to noise (the

OSHA limit of 90 dBA). But, the levels can cause irrigation, speech interference and

loss of sleep, so noise control is necessary to protect people from the negative effects of

Initially, if there is a noise problem that is to be solved, the planners have to find out

data about the origin of noise such as: where it comes from; how it travels; and what can

be done about it for a solution. Noise control is basically a system problem and

considered as the process in terms of three parts: (1) the source, (2) the path and (3) the

The source is the equipment or the process that generate noise. It may be one or more

than one devices radiating noise. The path is the direction, on which noise travels and

air, liquid or solid materials make up the path in question. Sometimes noise uses several

paths itself from one to another. Different paths have different properties of

transmission, radiation, and absorption. For example, noise from vacuum cleaner

operating in a flat may be transmitted to another flat through the openings such as

windows, doors or corridors. Moreover, direct contact of this machine with the floor

causes vibration. This vibration is transmitted throughout the building. The final step is

the receiver which may be people or animals affected by noise. In addition, it can be

said that the hearing mechanism of an affected person is the final destination of the

process. Each of three parts interacts with the others to produce a final result, as

illustrated in figure 6.1 below.

Figure 6.1: The interaction between
components of the noise problem
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.84



The noise control is synonymous with the noise reduction. The major noise problems

are solved by the reduction in noise level at the receiver or noise source. Therefore, the

main problem is how to reduce the noise level, either at the source, or on the

transmission path. In other words, the control of noise requires the treatment or the

modification of any or all of these parts of noise system. Yet, preferably the control of

noise at the source is more effective. If it is not possible, control in the path should be

the next step. The noise control at the receiver should be the last solution because it is

the least effective. Consequently, it can be said that there are generally three ways to

control noise:

(1). ModifYing the source to reduce its noise

(2). Controlling the transmission path to reduce noise level affecting the receiver

(3). Protecting the receiver

From a different view, the noise problem can be separated into three segments including

the design concepts, the design fix, and the acoustic fix as shown in table 6.1.

According to this approach, both the engineering and legal efforts to reduce noise are

given equal attention, and also economic factors should be included in the engineering

efforts. But all these steps include three ways of noise control mentioned above. The

diagram of design procedure of noise control shows that what can be done when

meeting the noise problem, and it is based on these three ways.

Design concepts Design fix Acoustic fix

Define problem Noise flow diagrams Structural
IdentifY noise source Effect on adjent damping
IdentifY population affected equipment vibration
IdentifY acceptable noise limits Satisfaction of isolation
IdentifY restraints restraints

legal Airborne
social reduce power
engineering Limitations on enclosure
economic product

IdentifY alternate design Economic balance

Table 6.1: Design procedures in a systematic approach to noise control
Source: Hemond, 1983, p. 109

This chapter will discuss the design principles of noise control which can be applied to

any noise problem and explain the related terms to design in order to understand how

people are shielded from noise effects.



As mentioned formerly, the environmental noise control generally includes three steps;

at the source, at the path and at the receiver. But noise control at one of these steps

cannot be needed when a careful site planning is made at the beginning of the design

process. It is important to form the built-up areas and their functions in order to solve

noise problem before it starts. In other words, it is a fact that noise is a major problem,

not only in the designing and construction of buildings, but also in the town and site

planning. The subject may be considered under the headings of regional and city

planning, urban planning, urban renewal, and also transportation planning. The

concerned noise sources are road traffic and car parks, aircraft and airport noise, rail

traffic, factories, open-air activity areas including sports and recreational and also

children's playgrounds, respectively.

The selection of the site for a building, the layout of the building itself and the

landscape of the site are the parts of planning against the noise. Planners and architects

in every community should consider the segregation of noisy activities from the silent

areas. It is possible that noise pollution can be avoided with a better city planning.

What distinguishes regional planning from city planning is that regional planning 15

considered with the environmental noises in over-scale and long-term.

From regional point of view, communication arteries -roads, railways and airlines-

which generate noise, between urban or rural settlements, or among urban settlements

should be taken into consideration. In most of developed countries, the patterns of roads

are well-established and they do not let any annoyance because of increasing noise.

Regional planning should be reckoned as a long-term study, and existing cities and

towns, which have been located in the surroundings of the roads, should be hindered

from spreading towards communication arteries. Besides, new roads and highways



should be constructed far from the existing settlements. Recently, the satisfactory

distance between roads and built-up area, when the nature of the area is taken into

account, has been calculated 300 m in some countries.

In case of railwilYs, in the long term planning there should be corridors provided

between built-up areas and railway lines. Since the marshalling yard noise causes

disturbance, particularly at the night, in such areas corridors are essential. In all cases of

surface traffic, only low- rise development can be permitted because walls as a noise

barrier prevent the nearby low-rise buildings from harmful effects of noise. However,

this solution is not practical and effective where the railways pass through the built-up

areas. Instead, building tunnels is better solution.

In the operation of many national and international airports, it is important to plan flight

paths over the settlements in many countries. Regional planning should consider the

necessity to control the developments located near airports. The construction of the

buildings standing near the airports for a long -period should not be permitted when

they become obsolete. The extent of the area around the airport is determined by airport

authorities using airport noise contour maps. For example according to the contours of

NNI around an airport, the noise disturbance (50 NNI) around the main runway is 15

miles length and 3 miles in width.

In addition to all these control devices based on regional planning, decisions of

choosing suitable location for investments should be taken into account. Because the

noise can be produced by many industrial processes, the location of industrial

developments is curical. In case the industrial process is developed, residential and

other vulnerable buildings should be kept far from it. Depending on acceptable noise

levels of developments, the distance between any two developments should be

predetermined. This is also called zoning and it has a major role in the city planning.

Determination of the sites for urban developments such as schools, hospitals, residential

areas and factories is essential for the noise control of these newly-established city



developments. Noise control studies in the city planning generally include urban

plaiming, traffic management, landscaping and grading.

First of all, with understanding of noise and its propagation, city planners could remove

noise problems before they start and at no real cost, by zoning or planning approach.

Zoning means that all high level noise sources are grouped together with areas of lower

level noise sources surrounding the core. Moreover the use of buffer zones such as

recreational area is interposed between principle noise sources such as highways, heavy

industries and developments which need quiet environment such as residential areas,

hospitals, schools, and libraries. The principle of zoning is illustrated for the general

case in figure 6.2. There are, of course, many factors to be considered in any land-

zoning scheme. But generally difficult thing from a noise viewpoint is to feel whether

the zoning plan has the best advantage of the available areas between residential areas

and work places. Furthermore, land zoning needs careful assessment of noisy and quiet

activities and also social values such as maximum commuting time; however, some

values are often difficult to measure. For instance, people want to live in quiet

environment and have recreational facilities nextdoor despite some disturbance from

them. In most cases, separating quiet and noisy activities has clear and important

benefits to the community in noise control.
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Figure 6.2: General principles of noise buffer zones
Source Hemond, 1983, p.146

Sharp division between residential, business, recreational and traffic areas was

requested with linear town in the 1929s to avoid harmful nature of industrial

establishments at the time. According to the linear town approach, there are main



arteries and town layout along these arteries. Dwelling areas are located on one side and

working areas on the other. Light industry, warehouses, business premises, offices,

shops and recreational area are used as a noise barrier between the two developments.

(See figure 6.3.) But in linear town, despite the decrease in noise levels, it is difficult to

organise centres for activities, the long main arteries are costly and the town is divided

in two .
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Figure 6.3: Noise source activity zones
Source: http://www.camets.com.au/profile/index.htm. January 2000

In case of a radially structured town, in the centre of the town there are commercial or

political developments, dwellings and local stores are located around this core and

outside the ring a mixed of residential and industrial developments are constructed.

Zoning as a radial form has both advantages and disadvantages. To mention a

disadvantage, the development around the commercial or political centre core results in

expansion towards outer belts and consequently the distance to the core gets farther; in

addition, heavy vehicles are likely to be involved in the city traffic. Furthermore

industries served by the road network contribute to noise pollution. This is reduced by

good transportation planning; for instance, railway facilities can serve the city centre

and the motorised traffic which is towards the city center is banned.

A road network designed as a grid in a city results in a development surrounded by

flexible lines and with a careful road hierarchy and precautions, noise levels between

quiet and busy areas can be decreased.

All city shapes mentioned above include land zonmg. In general, quiet and nOISy

developments have to be separated from each other. Buffer that may be recreational

http://www.camets.com.au/profile/index.htm.


area, green area or wall can be used as a separator. The following figure indicates an

example of the treatment of a major highway intersection.
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With zoning in the city planning, selection of the site for specific types of buildings,

schools, hospitals, libraries, religious centres and residential areas, has become

important and the planners should think about it carefully. Such buildings should be

isolated from noise by civic planning and they should not be located on noisy highways,

or near an airport. City traffic should be routed around, not through, areas that have

been zoned for these types of buildings; highways, which must pass through zones

requiring quiet surroundings, should be isolated by screening especially high dense

planting. Trains should enter city centres by underground routes instead of surface

traffic. Parks and green areas should be planned to obstruct the propagation of noise

through the quiet zone. Airports, bus terminals and trucks parking areas that cause an

increasing noise annoyance in cities should be constructed on the outskirts of the city.

Distance which causes variations ill nOlse level between developments should be

determined by their acceptable noise level and current noise level. In addition to this,

size and capacity of the developments affect distances between developments because

they can include more noise sources; so these noise sources cause to increase ambient

nOlse level. As ground cover, topographic properties, weather conditions can affect

nOlse level in the site, these factors should not be forgotten while determining the

distance between developments. Thus, acceptable noise levels of buildings that has been

given in Chapter 3 should be known in order to determine where these developments



would be located against probable noise levels from the environmental noise sources

given in Chapter 5.

Bedroom (dBA) Living-room (dBA)

day night day night

Houses:
rural 40 30 50 40
suburban 45 35 55 45
urban 50 35 60 45

Table 6.2: General internal 10% noise levels (LIO) for dwelling
Source: Day & Ford, 1989, p.68

Overall, as the land-use planning has significant long-term potential, it should include

growth trends, public interests, and traffic planning and future advantages in vehicle

exhaust and noise emission. In any case, the planner should understand the need for

serenity and should create quiet area for the community. Planners and architects who

are responsible for selecting the site for a building should always make noise surveys or

should have noise surveys made of the proposed site. In other words, when city

planning is made, future population densities and numbers of vehicles should be

estimated in order to predict of future noise levels to use in the plan. In this case,

transportation planning becomes a part of land-zoning procedure since the number of

vehicles has been increasing year by year.

In sum, the following principles of noise control should be observed by city planning

authorities:

(1). City planning and its implementation should be enforced by-laws and zonmg

regulations in order to protect the community from the noise.

(2). It is a fact that the provision of adequate distance between nOise source and

receivers is the most efficient noise control device.

(3). Residential and special areas which require silence -such as hospital zones, schools-

should be segregated from highways, main roads, industrial areas, playgrounds,

commercial areas, and airports. The desirable distance separation between quiet and

noisy areas should be made. The distance between active railway and unshielded

developments should be 1000 feet and the distance between a stationary noise source

and unshielded developments should be 1000 feet, too.



(4). A comprehensive layout of traffic arteries should be established and these arteries

should not be routed through quiet developments.

(5). Greenbelts and landscaped grounds should be made against industrial, commercial

and traffic noise because a rich lawn prevents maximum absorption efficient, and trees

act as diffusing elements. Only dense leafy shrubs and high trees or evergreens that are

planted in a large area provide an effective noise reduction.

(6). Noise surveys should be made in every city to establish noise levels and type of

noise sources; to explain the effects of noise on people living in the area; and to provide

the required noise reduction of noise-sensitive areas.

The city and regional planning attempts to abolish noise pollution through the decisions

made on general location of developments and transportation network; in addition,

urban design is assigned the application of those decisions in detail. In other words,

urban design should include decisions made to provide the site with noise reduction,

and people with serene environment.

In this term, urban design should cover city planning, traffic planning, site planning,

landscape and building design. The task of urban design should be defined as an

obstructive mechanism to prevent the noise together with large-scale and detailed

decisions.

The possible precautions in urban design as follows:

1. The eminent noise sources should be determined while a site is planned. Following

this, the noise levels should be measured.

2. The noise level that may result from the developments to be in that are should also

be calculated together with previously made noise measurements.

3. Noisy and noise-sensitive developments should be isolated.

4. Considering noise resources in the site such as road traffic nOlse and industrial

noise sources, noise control methods should be determined for the building to be

constructed in the area.



Those methods;

a. The gap between the buildings and the noise source should be decided

considering the existing noise level.

b. The buildings should have only one facade towards the noise source, and the

front without any windows is mostly preferable for this aim.

c. The doors and windows of the building should face the silent part of the site.

d. Deciding on the materials to construct the building, sound insolation of these

materials should be considered.

e. A barrier should be placed between the building and the noise source when the

5. Road hierarchy should be determined for all parts of city

6. The construction of the local roads in the site should be planned in order not to

increase the noise level.

7. Car parking areas should be located far from the noise sensitive buildings. They

should, especially, replace near the road, which will reduce the traffic noise level.

8. The materials to cover both the road and the pedestrian ways should be chosen to

supply sound absorption.

9. Limitation in the kind of vehicles and ill the hours of the traffic should be

considered in the site.

Urban renewal include site planning, traffic planning and landscape like city planning.

The increase in the volume of traffic vehicles and population density require to renew

city plan in order to create new residential and social areas to prevent demands and

build traffic roads for increasing vehicles and trips. By means of planning, urban

renewal has an important advantage for noise reduction, and it is to impede existing

noise ranging from transportation, factories and etc. to site where has needed renewal.

In this case, urban renewal should aim at noise reduction when rebuilding the urban

In several countries, urban renewal has been ineffective in dealing with the high levels

of traffic noise. It is hoped that the noise problem would be solved by allowing traffic to
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flow freely, by open space planning and by constructing high-rise buildings although it

is known impossible. In fact, large numbers of vehicles and heavy vehicles have caused

the increase of ambient noise level, especially in narrow streets. Furthermore, nOise

reduction at the upper storeys of a high-rise building has been very insignificant.

The rebuilding of large areas of a city is made when buildings become obsolete there

and it should follow some ideas. These ideas may be summarised as follows:

(1). Rebuilding should follow a master plan of the three categories of road: primary

distributors, district distributors and local distributors.

(2). Warehouses, light industries and other buildings should border primary distributors

and separated from others by grass barriers or planting.

(3). Car parks, shops and storage spaces should similarly border district distributors.

(4). Local traffic should be excluded from school, hospitals, residential areas and

shopping malls.

(5). Pedestrian circulation areas should be used as a screen between buildings and noisy

areas. (Moore, 1988)

(6). When required, screen devices should be used to protect the buildings from noise

(7). Distances should be determined in accordance with noise levels and properties of

noise sources between the developments.

(8). If it is possible, evergreen trees and shrubs should be used to border main roads

because of the reduction of the reflected noise.

With the mentioned terms above, the noise problem in existing cities should be solved

in order to create livable physical environments for community and should also protect

people's health.

As mentioned before according to nOise surveys, traffic nOise is the major nOise

problem prominently affecting urban and built-up areas. Depending on developments in

technology, the number of vehicles affecting the traffic volume in a city has increased.

This increase causes more noise annoyance from the community.



It can be said that road traffic noise is an important problem not only for the highways

but also streets and roads involved in several categories although it is a known fact that

high level of noise only exists along the highway. Despite as well lower speed and

lighter traffic, secondary road traffic represents a noise problem, too. Especially in the

residential areas where the distance between houses and the road usually are short, the

noise level can be more than 65 dBA at the houses. Furthermore, when the secondary

roads are many in number, they will cause a big problem. For this reason, land-use

planning has to require the implementation traffic-planning measures; link newly

established settlements to efficient public transportation systems; and design a

transportation network serving vehicles, pedestrian and bicyclists. In addition, the city

planning should make differentiation in the road network. Determining this

differentiation in the road network also means the determination of the road capacity.

Road should have a capacity according to the architecture and the traffic in relation to

the environment. This may be an important factor in road and city planning. This

capacity may be named according to maximum traffic that the environment can tolerate

or the minimum distance between road and buildings.

city and transportation planning are interrelated. In other words, when the city planning

is made, the transportation network should be designed and according to this network

traffic management should be determined. When the transportation planning is made, it

should be well adjusted to land-use planning. For example, hierarchy of roads reduces

the volume and average noise levels in some developments such as residential areas.

This is related to land zoning and zoning of buildings. Schools, dwellings, clinics and

libraries should be sited in the local areas where the traffic density is at its lowest.

Transportation planning should search some properties of traffic and should gIve

precautions based on these properties:

(1) traffic speed

(2) road gradient and junctions

(3) percentage of heavy vehicles

(4) volume of traffic.



Depending on these properties noise control by transportation planning includes some

precautions. Prominent noise reduction methods in planning can be summarised as

follows.

(l) As there is a relationship between traffic density and noise level, it is suggested that

road hierarchy be made in the city.

(2) Several authorities have thought that traffic limitations reduce traffic congestion,

noise pollution, and various limitations are efficient in lowering the noise level, but in

reality all these applications have caused a little change in noise level. Limiting the

entry of vehicles has some advantages to reduce noise when it is applied mainly to light

traffic or heavy vehicles. It can be said that the noise emitting from truck is equal to that

emitting from 5- 10 cars. In other words, trucks or buses with diesel engines emit high

noise level, although their speed is lower.

(3) Traffic limitations are more effective when they applied with limitations on traffic

speed, so traffic speed should be limited especially in secondary roads and in built-up

areas where serenity is needed. The reasonable speed levels which facilitate the

reduction of road gradients should be chosen. Table 6.3 gives the reductions of noise

level for different speed limits. As seen in table, speed limits are very effective where

there are no trucks. Furthermore, speed limit for trucks is low. For this reason, speed

limitation should be applied with traffic limitations that can include limitations of entry

for heavy vehicles especially in rush hours.

cars %10 %30 %100
Speed limit only trucks trucks trucks

90 km/h for cars -4 -2,5 -1,3 0
80 km/h for trucks

90 km/h for cars -4 -4 -3 -2,4
60 km/h for trucks

60 km/h for cars -9 -7 -5 -4
60 km/h for trucks

Table 6.3: Variations in noise levels for different vehicle speed limits
Source: Alexandra, A., 1975, p.171

(4) Trucks increase noise nuisance over a large period of the 24 hours and over a wide

area. The best solution to this problem is the restriction of heavy vehicle traffic to a few



major roads. Prohibiting daytime traffic should be applied in city centres and residential

areas.

(5) To reduce traffic volume, alternative transportation options such as improving

public transport system, light rapid transit, and cycling should be thought and applied.

(6) If it is needed one-way streets should be suggested. One-way streets have a great

advantage to reduce the noise level. Because in one-way street there is less stopping and

starting, less congestion, less braking and generally less noise from motor horns, and

also when buses are allowed to run on such streets, both their stops and their routes are

dispersed.

(7) Noise buffer that can be green area or walls should be used along the main roads.

(8) Car parking areas should be located outside the buildings.

(9) Trains should enter metropolitan city centres using underground routes.

(l 0) What is important thing that after the transportation planning is that the conduction

of it through traffic management and enforcement of it by by-law.

The control of noise in any building should start at an early stage in the design process.

Sensible planning with attention to noise control requirements is the most economical

approach to effective noise control in the buildings. In this case, it can be said that there

are three problems in building design process:

• to protect the building where people live or work from external noise source such as

road traffic noise,

• to design the building layouts that are not a noise nuisance to people in buildings;

• to control the noise generated within the buildings.

Depending on these aims for noise reduction in any buildings from external and internal

noise, building design process include both oftwo elements:

1. layout design of building

2. detailed design of construction elements

Before designing the buildings, there must be a clear understanding of the use of the

buildings and the objectives of the project. Co-ordination between the vanous
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engmeermg disciplines should be established to solve isolation problems. Obtaining

information about site location and infrastructure, size and type of buildings, usage of

buildings, and general construction requirements, the next stage should cover design

building layout. By the determining the layout of the building, various elements such as

different kinds of wall; ceiling and floor combination; doors and windows and suitable

materials that provide sound absorption should be considered. Therefore, noise control

in any buildings can be examined in two steps: building layout and construction

material providing sound insolation.

First of all, careful consideration of a building location on its site, design of rooms,

corridors, and the location and size of doors and windows is essential since all have an

effect on noise control. Since building layout affects noise levels in the buildings,

internal layout of the proposed building constitute the first stage for noise reduction.

If the principles of basic concepts of building planning and construction, which are

given in the following, are applied, wrong applications will be avoided before it is too

late.

1. The first design rule is orientation of the building on the site with respect to its

environment. The sides of a building facing highways, streets, playgrounds, or other

noise sources should let the activities that can tolerate a great deal of noise, and the

sides of the building facing the quieter environment such as garden, courtyards should

be reserved for rooms which require quiet conditions. For example, auditoriums should

not be located to mechanical equipment rooms, hospital bedrooms should not face

parking areas or loading platforms.

2. If a building is located near the busy road, and thus the distance between the building

and traffic road is not satisfactory to reduce the noise, the best thing for the building is

its facing the road with its narrow and windowless side.

3. Windows which are usually the primary noise transmission path from the external

world should not open onto noisy streets or environments. If they must be opened onto

noisy areas, they should have good sound isolation.



Maximum glass area in a building has been researched in order to provide maximum

lightingand to keep the internal temperature, and also to protect the noise from reaching

the building. According to this survey, the maximum glass area changes depending on

properties of surrounding environment and building construction. (See table 6.4) As

shown in the table, buildings located in noisy areas should have less glazing than those

inquiet surroundings where solar heating is the main criterion.

External Maximum glass area
Building noise expressed as a

Construction environment percentage of the
external wall area

Heavy quiet 50
noisy 25

Light quiet 20
noisy 15

Table6.4: The maximum glass areas at 24°C in buildings oflight and heavyweight construction
Source:Croome, 1977, p.287

In recent years, extensive glazing areas in commercial buildings have been used to

control the amount of daylight in spaces. But if the windows are single panes and

openable, large amount of heat losses occur. Table 6.5 compares the insulation values of

singleand double-glazing that is a part of a 220-mm brick wall. According to the table,

the insulation values for single windows vary by 10 dB between the range of 10-100%

inglazing percentage areas and by 7 dB between this range for double windows.

Percentage of
glazing in

220mm wall
1= 100

75
50
33
25
10
o

Single window
(openable)

dB

20
21
23
25
26
30

value of220mm wall

Double window (sealed,
4mm glass with 200mm air
space and absorbent lined
reveals) (dB)

40
41
43
44
45
47
50

Table 6.5: The insulation values of single and double-glazing
Source: Croome, 1977, p.288

If 10% or more of the walls have windows, the sound reduction for the wall will not be

more than 10 dB as it can be seen from the table 6.6. That also gives various window

constructions in open and closed positions.



Approximate
Type Description sound insulation

(dB)

single windows wide open 5
slightly open 10-15
closed but openable 18-20
sealed (24-30 oz glass) 23-25
sealed (6.35 mm glass) 27
sealed (9.53mm glass) 30

doubled window ventilated 15-20
closed but open able with 200mm 30-33

airspace and absorbent lined
reveals

sealed (4mm glass, 200mm 40
airspace lined)

sealed (6mm plate glass, 42
200mm airspace lined)

(32 oz glass = 4mm thick plate glass)

Table 6.6: A comparison of various window constructions in open and closed positions
Source: Croome, Derek, 1977, p.289

When window is open, there is a little noise insulation. So special window unit that

provides ventilation and sound insolation should be developed in order to use in

buildings especially houses. (See figure 6.5)
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Figure 6.5: Two types ofbaftled opening windows
Source: Croome, Derek, 1977, p.290

4. Doors which open to noisy areas should be supplemented by sound locks.

5. The different areas within the building should be categorised according to the

proposed usage, residential accommodation, service areas, common parts and storage.

Residential buildings should be categorised to include rooms such as bedrooms, living

rooms, bathrooms, kitchen and so on. In this case, some definitions related to the
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building are important. 'Noisy' rooms in an apartment are kitchens, bathrooms,

playrooms for children, storerooms and the furnace rooms. On the other hand, 'quiet'

rooms are bedrooms, living rooms, study rooms, home offices, music rooms, clinics and

etc.

6. In the building, the rooms should be grouped and if possible quiet rooms should be

situated on the quiet side of the site, and the noisy on the noisy side. In addition to this

rule, noisy rooms should be grouped in order to decrease spreading their effects on other

rooms. Quiet rooms should be located far from noisy rooms to provide noise reduction

from external and internal noise.

With zoning of the rooms due to their types can minimise the noise problem in the

building. Most noise problems result from the location of the rooms without considering

the noise factor. For example, living rooms above bedrooms, or bathrooms above living

rooms cause noise problem. For the house, the simplest approach is to design quiet

rooms near or below quiet rooms, and noisy rooms near noisy rooms in order to avoid

the noise problem.

Figure 6.6: Layout design and zoning ofthe rooms
Source: Doelle, 1972, p.153

In case of room zoning in residential buildings, there are some precautions to control the

noise from the internal sources:

• A living room should not be next to the neighbour's bedroom.

• Bedrooms should be located in a quiet side of the building and should not be next to

or near the common areas of buildings such as stairs and elevator shafts.



• Bathrooms should be separated from living rooms or bedrooms; and should not be

located above these rooms regardless the fact that they are in the houses or flats.

• Staircase should be covered with soft materials to avoid footstep noises.

• Doors leading to bedrooms and bathrooms should have sound insolation.

7. Adjacent flats should be planned considering the fact that common walls are between

noisy rooms and between quiet rooms. (see figure 6.6)

8. Common areas -staircase; entrance lobbies, boiler room, elevator shaft, access

landing and corridors- in a building carry high pedestrian traffic levels therefore such

areas should be located as far as possible from noise sensitive areas such as bedroom, or

study room and must be insulated against the propagation ofthe noise.(see figure 6.6)

Public corridors in any building serve as buffer zones, but the doors opening into them

pennit noise to intrude. Thus the doors into the corridor should be sealed with weather

stripping so that no significant leaks will increase sound. A vestibule between the living

areas and the corridor should be used to reduce the noise leveL(see figure 6.7) This

technique is commonly used in hotels in Europe. In addition, it may be put to good use

in a restaurant to keep kitchen noise far from the dining area.

~Ll
CCKUHOOR

~JT Figu,e 6.7' A ve,tibule between the living ace,,, and the co"ido,
'--- ---' Source: http://www.nrc.ca/irc/bsi/85_E.htm .

9. Lightweight constructions should be avoided for both walls and floors. Addition

attention must be given to all surface finishes because of careful finishes may reduce

reverberant sound and may increase absorption.

10. Windows should be laid out to minirnise cross talk from one apartment to another.

In other words, windows and doors of rooms should be as far from each other as

possible.

http://www.nrc.ca/irc/bsi/85_E.htm


11. Balconies and terraces on the buildings facing noisy road traffic should be designed

to 'reduce the reflected noise from the street into the rooms through open doors and

windows; and also there should be satisfactory distance between them.

Figure 6.8: Balconies and terraces facing noisy
street
Source: Doelle, 1972, p,149

12. The layout of a building including its garden should be designed not to let

neighbourhoods' noise into the building. In this case, the patio house and court- garden

house can provide more noise reduction than the detached house.

Figure 6.9: A court-garden house and detached house
Source: Doelle, 1972, p.154

Materials that are used in the finishes should be chosen according to their value in

absorbing sound with other criteria such as fire hazard and hygiene. The thickness and

the texture of the material affect this characteristic. All surfaces in a room absorb sound

in different level so that these surfaces give maximum scope for the reduction of the

noise in the room through the choice of material. In this case, a solution is looked for

about which material will be used in the construction of the building.



A suitable choose of materials can be checked at two stages in the building design:

1. in overall assessment of the room acoustic and reverberation time

2. in a decision of what finish should go where

In general reflecting surfaces can be used in order to force direct sound so that sound

level can be increased 2 to 3 dBA in this way. This event can occur when the reflected

sound is heard in a short time (35 msec). But reflected sound reaches the listener later

than 35 msec, an echo take place. Therefore, the reflected and absorptive surfaces

should be taken into consideration.

The property of a material for absorbing or reflecting a sound can be measured by its

absorption coefficient which has been explained in Chapter 2, section 2.3.4. When

absorption coefficient of material is closer to 1, the more absorption will be gained. The

effectiveness of sound absorption of a material depends on two properties. The first is

the frequency of the sound and the second is the position of the absorptive material; and

also the frequency of the sound determines what type of absorbers should be used in the

building construction. For instance, absorption coefficient of glass is 0.35 at 125 Hz (at

low frequency); 0.18 at 500 Hz (at middle frequency); and 0.07 at 1000 Hz, so the glass

has maximum absorption at low frequency.

The material used in reflecting surfaces should be chosen carefully. If the absorption

properties of the material are lower, this material may be a good reflecting properties.

When the reflecting surface material is selected this property of material should be

considered.

It is probable not to control noise in the design stage, which determines the location of

noise source. For this reason, controlling noise at the source should be the following

step. Noise control at the source is more economic to do, and is right approach in

practice. Because if the noise is controlled at its source itself, other parts of system

(transmission path, receiver) will not need any interferences. In summary, noise is taken

under control before it starts.



Controlling of noise at the source depends on many things, but in general, they can be

grouped in three headings:

(1) design, (2) operating and management, and (3) periodic maintenance and repairs of

the equipment which generate noise.

In many cases, reducing the noise at the source is highly technical and very complicated

process because noise is the small percentage of the total energy output. Furthermore,

structural and operating conditions of noise sources have different character from each

other. For example, a machine in a factory can be operated in low or high frequency,

and in high speed which is related to hearing so that anharmonic sound waves called as

noise are created. For the reason of differences in equipment, studies on noise reduction

at the source should be examined in individual level. Precautions of all noise sources

determined by noise surveys will be surnmarised below.

As mentioned ill chapter 5, transportation nOise includes road traffic, aircraft, and

railway noise, for this reason, transportation noise sources are divided in three

subcategories and control means of transportation noise are explained according to these

subcategories.

Control of traffic noise at the source can be explained in three categories:

1. Structural precautions on an individual vehicles.

Such precautions are applied on vehicle machines and tires, can be listed as follows:

• Precautions on engine of vehicle

• Precautions on inlet, combustion and valving, cooling fan and auxiliary

equipment

• Control of exhaust silencer

• Precautions on choosing suitable tires

• Systematic maintenance of vehicle

• Age limitation for vehicle which is used in traffic



These precautions require engineering control techniques because they are related to

vehicle as a machine.

2. Precautions belonging to the traffic road

• Choosing appropriate surface material that should have absorptive properties

• Width ofthe traffic lane

• Road gradient

• Ordering in traffic light and intersection system

• Assessing elevated and cutting roads according to noise reduction rate

3. Precautions belonging to the traffic flow:

• Preventing traffic flow without stopping

• Taking limitations on traffic volume

• Taking limitations on heavy traffic in traffic stream

• Average speed and supervision of speed in the flowing traffic determined by

traffic authorities.

1. Structural precautions on train

• Electrical and light rail system should be used instead of diesel engine train.

Because diesel locomotives produce high levels of low frequency noise and these

high levels of low frequency sound can often cause vibration in lightweight parts of a

building fabric so that the whole building is vibrating.

• Silencer should be put on locomotive.

• Precautions on engine of train should be taken

• Locomotive and wheels of train should be maintained periodically and they

should be covered absorptive materials.

2. Precautions on railway

• Systematic repair and maintenance of rail should be made

• Railway should be covered the absorptive materials

• Turning angle should be chosen for suitable turn

• Code of railway should be adjusted according to environment as a barrier

property



• Tunnels should be made as a noise barrier

3. Precautions on train movements

• Schedule of train should be adjusted

• Train speed should be decreased

• Train siren should be prohibited ill the night because it can cause sleep

disturbance.

Aircraftnoise control at the source can be made in three steps:

1. Structural and operating precautions in aircraft

• Precautions in aircraft engine

• Flight paths should de determined as aircraft will not flight over the residential

developments

• Precautions on the takeoff and landing of the aircraft

2. Precautions in airport and surface operating

• Location, direction, number and size of the takeoff and landing runway should

be adjusted appropriately for the takeoff and landing of aircraft.

• Location of maintenance area should be located far from the noise sensitive

• Traffic density at airports should be limited.

3. Precautions in aircraft movements

• Number of flights in a day and seasonal change in numbers of flight should be

adjusted and night flights should be limited.

• Type of aircraft that serve in an airport should be chosen carefully. Aircraft,

which have high noise level, should not be operated. Especially supersonic aircraft

flight should be forbidden.

Control of industrial noise decrease harm effects of noise especially on employees and

residents who live near a factory. As in all noise sources, industrial noise effects for

residents are decreased by land-use zoning but noise effects on employees can be
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decreased by reducing the noise at the source or at the transmission path. For this

reason, noise sources especially machines used for production in an industrial areas

shopld be designed to prevent generating high noise level. In this case, noise reduction

at the source in an industrial building can be possible generally into three phases. They

canbe surnmarised as below:

1. Structural precautions in machines

• Machines that have lower noise level should be chosen

• Vibrating surface should be decreased

• Resonances of panels should be changed

• Operating technique of machines should be changed

2. Precautions about location of machines and their maintenance

• Metal surface should be in absorptive material

• Impulse noise effects should be decreased. For this, flexible pillows can be used

for structural separating.

• Airflow channel should be covered in absorptive material

• Turbulence in elbow should be prevented

• Airflow emitted speed should be increased

• Special rooms that absorb noise should be built

• Insulation on the floor should be made in order to insulate vibration

• Moveable or stable noise screen should be built around the machine to reduce

noise in the room

• Old and neglected machines should be repaired

• Operating time and period of machines should be changed.

3. precautions on industrial building and space where machines are located

• attention should be paid to suitable location of machineries in the buildings or

out of the building

• building sound insolation should be made

• openings of building should be in the right size and in the right location



Figure 6.10: Noise control through the use of absorbents, barriers and ear protection
Source: Imine & Richard, 1998, p.159-160

Construction nOise sources are generated by operating construction equipment and

activities that take place in construction site as demolition and loading of material. Thus

we can divide means of noise control of construction noise into two groups:

1. Structural and operating precautions in construction equipment

• Quiet machines should be chosen

• Noise from stable machines should be masked by enclosure or screens

• Noisy equipment should be sited as far from houses

• Maintenance of machines should be done

2. Precautions on organisation of the construction site

• Noisy operations should be done out of the construction site



• Noisy operations should start as late as possible in the mornings and finish as

early as possible in the afternoon

• Noisy equipment should be operated when background noise is high.

If noise control at the source and also at the design stage is not possible or practical, the

next place to reduce noise is in the path between noise source and receiver. Although

this is the third step in noise control process, it is the most common approach. Treating

noise path can be examined into two categories of air-borne and structure-born noise.

Controlling of airborne noise involves screening elements such as barriers and

enclosure, and absorptive treatment. In recent years, active noise cancellation is used to

reduce such a noise. Structure-borne noise is reduced by vibration insolation and also

using active noise cancellation.

In terms of noise control in the transmission path, there are generally four methods

based on air-borne and structure-borne noise reduction:

1. reduction of noise by screening

2. reduction of noise by distance

3. reduction of noise by absorption

4. reduction of noise by insolation

The most practical design for nOise reduction is to use screenmg elements in the

transmission path of the noise. Screen devices can be walls along the noise source,

planting area between noisy and quiet developments and also a building as a wall. Noise

screening elements are usually used outdoors on highways and indoors in open planed

office design. The main idea for using screen is to provide diffracting of sound energy

over the screening elements and then to create sound shadow zone in the given

direction. Such elements are more effective when they are placed close to a noise source

than the protected area.



The buffer zone between the noise source and the areas sensitive to noise can provide

noise reduction. This buffer area can also serve for various recreational activities. But a

characteristic of open spaces, its dimensions, the type of plants that cover the area, and

so on influence the effects of such zone.

Vegetation can be used as noise reduction because of their absorptive characteristics.

Trees, front gardens and other plantations influence sound level, which is heard by

receiver. Such area may provide reductions of sound levels by 5 to 8 dB, or 10 dB when

it covers wide belts and includes tall and dense trees. But effective level of noise

reduction by planting depends on some factors. The type of trees and height above the

ground, dimension of the planting area, and the frequency of noise generally determine

the effectiveness of plant. This had been found first in 1946 by Eyring. Table 6.7 gives

the values in normal conditions and sound source and receiver are I-2m above the

Attenuation in dBlm at
Vegetation 100 cis 1000 cis 5000 cis
Thin grass, 10-20cm height 0.005 0.03 -

Thick grass, 40-50cm height 0.005 0.12 0.15
Dense corn field, 180cm height 0.03 0.36 0.40
Wood 0.02 0.06 0.15

Table 6.7: Attenuation due to vegetation
Source: Parkin, 1964, p.9

To sum up, their effectiveness mcreases with extent, height, thickness, density and

growth. According to the researches on plantation as a noise barrier in Germany, the

sound- absorbent quality of specific plants has been found to vary depending on leaf

size and density of the foliage. When trees are in leaf, sound reduction will only be

sufficient because deciduous trees are ineffective during the winter. Evergreen trees

with dense undergrowth have a depth of 12 meters to reduce noise level by 5 dB and at

least a depth of 40 meters to reduce noise level by 10 dB.

Depth of Front Garden Sound Level Decreases (dB)
(m) bare leafY
10 3 8
20 7 11
40 II 13

Table 6.8: Decrease in traffic noise due
to trees and related to depth of front
garden
Source: Parkin, 1964, p.1 0



As seen in the table, if the front garden's depth increases and it is covered with leafY

trees, sound level decreases more and more. In addition to these values, absorption for

thick hedge has been found 0.2-0.3 dB/m and the absorption for forest has been found

0.15 dB/m. These show that tress in front garden and similar plantation with a depth of

several hundreds of meters are required in order to archive significant attenuation.

On the other hand, because of absorption property of the planting, mounding up or

cutting earth and planting, grass and other vegetation are used as a natural barrier along

the road to obstruct noise from road traffic. (See figure 6.11) And also both solid barrier

and planting together are suggested along the highway. Using tall trees in front or

behind the wall can effectively reduce the scale of barrier walls especially wall height

and provide aesthetic and also visual direction for drivers and travellers. (See figure

6.12) For such noise problems increasing by distance between source and receiver

provides more effectiveness.
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Figure 6.11 : The use of cutting (A) or mounding up earths and planting along both sides of traffic arteries.
Source: Doelle, 1972, p.149

Using plants as a nOIse barrier makes aesthetic and econOIlliC sense. Many

developments such as road construction, and industrial areas destroy much of the

original plant communities. Thus, such noise control devices provides new planting

areas, and an interesting and aesthetic view of the road. Trees, flowers and grasses make

variety of textures and colours to the roadside landscape. With change in season, they

change their colours so this makes landscape more interesting. In addition to aesthetic,

planting do not require maintenance so that roadside maintenance costs decrease.



Figure 6.12: The use of wall and planting along both sides of traffic arteries.
Source: Brown & Haglund, 1994, p. 176

In most cases noise reduction by planting have some advantages: aesthetic, economic

sense, physiological effects and so on although effects of noise reduction by vegetation

is rather small. Trees along urban streets do not reduce the noise level from the traffic

but they can reduce the reverberation time in the street by sound absorption in the

leaves. (Givoni, 1997, p.322)

The use of plants along highways is becoming popular. Many states in the U.S.A have

active programs to plant landscaping. In figure 6.13 gives examples of applied planting

barriers along the roads in the U.S.A, and Canada.

Charlotte vegetative red tip barrier
2.Combination of planting and wall as a noise barrier on Highway403, Ancaster, Canada

Figure 6.13: Examples of vegetation as a nOIse
barrier
Source: http://www.doh.dot.state.nc.us , April 2000

http://www.doh.dot.state.nc.us


The most common means of reduction of noise level is the use of barriers, which

interrupt the direct radiation of sound to the listener. A barrier that can be walls, heavy

solid fences, buildings earth beams, earth cutting or any combination of these features is

placed between a noise source and the receiver. But as a noise control tool the effective

barriers can reduce noise levels by 10-15 dB, cutting the loudness of noise in half as

well.

~,.-
source

Figure 6.14: Noise reduction by barriers placed between noise source and receiver
Source: Doelle, 1972, p.150

There are a number of factors that determine the amount of reduction. The first is the

diffraction over the top of the barrier. Diffraction and its angle determine sound

shadow; in other words, the reduction area. The second is the frequency of a sound. The

performance of is the poorest at low frequencies and improves as the frequency

improves because low frequencies are diffracted around the comers more easily than

high frequencies. Thee third is the length and the height of the barrier. Barrier

attenuation (RB) provided by an infinitely long barrier of finite height in the open can be

estimated using the following formula.

N= Fresnel numbers
f= frequency of the sound wave
c= the speed of the sound
d= the path length difference between source and receiver, with and
without barrier (d= (a+b)-c) m'---------------'

RB= 1OlOglO (3 + 20N)

N= 2fd / c



Figure 6.15 gives graphical form of the equation for barrier reduction and figure 6.16

shows an example of attenuation by 4m high barrier.
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Figure 6.15: Graphic representation of
noise reduction by barriers
Source: Templeton & Saunders, 1987,
p.1l5

Figure 6.16: Attenuation by 4m high
barrier
Source: Alexandra, 1975, p.141

In practise, the effectiveness of the barrier is reduced by other factors such as

temperature and wind gradients, ground and air absorption. The maximum performance

of a barrier is limited to about 40 dB, due to the scattering by the atmosphere. But in

urban areas this value decreases at 20 dB if a barrier is a building or a hill and decreases

10 dB if a wall is used as a barrier.

Noise barrier design includes some requirements:

1. Location: A barrier is the most effective when it is very close to sound source so

that it will protect the greater area. In other words, the sound energy falling on a

barrier would be reflected away towards the source, and thus a receiver in the

shadow of the barrier would not receive any sound.

From a different perspective, noise barriers located on highways should provide

sight distance requirements for drivers and also sufficient area that can be named as

lateral clearance for traffic signs (overhead or ground mounted) and facilities such

as call boxes and lightings. For this reason, noise barrier should not be less than 3m

from the road in order to present lateral clearance. If noise barrier is closer than 3m
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from the edge of the road, the noise barrier should be considered safety shape such

as concrete and traffic operations should be consulted in the early stage of the

design.

2. Height and length: For more effectiveness, noise barrier should be high and long

enough to block direct ray from the noise source and create enough sound shadow

zone. Noise barriers should have a minimum height of 1.8 m measured from the top

of the barrier to the top of the foundation. However, their heights are usually limited

to 25 feet (7,5m) because of structural and aesthetic reasons. But, in general, if the

barrier is constructed to reduce the road traffic noise, it should not exceed 5m height

above the ground line. (http://www.amtrakcalifornia.com/hq/oppd. March 2000)

Careful attention should be given to the length of a noise barrier because adequate

attenuation for the end dwelling should be provided. In some cases, short gaps may

exist between the areas qualified for a noise barrier. These gaps can particularly be

street connections or ramp connections to the main road for access. In such

situation, access gates in the noise barrier should be kept to minimum and should be

at least 300 m far from each other.

3. Material: In general noise barrier are solid obstructions and can be typically built of

wood, precast concrete, stucco, masonry block, brick, steel, perforated metal

sandwiches, fiberglass, glass and plastic. (see figure 6.17) These materials can

produce barriers in variety of shapes and sizes, and each material has specific

characteristics, which make it suitable for noise reduction. There is a numbers of

factors affect selections of the noise barriers. They can be listed as follows:

appropriation to the site geometry and compatibility, durability and integrity, cost

including construction and maintenance, acoustic properties, and community

preference.

b. Precast concrete noise barrier in the U.S.A
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f. Metal sandwiches noise barrier in London
g. Masonry block noise barrier in Athens

Figure 6. 17: Examples of noise barriers made of various materials
Source: http://www.durisol.comfNBProduct.htm. March 2000

Concrete is the most commonly used noise barrier material because it is inexpensive

and easy to maintain, and its transmission loss is high compared with other materials.

For this reason, in both Florida and Pennsylvania nearly all barriers have been made of

concrete (96% and 86%). (See figure 6.17 . b)

Metal barriers especially steel are well in durability than wooden barriers. Wood's

transmission loss is poorer (between 18 to 23 dBA) than those of more solid materials,

and it has tendency to shrink, warp, deteriorate, and discolour. Furthermore, repair and

maintenance costs of wooden noise barriers imply high cost and budget. In Colorado, 55

percent of the transportation budget is used to maintain such barriers, however in

Alaska, wood is chosen because of its low cost. (http://www.usroads.com/

journals/p/rej/9712, march 2000)

http://www.durisol.comfNBProduct.htm.


Brick or masonry block has higher transmission loss (about 33 dBA), but they cost more

to be constructed and replaced when damaged. Fiberglass and plastics are weather-

resistant and durable, and they offer effective sound absorption and design flexibility.

4. Aesthetic: Barriers have several disadvantages when it is man-made. For example, if

a barrier is constructed along the road, it can be unsightly both travellers and

building occupiers which own a house near this road; it can be unsafety for road

users unless carefully designed; and also it can reduce air flowing in hot days. For

this reason, in many countries barriers have been painted in alternating colours to

make harmony with the landscape and also transparent barriers have been installed

to reduce the visual impact of tall walls. For examples, in Pennsylvania zigzagging

walls are built along the highway; and barrier around Miami International Airport

has been painted to make wall interesting. (see figures 6.18, and 6.19)

I. Noise barrier around Miami international Airport

2. Noise Barrier on Highway 86, Quebec, Canada



Figme 6.18: Examples of noise barriers including aesthetic properties
Source: http://www.dmisol.comINBProduct.htm. March 2000

1. Hong Kong
2. London
3. Jacksonville

Figure 6.19: Examples of transparent noise
barriers
Source: http://www.doh.dot.state.nc.us. March
2000

http://www.dmisol.comINBProduct.htm.
http://www.doh.dot.state.nc.us.


6. Cost: according to a survey prepared by Texas University, typical highway noise

barriers cost $1.000.000 to 2.000.000 per linear mile. For another noise survey, it

cost $15 to $20 per feet square. So noise barrier has high costs. Furthermore, their

maintenance requires additional cost.

It is important that barriers having absorptive characteristics can provide more noise

reduction than reflective characteristic. Absorptive barriers can provide more reduction

in sound level than reflective barriers. This is a fact that when barriers are parallel to

each other, on the opposite side of the road sound can be reflected back and from

between the parallel barriers to increase traffic noise. Some studies have been made

about this area and they have concluded that 'whenever the ratio of the distance

between parallel barriers and the height of the barriers is greater than 10 to 1, the

amplification caused by the parallel reflective barriers will not be noticeable.' (Cowan,

James P., 1994, p.121)

Although the limits of barrier effectiveness are the same for all sources, the most

common use of outdoor barriers is to reduce road traffic noise. It is thought that when

people cannot see the source of the noise, they will not hear and get bothered much.

With regulations, barriers are more effective because of making environmental

assessment for new developments. The use of barriers along the road has been

increasing throughout the world because of more practicals. In late the 1960s, California

built the first noise barriers along the modern federal highways. Walls were built on

Highway 101 in San Francisco and Interstate 680 north of San Jose to obstruct noise

from heavy traffic for residential neighbourhoods. Within four years the federal

government followed California's lead, adapting regulations whenever a highway is

built, noise barrier walls is erected to shield sensitive neighbours such as schools,

hospitals, and residential area. Then forty-one states have built highway noise barriers,

so noise barriers have risen along 1,300 miles of federal highway, and they are being

added at the rate of ninety to hundred miles a year. (http:// webster.aio.orgl success!

soundinvestment, 2000) California only has 438 miles of barriers. (http:// www.

theatlantic.com, 2000) Typical barrier insulations along the highways are shown in the

figure 6.20.



I. Highway noise barrier in the U.S.A
2. Tunnel noise barrier in the U.S.A

3. Highway noise barrier in Los Angles
4. Highway noise barrier in the U.S.A

Figure 6.20: Highway noise barrier installations
Source: http: www.soundfighter.com/photos.htm. March 2000

If noise barriers are designed in relation to the function of city and of the road, they can

provide acceptable solutions. When selecting the different categories of noise barriers,

the types of city, urban or suburban, and built-up areas should be taken into

consideration. In urban areas, noise sensitive developments are mixed together with

non-noise sensitive developments, while in suburban areas, noise sensitive and non-

noise sensitive developments are separated from each other. Thus the form of roads in

these areas are different to each other so that the barrier which will be built in urban

areas or suburban areas will be different. We can divide the noise barrier into three

groups by means of their locations: (1) area barrier, (2) site screen and (3) local screen.

Area barriers ought to be from 4 to 6 m high and should have large dimensions such as

10 to 20 m. from the source. Site screens requires shorter distance from the source and

smaller scale and lower height than area barriers.

http://www.soundfighter.com/photos.htm.


The reduction of sound with distance has been explained in section 2.1.4 and reference

should be made to the figures 2.8, 2.9,2.10 on page 17. As mentioned before sound level

decreases with increasing distance from the source. It can be explained by the fact that

the sound wave is spreading out over a circular (in two- dimensions) or spherical (in

three- dimensions) surface and the energy of the wave is being distributed over a greater

surface area. Since energy is protected and the area that energy is transported is

increasing, the power decreases. From a viewpoint the noise source, and the sound

intensity level diminish at a rate of 6 dB for doubling of distance. This rate in noise

level is 3 dB for a line noise source. This relationship between path length and noise

level is known as the inverse square law. The relationship between the sound level and

distance from a line source can be expressed as follow:

Where SLA = sound level at distance DA from the source
SLB = sound level at distance DB from the source

Applying this equation, noise level for given any location in the transmission path of the

noise can be found. For example, 85-dBA in sound level measured at a 4-m distance

from the centerline of a busy highway will be 80.3 dBA at the distance 12 m from the

road centre:

Using this formula, it can be found that what length of path will provide proposed noise

level.

Increasing path length between noise source and receiver can be offered as a passive

means of noise control. This also requires no effort both on the part of receiver the noise

source. When city and site planning prepared by municipal pertaining to the location of

any developments and distances between noise sensitive developments such as

residential areas and noisy developments such as highways, or industrial areas are

made, the attenuating effect of distance on sound level can be used. Poor planning

efforts which have proposed noise sensitive developments too close to highways or



industrial areas can cause more annoyance. For example, in California some houses

have been built as close as 6m from interstate highways; and consequently this causes

70 dBA corning from a passing truck in a house with closed windows. Moreover, daily

speech communication or sleeping is almost impossible.

Sound absorption mentioned in chapter 2 occurs when sound in arr encounter an

obstruction, most of the sound power transmitted into the new medium stays there and

never gets out again. This phenomenon can be used in noise reduction. Although, all

materials have absorptive properties, absorption value changes depending on the nature

of the materials or their surface characteristics and frequency of sound. Absorption by

porous materials is large in high frequencies, and small in low frequencies.

Furthermore, rough and porous materials can absorb more sound energy than smooth,

dense and rigid materials. However all materials used in construction of building have

properties of absorption, some of them known as acoustical materials or porous

materials absorb sound with important rates. Such material should be used in noise

sensitive developments such as office, hospitals, and school as surface-covered

elements to reduce noise in these buildings. Absorption properties of any material are

determined by their absorption coefficients. (See appendix 1) In practical such materials

can reduce noise levels 10 dBA. In sum, absorption material provides where absorption

is needed, they can contribute to good acoustics. Where reflection is required, they can

provide good acoustics. In terms of reflection, non-porous surfaces are the best

reflectors.

Sometimes it is difficult to find space for a sufficient surface area of absorbent material.

In this time, absorptive materials, which are used for noise control, can be applied to

wall, floor or ceiling of the building. In general, applying on ceilings and floors of room

help good acoustic and noise control; while applying on walls provide sound

transmission between two rooms. In factory, offices and outdoors they can be also used

to cover noise screen elements such as enclosures and barriers. There are three main

categories of sound absorbents that are used for one of these elements:



1. porous absorbers

2. panel or membrane absorbers

3. resonator or Helmholtz absorbers
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Figure 6.2] : Types of sound absorbers
Source: Lawrence, ] 989, p.110

These are the most common types of absorbents. They consist of granular and fibrous

materials. Commercial products are manufactured from glass or mineral fibres. Their

absorption coefficients are high at high frequency and can be increased both by spacing

the absorbent from a rigid backing and by increasing its thickness. This means that for

thickness of porous materials that is commonly 25- 50mm in buildings the absorption is

the greatest at high frequencies and there is a little absorption at low frequencies. If it is

necessary to high rate of absorption using such absorbers their thickness should be

increased at several meters. However, because of their fibrous nature they should be

used with care.

Typical porous absorber material should not be painted because the paint can clog the

holes in the panels and make the absorber ineffective.



As the word 'panel' conveys, panel or membrane absorbers consist of a thin panel. This

form is used where high absorption is required at low frequencies. Generally they are

applied to walls or ceilings in a small room such as music studios, classrooms, and

offices. (See figures 6.22, 6.23) 'Maximum absorption by a panel occurs at frequencies

in the regions of its resonant frequencies, which depend principally on its effective mass

and stiffuess.' (Knudsen & Harris, 1988, p.102) Thus, its material, size, thickness and

mounting methods are important considerations for design.

If the absorption is demanded to increase and extend over a wider range of frequency, a

layer of porous material should be introduced into the cavity.

Figure 6.22: Wall-mounted flat absorptive panels and hanging absorptive panels installed in an industry
Source: http://www.mhtc.netHowey/lndustrial%20Noise.htm. March 2000

Figure 6.23: Wall-mounted flat absorptive panels installed in a music room
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.129



The third type of absorber consists of an enclosed volume of air connected by a narrow

neck to the surrounding air. Simple resonators are named after Helmholtz who first

described their characteristics.

Figure 6.24: Cross-sectional view of Helmholtz resonator concrete
block
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.128

'A Helmholtz resonator consists of a volume of contained air connected to the air in the

room through a constricted neck and opening. The impinging sound energy causes the

air in the neck to vibrate, and because of its constricted volume, this air acts as a mass

supported on a spring (the air in the main chamber)'. (Lawrence, 1989, p.ll 0) As for

any mass spring system, high absorption is obtained at the resonant frequency of

Helmholtz resonator. But such absorbers are expensive to construct and they are only

effective in narrow band. In figure 6.26, an example of applied Helmholtz resonator is

shown.

Figure 6.25: Helmholtz resonator concrete block design
using a diffusive face
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.129
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Figure 6.26: Helmholtz resonator concrete block
installation in a gymnasium
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.128



Sound insulation is important as head insulation in buildings. Designers should

recognise that sound absorbers are good to absorb sound but poor sound insulator. In

other words, all acoustical treatment can reduce noise level transmitted in a room, but

they do not provide noise insolation against outdoor noises. It is uneconomical to

construct a building without sound insulation against noise then to hope that absorber

will solve this difficulty. Thus insulation value of structure that is explained as the

difference in sound level between one room and another, or between exterior and the

interior of a building should be considered when a building is constructed.

Sound is transmitted in two ways on the whole: (1) direct transmission by way of the

barrier between noise source and listening position, (2) indirect transmission along

adjoining elements of the enclosing structure. Figure 6.27 shows paths of indirect

transmission in the two situations.

Figure 6.27: Example of sound transmission
Source: http://www.nrc.ca/irc/bsi/85_E.html. January 2000

A calculation of the amount of sound insulation or reduction between the source and the

receiver is called as transmission loss and denoted with TL. Building materials have

different insulation values at different frequencies have like other materials. In other

words, transmission loss is based on transmission coefficient (r) that ranges between 0-

1. 0 means that no sound is transmitted but in practise that is impossible, 1 means that

all sound is transmitted through the material or material is transparent. Open windows,

doors or openings in wall allow sound transmission through the openings so that the

transmission coefficient is equal to 1. Sound insulation depends on some factors. They

are frequency of sound, characteristics of materials and weights of materials. The TL

increases with the increase of material weight and frequency. The following equation

expresses the transmission loss:

http://www.nrc.ca/irc/bsi/85_E.html.


There are a number of factors that determine the insulation values of material such as

mass and stiffuess. According to the relationship between mass and sound insulation,

sound insulation increases at the rate of 4 to 5 dB each time mass is doubled. This is

known as the mass law. In figure 6.28 this relationship is shown. It is possible to find

insulation value of any material in terms of their mass. If the weight per unit area of the

material is calculated, its average insulation value can be seen in the graph.

Figure 6.28: Graphic representation of relationship between sound insulation and mass

Source: Moore, 1988, p.70

If a wall or other elements of structure has windows, doors, air gaps, or areas having

different materials, the total transmission loss coefficient should be estimated by

following equation.

,-----------------, r, h,fn = transmission coefficients for each element
S), Sz, Sn= surface areas corresponding to the sections of the
partion having the same r subcript number
S= total surface area ofthe partionL-.. --'

From a different view, a single number rating system for TL covering the human speech

frequency range is known as the sound transmission class (STC). (In appendix B, STC

ratings of partitions and walls are given) According to STC, the r is found:

I F 10 ~STCIIO



In most cases, the construction system and materials -floors, walls, and ceilings- must

serveas noise barriers, reflectors, diffusers, and absorbers in addition to their functions.

None should be chosen before the requirements of sound insulation, for each area has

been determined. It is necessary to improve sound insolation methods for the elements

of building construction. For insulation, floor, walls and ceiling of the structure should

be designed to provide minimum sound transmission. For example, floors and roofs

must protect much insulation against structure-borne sound and insulation against

airborne sound. A way to reduce the impact of sound transmission along paths is using a

floating floor. (See figure 6.29) Examples of floor designed to reduce sound

transmission have been given in appendix B.

Figure 6.29: Example of reducing sound transmission along the path
Source: http://www.nrc.ca/irc/bsi/85_E.html. January 2000

When the noise reduction methods are not effective at the source or in the path, control

of noise at the receiver becomes the last alternative. In general there are four categories

of receiver treatment: (1) personal protection, (2) education of receiver, (3) alteration on

work schedule, (4) active noise control. Receiver we have mentioned is usually people

who are exposed to noise.

When noise level is over the hazardous limits, hearing protection devices (HPDs) such

as earplugs, muffs and helmets are necessary to protect worker against noise from noisy

devices. Such devices may provide noise reductions ranging from 15 -35 dB. (See
156
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figure 6.30) As seen in the figure, using both muffs and plugs can provide maximum

protection, however, earplugs are effective when they are fitted to employees. Cotton,

provides minimal protection although it is widely used.
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Figure 6.30: Attenuation of ear protectors at various
frequencies
Source: Davis, 1998, p.575

There are some important points to pay attention while choosing suitable device:

• existing noise level and its frequency spectrum,

• amount of decrease in noise level provided by HPDs

• characteristic of operating,

• ear health of workers,

• negative effects of protection devices.

On the other hand, these devices should only be used as the last ,;-

resort, after all noise control methods have failed to lower the

noise level to an acceptable level. Furthermore, ear protection

devices should be used while operating tools such as lawn

mowers, chippers, firing weapons, hunting, target shooting, and

operating power tools. It should be remembered that hearing

protection devices interfere speech communication and can be

dangerous in some situations. For example, workers who use

HPDs cannot hear a warning.



Hearing loss and hearing damage are related to high noise levels and exposure time. A

worker in factory or people work in noisy office can come across hearing damage risk.

For this reason, daily working hours are adjusted as workers are exposed to continuous

noise so that hearing damage risk will be reduced. In terms of hearing protection, a

noisy operation should be scheduled for a short interval of time each day over a period

of several days rather than a continuous eight-hour run for a day or two. Thus, America

and Europe have developed approaches on permissible level of noise and allowed time

of working hours. The American approach as the OSHA (Occupational Safety and

Health Act) method permits 5 dB increase in noise level per halving of exposure

duration of time, but the European approach as the ISO (International Organisation for

Standardisation) method allows 3 dB increase. In addition, there are differences

between permissible time and noise level of different countries. The differences

between ISO and OSHA approaches are summarised in table 6.9.

Duration per day Sound level dB(A)
hours ISO OSHA

8 90 90
6 91 92
4 93 95
3 94 97
2 96 100
1 99 105
1/2 102 110
1/4 105 115

Table 6.9: Compression of permissible constant sound
levels between ISO and OSHA methods
Source: Anderson & Anderson, 1993, p.327

In noisy industrial or construction operations, an intermitted work schedule can help not

only the operator of noisy equipment but also other workers in the factory or the site. If

it is not possible, time for a rest during the working hours of a day should be given to

workers at silent locations.

In addition, work schedule can be beneficial to people who live near industrial

developments and construction site. Because noisy operations such as street repair, trash

collection, factory operation, aircraft and vehicle traffics start in early morning and

continuous to the late night so they annoy people. Therefore, noisy operations should be



constrained at night and early morning in order to avoid disturbing the sleep of the

community.

Hearing mechanism and hearing damage risk should be explained to receiver when they

are exposed to high noise level. As mentioned in chapter 4, noise causes hannful effects

on people. These effects generally influence people's health, their physiology and also

their life in negatively so there can be unchangeable results. Thus, the community

should be made conscious about the hannful effects of noise and about necessity of

staying away from noisy environments for a good mental.

Furthermore, it should be expressed that they can cause noise as a noise source like

aircraft, vehicles, factories or construction. In this case, noise from volume of radio,

television, and record players, banging and closing of doors and windows, barking dogs,

crying and playing children, furniture moving on the floor, etc. that generated by

people's activities can be enough to cause some annoyance for neighbours unless they

pay attention for their acts. To solve the noise problem, a good community relationship

is essential.

Education of the community should include getting information on what they should

make when they meet a noise problem and information on local authorities where noise

complaints are made. Local authorities themselves should give such information to

people.

All methods we mentioned above are passive methods that they obstruct noise in the

path between source and receiver, or at the recipients. The concept of active noise

control is that the introduction of a secondary acoustical signal -which is out of phase

with the primary signal- cancels the source signal directly. Active noise provides

cancellation and it has been applied for over 15 years. However, its applications are

limited because of technical equipment limitations today, it may use as an effective



noise control device in the future. In figure 6.31 the typical active noise control system

is illustrated.

Figure 6.31: Active noise control system for fan noise in a duct
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.139

'A microphone senses the noise and feeds it to a processor that reverses to the phase of

the signal by 180°. This processor feeds the reversed signal to a loudspeaker that emits

the new signal to cancel out the original one. An error microphone continually senses

correction needed to update the cancelling signal.' (Cowan, 1994, p.137)

But this method is generally applied in a small and closed area, thus, it cannot be

applied in a large open area. Therefore, it is not a common and practical methods.

Noise control may start with designing of the noise sources and finish protecting the

receivers. All these steps can be effective, but when they are supported by the local

authorities with standards and regulations, both noise control in existing developments

and future developments are made easily. In addition to, noise problems may likely to

occur in the future, will reduce.

Noise can cause annoyance and temporary or permanent hearing damage; and also loud

workplace noises can cause communication problems. It can be responsible for

accidents and affects hearing mechanism of the operators of noisy machines. Thus, each

local authority in the urban areas receives many complaints every year. Due to noise

from workplaces such as factories, commercial premises, construction sites and leisure

facilities such as discotheques, public houses and clubs. For this reason, laws and

regulations have become necessary to limit and control problems caused by noise in

order to protect people from the annoying and even harmful effects of noise in the



workplace and in the residential areas. In addition to regulations, environmental impact

assessment has been developed. This assessment for new developments tries to protect

noise-sensitive developments against existing noisy areas.

Regulations belonging to community noise have two purposes. The first propose is to

determine noise limits that a business and resident may not exceed. Country or

municipal noise ordinance and regulations generally specify such limits. The second

one is to establish acceptable land uses including minimum construction requirements.

There are many approaches as how community noise regulations is drafted. But ill

general the more effective noise regulations should include the following features:

1. Maximum permissible noise level in each urban, suburban and rural areas.

2. Specification of noise level that can be exceeded with consideration of uses, zoning

and receiver properties.

3. The locations and distances between noise-sensitive and noisy developments.

4. The type of sound level meter to be used and a method for conducting the

measurements.

5. The noise descriptor that must be used.

6. Sound insulation materials which must be used in construction

7. Limits of sound insulation for specific buildings

8. Size and properties of windows and openings in the buildings in terms of sound

providing sound insulation and noise absorption.

9. Control of buildings sound insulation in construction stage

10. A penalty for noise limits at night and on weekends, particularly on Sundays.

11. Provisions for penalties and variances.

Although most of the developed countries have improved laws, regulations and

standards to decrease and control the noise pollution, in our country this kind of acts

take place with the law of environment -law no 2877- dated at 9 August 1983. With the

second clause of this law not only is the noise pollution considered as an environmental

pollution but also with its 14. Clause "the Regulation of Noise Control" is prepared.



"The Noise Control Regulation" (NCR) had its effectiveness with the official

newspaper dated 11 December 1986; issue number 19308. This regulation which its

sentences are executed by the Ministry of Environment has five chapters and one annex.

(In Appendix C, Turkish Noise Control Regulation is given.)

• The first chapter of the NCR defines the legal states, purpose, extents, exceptions

and terms used in the regulation. The purpose of this regulation is '"to provide an

environmental development which would not harm the piece of mind and mental and

physical health of the individuals". The regulation also designates the territorial

governor of the region, the municipality and the legal entities of the villages as the

responsible for the implementation.

• The second chapter of the NCR designates the maxIffium allowed nOise levels

caused by the noise sources, highways, airways, transports and industrial and

engineering machines; moreover, the maximum acceptable nOise levels for health of

hearing in the office areas are given in this chapter.

• The third chapter of NCR designates the maximum acceptable nOise level for

settlements, buildings and materials. This chapter also assesses the noise and the points

that are susceptible to noise to be included in the construction plans of the settlements

by the municipalities. Furthermore, it is recommended that the natural and the artificial

barriers should be used as a component to control the noise in the planning.

• The fourth chapter of NCR considers the other prohibitions of control. The

maximum noise levels are designated for the industrial buildings, places of employment

and entertainment.

• The fifth chapter of RNC includes various sections. Section 29 includes exceptions

for military activities and section 30,31,32 includes the sentences on audits and

punishments.

With the evaluation of environmental effects regulation which was released in 1993

after NCR, it is to be projected to prepare reports on setting spaces especially for

industrial facilities and the preventive measures about the control of the noise levels and

vibrations which has a possibility to occur during the preparation and operating phases

and different working orders.



There are also various sentences, rules and prohibitions upon noise pollution, obtained

in different regulations and laws, which were released many years ago other than these

two regulations:

1- Sect\on 661 ofthe Turkish Civil Code dated 1926.

2- S~ction 546 of the Tqrkish Criminal Code -l'lw no 765 -dated 1926.

3- Sections 268,269,274 ofthe Public Hygiene Code -law no 1593- d~ted 1930.

4- Sections 14 of the Police Duties and Jurisdictions Code -law no 2559- dated 1934.

5- Section 1 passage 4 of the Municipal and Police Regulation of Health released

depending on the Municipal code dated 1930.

6- Sections 22,87, 525 of the regulation of Health and Security for the Workers dated

1973.

7- Sections 45, and 60 of the Regulation of Organised region of Industry released

depending on the Development Code -law no 6785- and Regulation of

Development

8- Section 30 of the Land road Traffic Code dated 1983.

As it can be seen from the items above -of the numerous laws, regulations and rules that

have been effective since the 1920s- which are somehow related with noise problem,

this matter is highly stressed and seriously treated countrywide.



Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard where the noise control methods have been applied

connects the western developments -<::e~me/ Uykuyular- Izmir city centre. (See figure

7.1) Many years ago, the area on which a two-lane road was placed covered with sea.

Having filled up the sea, Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard was widened as six-lane road.

After this, the local authority improved the road. All these studies have aimed at

satisfYing the increasing the traffic volume and traffic flow speed. The road does not

have an alternative road to decrease the traffic volume. The <:;anakkale- <:;e~mehighway

which has been still constructing can be thought as a ring road so that drivers will use

this road for only transit travels. Consequently, this alternative road between <:;anakkale

and <:;e~mecannot decrease the traffic noise in the study area.

In addition, public transportation services, which serve between Uykuyular and Konak,

use this road. Yet, recently, the local authority has tried to increase the use of subway

and the sea transportation systems, and has provided transportation network with new

and silent new buses. This may be effective in the decrease of high level noise along the

road.

Buildings in the site consist of eight storeys, and except for the ground floors, all the

floors have been generally used as residentials. The ground floor facing Mithatpa~a

Street is used as shopping center whereas the other facade facing the sea is used as

cafeterias and restaurants. Those cafeterias and restaurants occupy front gardens as well

as the pavements. (See figure 7.3, 7.4) The space between cafeterias and the road have

been used as recreational areas such as parks, playgrounds and paths causing motion.
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The seaVIew has been effective in this choice. All these places, just like buildings

around, have been negatively affected by the traffic noise.

As the name suggests, Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard is a road with 3*3 lanes which

lies on the coastline. Due to the fact that it connects the developments in the western

axis with central parts ofIzmir -Konak and Alsancak-, the volume of the traffic on this

road is comparatively large all the time, especially at rush hours. This is reasoned by the

increase in the number of the vehicles moving from <;e~me/ Urla or U9kuyular to the

city centre. Moreover, public transportation services have contributed to that volume to

same extent. The main reason for this is that the road between U9kuyular and Karata~,

which is also a part of Mithatpa~a Street, is not open to the public transportation



Because of the large traffic volume on Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard, there exists

high level noise. Owing to the improvement of the road and computerised signal

system, the local authorities have achieved a better traffic course. When the drivers

move with 70 km/h as defined in the project, a non-stop driving can also be achieved

along the road. However, disobeyance of the drivers to the traffic rules has bought

about high noise level, too. Because during that time the drivers constantly horns and

brakes at the traffic lights. Furthermore, exhaust silencers of low quality and their

constant brake up reason that noise.

The traffic noise on that road was determined as the most irritating noise source in a

noise study conducted in recent years. That study covered 26 streets in various

developments of Izmir. The outcomes of this study were the same in those areas. (See

figure 7.5) People living in the buildings along the road suffer from the same problem

as it was many years ago. The outcomes of the noise measurements in this thesis

justified this. Those buildings face the sea, and their living rooms have been located on

that facade. Consequently, the residents incur the traffic noise all the time and they

cannot feel comfortable with open windows and sit in their balconies with seaview. The

space between the buildings and the road that have been used as the recreational areas,

just like buildings around, have been negatively affected by the traffic noise.

Figure 7.5: The place ofthe traffic noise in Izmir
Source: Dokurnacl, 1995, p.306

The level of traffic noise around Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard was measured during

the school time for a week; and consequently, school buses were still in service between

12-18 June. In addition, the second step of this measurement was made throughout the



summer time when the traffic was very busy because of the tourism season between 24-

30 July. These measurements were also made for an hour three times a day -morning,

noon, evening- at the peak hours. In June the measurement hours were 7:45-8:45 in the

morning; 12:00-13:00 at noon; 17:30- 18:30 in the evening whereas in July 8:00-9:00 in

the morning; 12:00-13:00 at noon; and 17:30- 18:30 in the evening. When the

measurements were over, noise levels along Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard were

between 70- 80.4 dBA. These values went down 67.1 dBA in the front facade of the

buildings and 68.3 dBA on the third floor of those buildings. All these assets display

that maximum noise limit has exceeded the standard level, however, internal equivalent

noise level standard in Turkey is 60 dBA. It means that there is a noise problem which

must be solved immediately. Table 7.1 shows all dates and times of noise measurements

which were made along Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard; and also their equivalent noise

levels.

Noise measurements were made in accordance with standards and 2m far and 1.2 m

high from the road with Sound Level Meter (SLM) and they all displayed microphone

noise source. The spot where noises were measured can be seen in figure 7.1. As

mentioned in Chapter 2, SLM was used in slow speed, which was modified because of

the traffic noise and the fluctuations in noise level between 8-9 dBA. Yet, SLM does not

measure the frequency of the noise despite measuring Leq and Amax• Therefore, in

further noise level and noise reduction level calculations, 250 Hz. which corresponds

80.4 dBA had already been found out in a former study.

The high-level traffic nOIse around Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard causes harmful

effects on the residents. However the silent environment will help the residents to get

out of disturbance, and will activate recreational facilities. Therefore, the internal and

external noise levels of the buildings in this area should be balanced in accordance with

the defined standards. This is essential not only for people to protect themselves from

the negative effects of noise, but also for urban design which aims at desirable and

livable environment.



Noise Measurements in June Noise Measurements in July
Date Of Time Of Measurement Values(dBA) Date Of Time Of Measurement Values(dBA)

Measurements Measurements Leo. Amu Measurements Measurements L••• A..x

12.06.2000 07:45-8:45 70.3 123 24.07.2000 8:00-9:00 76.4 86.5
Monday 12.06.2000 12:00-13:00 72.5 111.8 24.07.2000 12:00-13:00 75.6 82.9

12.06.2000 17:30-18:30 72.4 95.2 24.07.2000 17:30-18:30 74.5 87.3

13.06.2000 07:45-8:45 70.6 98.5 25.07.2000 8:00-9:00 77.5 91.8
Tuesday 13.06.2000 12:00-13:00 73.9 102.7 25.07.2000 12:00-13:00 72.2 84.1

13.06.2000 17:30-18:30 76.3 107.7 25.07.2000 17:30-18:30 76.8 91.0

14.06.2000 07:45-8:45 78.1 95.8 26.07.2000 8:00-9:00 78.3 97.0
Wednesday 14.06.2000 12:00-13:00 75.5 92.1 26.07.2000 12:00-13:00 73.9 84.5

14.06.2000 17:30-18:30 73.5 92.2 26.07.2000 17:30-18:30 75.5 86.5

15.06.2000 07:45-8:45 74.6 88.8 27.07.2000 8:00-9:00 78.4 89.1
Thursday 15.06.2000 12:00-13:00 76.0 93.3 27.07.2000 12:00-13:00 75.9 94.2

15.06.2000 17:30-18:30 75.6 94.9 27.07.2000 17:30-18:30 76.2 86.1

16.06.2000 07:45-8:45 76.1 89.8 28.07.2000 8:00-9:00 80.4 101.1
Friday 16.06.2000 12:00-13:00 74.9 98.9 28.07.2000 12:00-13 :00 75.1 87.0

16.06.2000 17:30-18:30 77.4 98.8 28.07.2000 17:30-18:30 76.7 88.3

17.06.2000 07:45-8:45 74.0 96.6 29.07.2000 8:00-9:00 76.2 92.0
Saturday 17.06.2000 12:00-13:00 78.4 98.8 29.07.2000 12:00-13:00 74.2 86.2

17.06.2000 17:30-18:30 73.4 88.2 29.07.2000 17:30-18:30 77.5 87.6

Sunday 18.06.2000 07:45-8:45 77.7 90.8 30.07.2000 10:00-11 :00 77.4 95.6
18.06.2000 12:00-13:00 75.5 88.8
18.06.2000 17:30-18:30 73.0 84.6 30.07.2000 19:00-20:00 75.9 88.7



As it has been mentioned former section, when the noise is measured at the edge of the

road, equivalent noise level (Leq) goes up to 80.4 dBA; 67.1 dBA front side of the

buildings; 68.3 dBA on the third floor of any building. It means that, the sound isolation

of the buildings must be improved and the noise control methods must be applied in the

site.

From this viewpoint, nOise control methods should be applied to prevent the nOIse

around Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard. Such noise control methods are as follows:

• Screening the noise by a barrier

• Screening the noise by planting

• Screening the noise by earthcut

• Reduction of the noise by traffic limitation including speed limitation and vehicle

limitation

• Sound insulation in the buildings

• Decrease in noise level by absorber surface covering material

In general we can classify the noise control methods in two groups: short-term noise

control methods, and long-term noise control methods.

Short-term:

1. barrier construction

2. planting

3. selecting surface covering material

4. earthcut

Long-term methods (they include the interventions in the building in that site):

1. building construction material selection

2. building design including building layout and rate of building's openings on the

facade

3. decrease in density of the buildings.

As it is mentioned above, these noise control methods are very limited in number. Using

all these methods are impossible since there is a built-up area, and it will take a long

time to demolish all these buildings; in addition, as there is no alternative road to
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Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard, and connecting Uykuyular- Konak line, the volume of

the traffic here cannot shrink. Constraining the speed of traffic -which is 70 km/h- is not

possible because this is predetermined maximum speed limitation in the road project. It

means that the attempt to change the speed limit in a part of transportation system of

Izmir is impossible because the traffic speed of the road is related to the all city traffic

speed and computerised signal system.

The nOISe control methods along Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard and the nOIse

reductions as results of these methods will certainly vary. However, before explaining

those methods and the outcomes of them in detail, the factors affecting the choice of the

methods should be mentioned.

1. The noise source is located between the sea and the buildings. As a result of this,

the barrier, which will be constructed, should be designed in a way that it must let the

seaview, and the materials, which will be used in the construction, should be absorptive

and transparent. Concrete and wood should not be used in the construction of the barrier

or man-made mounds with green areas should not prevent the seaview. In the

construction of the barrier, the desirability of the site will decrease, and the wind will be

prevented, and also that wall -minimum 3m- will not be credited by the people living

around as it spoils the landscape.

2. The speed of the vehicles flowing on the road cannot be reduced as the maximum

road speed limit has already been determined by the Traffic Commission.

3. The possible interventions in the buildings are constrained now that this has been a

built-up area, in the long run, when the buildings are reconstructed, some decisions

which will supply the environment with isolation and noise reduction especially in the

traffic noise can be made.

4. The car parks belonging to the buildings and located along the road, and

recreational facilities constrain the noise control methods that will be conducted in the

area. Regarding car parks and recreational facilities, urban design in the study area must

meet the needs for them.



Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard's surrounding area is already built-up. Especially with

bad planning decisions, the area has become noisy. When the decisions about extension

of the road and increase in floor numbers, the future noise level of the road were not

considered in advance. For this reason, some noise control methods are not applied.

Thus some precautions can be determined. These precautions include:

• Increase in the number of heavy vehicles: As a general rule, the buses have higher

noise level than the light vehicles, so, good public transportation systems for private

cars help to reduce the traffic congestion, air pollution and traffic noise. If the

underground and sea transportation system are improved and popularised, and also

new silent buses are bought, the noise caused from buses will fall down. Besides,

speed limitation of vehicles will be an effective precaution for the noise problem.

• Decrease in the traffic speed: high speed causes high noise level, thus, drivers

should be banned from high speed. This provides noise reduction of 4 dBA.

• Surface covermg material: if the surface covering materials have absorptive

properties, noise can be prevented to a great extent. As the absorption values of

different materials vary, the best solution for the noise control is through the

material which has high absorption coefficient. But, when selecting the surface

covering materials, it should be considered that noise absorption properties of

different material change depending on the frequency of the sound. In this case, the

road-should be covered with asphalt or drain asphalt. Furthermore, the surface

covering material of the area between the building and the road should be selected

to provide the sound absorption. For example, the car parking area should be

covered with a type of stone letting the grass growth with the property of noise

ellllSSlon.

• Planting leafy foliage trees in the site:



There are, in general, three ways of controlling the traffic noise: controlling the noise at

its source, diverting the path of the sound, or protecting the receivers or using rules and

regulations. The second alternative is generally used because noise barriers, particularly

in urban areas, are more effective and inexpensive. However, it may messes up the

vision of the road; and cause visual pollution unless careful planning is made. In the

study area, the noise can be reduced by using wall as a noise barrier. The use of the

barrier has been preferred because of some parameters affecting the noise control

methods that can be applied in the site. These parameters have been examined in the

previous section.

The visual quality of the noise barriers applied to the site is the critical factor since the

barriers became a major line element in the highway corridor and are located between

the dwellings and the sea. For this reason, the participants of the design such as

material, colour, scale, texture, line, proportion and form must be put high premium on.

The exclusive use of colour, creative design and the variety of materials make the

barriers and their surrounding areas more aesthetic. In this case, the transparent material

such as fiberglass has been chosen for the noise barrier in order to let the seaview.

Furthermore, drivers could see the buildings and recreational area located between the

road and buildings so that the lateral clearance can be extended. Initially, the general

structure of the barrier - shape, material, colours, and texture - has been drawn

pertaining this aim. Therefore, it has been made of safety glass and steel combination

and the basic form of the barrier has been varied through various models, but the same

materials have been used in the production of the barrier. In figure 7.6, the general

shape ofthe barrier can be seen.

From a different VIew, the selected transparent material for the barrier has high

absorption coefficient in middle frequency (250 Hz for the noise from the road) thus,

with absorption of the sound, the effectiveness of the barrier can be increased.
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a. Noise barrier 3m high
b. Noise barrier 4m high
c. Noise barrier 7m high

Figure 7.6: General shapes of the noise barriers
that should be applied to the site

As seen from Figure 7.6, wall is made of safety glass and steel. In order to protect the

wall from vandalism, the steel part is used and it is 1m high in the all alternatives. The

steel part also helps bearing the weight of glass part. The heights of glass parts of the

walls change depending on the height of the alternatives. When the wall is 3m high, the

glass part is 2m high; when the wall is 4m high, it is 3m; when the wall is 7m high, it is

6m high. In all alternatives the width of the glass is 1.60m because the maximum width

of the safety glass is 1.60m in market, and the width between two main steel posts,

which are the carrying elements, is 3.20m. Thus, in such a situation, less amount of steel

post is used, by the way, money is saved up to some level.

The effect of a barrier between the nOIse source and the reception point has been

explained on page 140 and by figure 6.14. In addition, the formulas used to estimate the

noise reduction when a noise barrier is constructed have been given in chapter 6. They

RB= 1OlogIO (3 + 20N)

N= 2fd / C

N= Fresnel numbers
f= frequency of the sound wave
C= the speed of the sound
d= the path length difference between source and receiver, with and
without barrier'---------------'



Noise reductions in dBA for each barrier alternatives have been estimated by using

them. Although the frequency (f) and the speed(C) of the sound have been the same in

all the alternatives, the value of'd' has changed. The reason for this phenomena is that

the value of 'a', 'b', 'c' have changed with a change in the location of the receivers in

the site. The speed of the sound (C) has been found by the following formula, which

was given, in chapter 2. Since the temperature was 30°C when the measurements were

made, the speed of sound was equal to 349.

C= 331+(0.6*T).= 331 +(0.6*30)= 349 m/s

f=250 Hz

~

a --~b=:::~~
Figure 7.7: Illustration of relevant positions of a, b, and c
Source: Cowan, 1994, p.119

As seen in figure 6.14 and formulas, the expected reductions in dBA is related with the

difference between the diffiacted path sound (a+b) and the direct path (c). A small

reduction occurs outside the 'sound shadow'. In other words, lower storeys have bigger

reduction than the other does. Thus, if the buildings are very tall, it is necessary to build

higher barriers or enclose the noise source. In figure 7.7 is an example to show these

relevant positions of a, b, and c. But, when the total reductions are calculated, the noise

reduction due to distance has to be added the reductions caused through the barrier.

Calculation method of the reduction due to distance was examined in page 148.

(SLB=SLA-10*log (DB/DA))

It is a fact that the noise reductions' values, which will be calculated below due to the

barriers, planting, or lowering the road level, do not give real values which exists after

construction. Because the access gates such as street connection in the noise barrier

result in less effective noise control methods. This phenomenon has been determined by

the noise control studies in the USA. According to these studies, after the construction

of the noise barrier, the noise reduction values were different from the estimated

reductions. For example, the reduction of 11 dBA was found with calculations, but 9

dBA was measured after building the barrier. For this reason, the barriers should cover

absorbent material to avoid reflection and transmission of the sound.



The shielding people from the noise is to improve the isolation of the facade, perhaps by

double-glazing or avoiding windows overlooking the road. But there is a big noise

problem and all the buildings along the road has been constructed, so the solution is

likely to be found by using some kind of barrier along the road or lowing the road level.

The first alternative includes a wall as a noise barrier. The barrier is 4m high from the

ground and it has been made of combination of safety glass and steel as mentioned

before. In order to provide lateral clearances for the lightings, signs and sight distance

of the drivers, the barrier has been located 3m from the road between the noise source

and the receivers. The barrier has been placed along the road. The gates on the wall

have been considered to access people to the pavement and bus stops. Furthermore,

some gaps have been created to provide a connection between the street and the road.

(See figure 7.8)
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Figure 7.9 shows the shielding effect of the barrier on a man on the pedestrian way and

on the storeys and the balconies of the buildings.

The formulas have been applied to find out the noise reductions in the site due to the

barrier.

On ground floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=8.2463+58.3626-65.8584= 0.7505m

N=(2*250*0.7505)/349=1.0752 RB =13.89 dB

Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 13.89= 56.61 dB = 66.61 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.8584m = 15.18 dBA

Sound Pressure Level 66.61 - 15.18 = 51.33 dBA

On the first floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=8.2463+58.2597-65.9130= 0.5930m

N=(2*250*0.5930)/349=0.8495 RB =13.00 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 13.00= 57.4 dB = 67.4 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.9130m = 15.18 dBA

When the formulas are applied to all measured a, b, c values for the fist alternative and

the outcomes of the calculation are as shown in table 7.2. As seen in table7.2 with the

height of the building in the site, it is difficult to screen the whole facades. (See

figure7.9)

Road Traffic Reduction Reduction Sound
Noise at 2m due to due to Pressure

a(m) b(m) c (m) d (m) from the road distance barrier Level
line (dBA) (dBA) (dB) (dBA)

at a man on the path 8.2463 41.0345 48.5256 0.7552 80.4 13.85 13,92 53.63
on the ground floor 58.3626 65.8584 0.7505 15.18 13.89 51.33
on the first floor 58.2597 65.9130 0.5930 15.18 13.01 52.22
on the second floor 58.3112 66.1039 0.4536 15.20 12.04 53.15
on the third floor 58.5166 66.4298 0.3331 15.21 10.98 54.21
on the fourth floor 58.8744 66.8889 0.2318 15.24 9.84 55.32
on the fifth floor 59.3817 67.4783 0.1497 15.28 8.63 56.49
on the sixth floor 60.0349 68.1947 0.0865 15.33 7.39 57.68
on the seventh floor 60.8292 690342 0.0413 15.38 6.22 58.80



When 7m high wall is used rather than the 4m high in order to reduce the noise in a

large range, the shielding effects of such barrier on a man on the pedestrian way and on

the storeys and the balconies of the buildings are seen in Figure 7.10. Although this tall

barrier reduces the noise better than a short one as to its allowing more area stands in

noise shadow area, it is often not preferable from an aesthetic or visual standpoint.

Furthermore, the construction and maintenance of this wall is difficult and not costl-

effective. The aim of this project is to study the noise reduction possibilities using noise

barriers with heights less than 4 m.

The formulas have been applied to find out the noise reductions in the site due to the

barrier:

On ground floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=9.8083+58.6190-65.8584= 2.5689m

N=(2*250*2.5689)/349=3.6803 RB =18.84 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 18.84 = 51.56 dB = 61.56 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.8584m = 15.18 dBA

Sound Pressure Level 61.56 - 15.18 = 46.39 dBA

On the first floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=8.2463+58.2597-65.9130= 0.5930m

N=(2*250*0.5930)/349=0.8495 RB =13.00 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 18.31= 52.09 dB = 62.09dBA

Reduction due to distance of 65.9130m = 15.18 dBA

Sound Pressure Level 62.09- 15.18 = 46.91 dBA



When the formulas are applied to all measured a, b, c values for the fist alternative and

the outcomes of the calculation are as shown in table 7.3 '

Road Traffic Road Traffic Reduction Sound Level Reduction Sound
Noise at 2m Noise at 2m due to the (dB) due to Pressure
from the road from the road barrier (dB) distance Level (dBA)
line (dBA) line (dB) (dBA)

on a man on the path 80.4 70.4 18.96 51.44 13.85 47.59
on the ground floor 18.84 51.56 15.17 46.39
on the first floor 18.31 52.09 15.18 46.91
on the second floor 17.73 52.67 15.20 47.47
on the third floor \7.\ 1 53.29 \5.21 48.08
on the fourth floor \6.45 53.95 15.24 48.7\
on the fifth floor \5.75 54.65 \5.28 49.37
on the sixth floor \4.99 55.4\ 15.33 50.08
on the seventh floor \4.18 56.22 15.38 50.84

The second alternative includes a wall as a noise barrier and lowering in road level. The

barrier is 3m high from the ground, and it has been made of combination of glass and

steel like the first alternative. The lowering of the road is to 1m because of the access

and cost. In this alternative, the road level is decreased in order to reduce the height and

the effectiveness of the barrier. The barrier has been located 3m from the road between

the noise source and the receivers to provide lateral clearances for the lightings, signs

and sight distance of the drivers. The barrier has continued along the road. The gates on

the wall have been considered to access people to the pavement and bus stops.

Furthermore, gaps have been created to provide connection of the street to the road.

(See figure 7.11)



Figure 7.12 shows the shielding effect of the barrier on a man on the pedestrian way and

on the storeys of the buildings.

On ground floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=8.1346+58.2991-65.8614= 0.5723m

N=(2*250*0.5723)/349=1.8199 RB =12.88 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 12.88= 57.52 dB = 67.52 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.8614m = 15.18 dBA

On the first floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=8.1346+58.2630-66.9215= 0.5362m



Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 12.64= 57.76 dB = 67.76 dBA

Reduction due to distance of 65.9215m = 15.18 dBA

These formulas are applied to all measured a, b, c values for the fist alternative and the

outcomes of the calculation are given in table 7.4.

Road Traffic Road Traffic Reduction Sound Level Reduction Sound
Noise at 2m Noise at 2m due to the (dB) due to Pressure
from the road from the road barrier (dB) distance Level (dBA)
line (dBA) line (dB) (dB A)

on a man on the path 80.4 70.4 13.38 56.62 13.38 53.24
on the ground floor 12.88 57.52 15.18 52.34

on the first floor 12.64 57.76 15.18 52.58
on the second floor 10.84 59.56 15.20 54.36

on the third floor 10.18 60.22 15.22 55.00
on the fourth floor 8.45 61.95 15.26 56.69
on the fifth floor 7.20 63.20 15.30 57.90
on the sixth floor 6.04 64.36 15.34 59.02
on the seventh floor 5.16 65.24 15.40 59.84

The third alternative includes a semi- tunnel shaped wall as a noise barrier. The whole

road has not been enclosed because of visual requirements and high costs. The semi-

tunnel shaped wall is 4m high from the ground, and it has been made of combination of

glass and steel like all alternatives. In order to increase the noise shadow area and to

reduce noise at high storeys, this alternative has been designed. The barrier has been

located 3m from the road between the noise source and the receivers to provide lateral

clearances for the lightings, signs and sight distance of the drivers. The barrier has lied

along the road. The gates on the wall have been considered to access people to the

pavement and bus stops. Furthermore, gaps have been created to provide connection of

the street to the road. (See figure 7.13)



Figure 7.14 shows the shielding effect of the barrier on a man on the pedestrian way and·

on the storeys of the buildings.

The formulas have been used to find out the noise reductions in the site due to the semi-

tunnel shaped barrier:



On ground floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=3.8443+63.5671-65.8584= 1.5530m

N=(2*250*1.5530)/349=2.2249 RB =16.77 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road = 80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 16.77= 53.63 dB = 63.63 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.8584m = 15.18 dBA

Sound Pressure Level 63.63 - 15.18 = 48.45 dBA

On the first floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=3.8443+63.4811-65.9130= 1.4124m

N=(2*250*1.4124)/349=2.0234 RB =16.38 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road = 80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 16.38= 54.02 dB = 64.02 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.9130m

Sound Pressure Level

= 15.18 dBA

64.02- 15.18 = 48.84 dBA

These formulas are applied to all measured a, b, c values for the third alternative and the

outcomes ofthe calculation are given in table 7.5.

Road Traffic Road Traffic Reduction Sound Level Reduction Sound
Noise at 2m Noise at 2m due to the (dB) due to Pressure
from the road from the road barrier (dB) distance Level (dBA)
line (dBA) line (dB) (dBA)

on a man on the path 80.4 70.4 16.76 53.64 13.85 49.79
on the ground floor 16.77 53.63 15.18 48.45

on the first floor 16.38 54.02 15.18 48.84
on the second floor 15.97 54.43 15.20 49.23
on the third floor 15.15 54.85 15.21 49.64
on the fourth floor 15.11 54.93 15.24 49.73
on the fifth floor 14.64 55.76 15.28 50.48

on the sixth floor 14.16 56.24 15.33 50.91
on the seventh floor 13.66 56.74 15.38 51.36

The fourth alternative includes a tunnel shaped wall as a noise barrier and lowered 1m

below the road level. The barrier is 4m high from the ground, and it has been made of

combination of glass and steel like all alternatives. The lowering of the road is 1m

because of the access and cost. In this alternative, the road level has been decreased in
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order to increase efficiency of the barrier with the semi-tunnel shaped wall. The barrier

has been located 3m from the road between the noise source and the receivers to

pro\ride lateral clearances for the lightings, signs and sight distance of the drivers and

lied along the road. The gates on the wall have been considered to access people to the

pavement and bus stops. Furthermore, gaps have been created to provide connection of

the street to the road. (See figure 7.15)

---- ------.-------- ------..---- --------- -----.---- ---- ----..-----'
...-----

Figure 7.16 shows the shielding effect of the barrier on a man on the pedestrian way and

on the storeys of the buildings.



On ground floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=4.6713+63.5671-65.8614= 2.3770m

N=(2*250*2.3770)/349=3.4054 RB =18.52 dB
Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road = 80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 18.52= 51.88 dB = 61.88 dBA

Reduction due to distance of65.8614m = 15.18 dBA

Sound Pressure Level 61.88 -15.18 = 46.70 dBA

On the first floor

Reduction due to barrier: d=4.6713+63.4811-65.9215= 2.2309m

N=(2*250*2.2309)/349=3.1961 RB =18.26 dB
Therefore,

Noise level (dB) at 2m from the road =

Reduction due to distance of65.9215m

Sound Pressure Level

80.4 dBA- 10 =70.4 dB

70.4- 18.26= 52.14 dB = 62.14 dBA

= 15.18 dBA

62.14 - 15.18 = 46.96 dBA

These formulas are applied to all measured a, b, c values for the fourth alternative and

the outcomes of the calculation are given in table 7.6.



Road Traffic Road Traffic Reduction Sound Level Reduction Sound
Noise at 2m Noise at 2m due to the (dB) due to Pressure
from the road from the road barrier (dB) distance Level (dBA)
line (dBA) line (dB) (dBA)

on a man on the path 80.4 70.4 18.50 51.90 13.38 48.50
on the ground floor 18.52 51.88 15.18 46.70
on the first floor 18.26 52.14 15.18 46.96
on the second floor 17.83 52.57 15.20 47.37
on the third floor 17.54 52.86 15.22 47.64
on the fourth floor 17.07 53.33 15.26 48.07
on the fifth floor 16.66 53.74 15.30 48.44

on the sixth floor 16.25 54.15 15.34 48.81
on the seventh floor 15.82 54.58 15.40 49.18

Depending on height of the receivers and distance between the barrier and receivers,

noise reduction values of all barriers are shown in table 7.7.

Noise Reduction Value;; (dB) depending 011distance l"rolllihebarrier height from

10m 20m 30m 40m 50m 60m the i:1ound

·11'l! F IIsl All "mati"": 16,0 15,0 14,6 14,4 14,2 14,1 1
a \\'all -lm hi£ll 12,4 12,9 13,1 13,2 13,3 13,3 4

6,8 9,4 10,8 11,5 11,9 12,2 8
9,4 6,7 8,4 9,5 10,4 10,9 12
13,1 7,7 7,0 7,7 8,8 9,6 16
15,3 10,2 7,0 6,6 7,4 8,3 20
16,6 12,4 8,4 6,6 6,6 7,2 24

11\1~SL'Colld AllcfllallVC. 14,3 13,7 13,5 13,4 13,3 13,3 1
a ",all 3 11\high and 10,0 11,3 11,8 12,1 12,3 12,4 4
IO\\'l!lIl1g III road level 7,4 8,0 9,4 10,3 10,8 11,2 8

11,5 7,1 7,4 8,4 9,3 9,9 12
14,4 9,3 7,0 7,1 7,9 8,6 16
16,2 11,7 8,4 7,0 7,0 7,6 20
17,3 13,5 8,2 6,9 6,9 7,0 24

l11c ·111111.1Akcfllalive. 19,0 18,8 18,7 18,6 18,6 18,4 1

>C1IIJ-IIOlllel sltapl!d \\UII 17,7 18,0 18,1 18,2 18,2 18,2 4
18,1 16,7 17,2 17,5 17,7 17,8 8
13,2 15,3 16,3 16,8 17,1 17,3 12
10,7 13,9 16,2 16,0 16,5 16,8 16
8,4 12,3 14,2 15,2 15,8 16,3 20
6,7 10,8 13,1 14,5 15,2 15,9 24

l11cFoullh AltCfllatl\'C 17,3 17,0 22,8 16,7 16,7 16,6 1
~II\1..{ LOllld "hal'ed \~III alld 15,6 16,0 21,4 16,2 16,2 16,3 4
lowering ill road I~vd 13,2 14,5 19,1 15,4 15,6 15,7 8

10,1 12,8 13,9 14,5 14,9 15,1 12
6,6 10,9 - 13,6 14,1 14,5 16
3,5 8,8 - 12,5 13,3 13,8 20
2,4 6,6 - 11,5 12,5 13,2 24

Table 7.7: Noise reduction values of alternatives depending on the distance from the barriers and height
from the ground of receivers



This alternative includes the planting in an area with 20m depth in the site. Planting has

been provided between the car parking area and the pedestrian way to serve the

recreational area.

Planting has much more advantages than others do. Using plants as a noise barrier

makes aesthetic and economic sense. Trees, flowers and grasses make variety of

textures and colours to the roadside landscape. With change in seasons, they change

their colours, so this makes landscape more interesting. In addition, planting do not

require maintenance; therefore, roadside maintenance costs fall. Moreover, the wind

blowing from the sea towards the receivers can offset the advantages of this noise

control method. But, the noise reduction value of this method is low, unless the planted

area is at least 20m depth and this depth provides only 11 dBA in noise level.

Figure 7.17 shows the shielding effect of planting in 20 m deep on a man on the

pedestrian way and on the storeys of the buildings.

At the pedestrian path in front of the buildings

Reduction due to distance of 48m

Reduction due to planting in 20m depth
Total reduction
Therefore noise level at A

On the ground flour

= 13.8 dBA

=11 dBA
=24.8dBA

=80.4- 24.8= 55.6 dBA



Reduction due to distance of 58.3m

Reduction due to planting in 20m depth
Total reduction
Therefore noise level at A

= 14.6 dBA

=11 dBA
=25.6dBA
=80.4- 25.6= 54.8 d~A

The noise reduction values of the planting at the buildings on any floor are the same

because diffraction of the sound is same. In that case, the noise level at the ground floor

has been same at the high storey such as at the second floor.

Different buildings demand different acoustical conditions and consequently control of

the noise at different levels. For example, for good health of patients in hospital and

education of students at schools, sound insolation is very important. At buildings which

will be constructed this demand can be provided through some steps:

• Site selection for the building

• Noise analysis in the selected site

• Form of the building

• Sound isolation

• Material selection

Generally, these aspects cannot be applied for the existing buildings just like the

buildings in the study area. Site selection depending on the sensitivity to noise is not

possible because of the fact that there is a built-up area. In Turkey, as the maximum

permitted equivalent noise level for the living room is 60 dBA, the noise level in the

buildings along the road should be decreased to this level. Yet, this can occur in the

long run and generally includes sound absorption precautions. In this case, the

frequency of the noise determines the material of the construction. Because each

materials have different sound absorption coefficient affecting sound absorption value.

The precautions to reduce noise level in the buildings can be summed up as follows:

1. The facade materials of the buildings should be have high absorption properties.

2. The glazing area on the wall should not exceed 25% of the external wall in heavy

constructions and 20% of the external wall in light constructions.



3. If the glazing area on the wall of buildings exceeds these rates for aesthetic and day-

lighting purposes, double windows should be used instead of single windows. This

lean provide extra sound isolation because the sound insulation value of a double-

window is higher than that of single window.

4. Double doors should be applied to the entrance of the buildings in order to provide

extra insulation.

5. As the high degree of sound insulation is required, acoustic materials should be used

in the ceiling, on the walls and also on the floors to prevent reflective echoes and

provide absorption.

6. Vertical, hanging or wall-mounted absorptive panels on the wall and in the ceiling

can be used in construction.

7. The walls are used in the most basic sound isolation, the walls of the building

should be constructed heavily in order to buffer noise sensitive spaces to external

noise. For this purpose, concrete and/or masonry that give the best insulation values

can be used.

8. Sound transmission should be reduced by multiplying the mass of the wall or by

providing structural discontinuity such as double wall.

9. Different materials for different purposes should be chosen in the construction.

However, it should be kept on mind that the materials chosen for high sound

absorption may have little values as sound barriers, due to their porous and light-

weighting character

All these precautions that provide reduction of the noise about 10- 15 dBA can be

applied to existing buildings. However, with constructing the noise barrier in the site,

the decreases in density of the buildings by obstructing the number of storey result in

the maximum noise reduction, for the buildings erect in the noise shadow area come

into existence because of the noise barrier. Moreover, this also provides wind flow

towards the inner parts of the site. Yet, this precaution seems impossible due to the land

profitability and increase in the population of the site.



With urbanisation, growth in technology and also increase in the number of industrial

developments, noise, today, has become the major environmental pollution in most

cities; and it negatively affects people's health. Since the community noise sources in

the urban areas have multiplied and have located closer to many residential and noise

sensitive developments, the population living in the urban areas have been exposed to

high noise level. Furthermore, the expansion of transportation system routes, and human

activities both recreational and professional also generate noise levels that cannot be

restricted in the urban areas. In the USA, EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) has

estimated that 87% of the population in urban areas were exposed to high noise level

which was too far protect the population from its hazardous effects, in the early 1990s.

Consequently, it can be said that noise harms people's health and noise levels are

increasing day by day in urban areas.

So as to control the noise, in both the USA and Europe, many noise control methods

and techniques have been used and certain standards have been determined by the local

authorities and governments. They have periodically measured noise levels, especially

transportation noise levels, so that they have taken some precautions before the noise

problem starts in the cities. In Turkey, noise measurements were made by <;evre il

MiidiirlUgu once. But, in fact, they should be made regularly every month. In addition,

noise maps belonging to the cities cannot be prepared because of the limited budget.

Noise seems as an environmental stressor in urban areas and the community considers

noise of low importance because it does not show immediate health risks. However, it is

a fact that it can cause hearing loss, deafness, cardiovascular diseases and also many

illnesses related to stress caused by high noise level. Therefore, noise must be

controlled.



Noise control methods can be applied at three stages: (1) at the design stage or at the

source, (2) at the transmission path of the noise, and (3) at the receiver. In any case, the

first and the most important step in noise control is designing! planning. In other words,

the entire operations in design process are in the following: choosing a site for

developments, designing layout of the buildings, environs and roads, the deciding the

plan of the ventilation system installed in the buildings. All these are important

decisions to reduce the noise before it starts. The noise control methods can also be

applied in other stage but the most effective is the design stage. The noise control at the

transmission path of the noise should be the next step and at the receiver it should be the

final step. Briefly, noise control methods can be varied according to when and where

they will be applied. Although the urban design is assumed to be the most important

noise control method, it is usually not applied in urban areas at design stage in our

country. Thus, in built up areas the screening which can be provided by barriers and

vegetation has gained more popularity to reduce the noise level more than the others.

The reason for using noise control methods at the transmission path is that urban design

or urban renewal does not consider the noise problem in the city, thus, existing noise

problems continue and noise level increases in any site of the city. First of all, before

planning any site or applying any noise control methods, the noise measurements in the

site should be made and the noise level for the future should be estimated. This is to

make the noise control studies more effective.

This thesis has been done to examine the noise pollution in urban areas in terms of

community problem and its effects on people; and to find out noise control methods

which can be applied to physical space in order to reduce the noise in urban areas.

Furthermore, the thesis has tried to solve the noise problem in Mustafa Kemal Sahil

Boulevard, Izmir through the noise control methods. In order to find out the proper

noise control methods, the noise analysis in the site has been made. The outcome of the

noise analysis has showed that due to the heavy traffic volume on the road, there is a big

noise problem that must be solved. In other words, there is a traffic noise that influences

people during the day and affects their health, daily life, and also the attraction of the

site. When the noise level has been tried to decrease, some factors related with the site

such as the sea and the seaview as the most important have been considered in the

design process.



It is a fact that nOIse pollution, especially traffic nOIse, IS the pnmary source of

environmental nuisance in urban areas. Generally, this perception varies with several

parameters. These parameters can be listed as follows:

• the size of the city

• the type of the road

• the type of the developments that face noise

• the exposure time to noise

• sensitivity of the community

All these parameters should be considered in nOIse control process because they

influence the size of the noise problem and the noise control methods which can be

applied in any site of the city. In this thesis all these parameters have been considered in

the solution of the noise problem effectively along Mustafa Kemal Sahil Boulevard.

Consequently, the noise problem in urban areas must be solved with any noise control

methods, especially in the design stage. Because people living in the urban areas are

exposed to several environmental nuisances, one of which is the noise pollution caused

by urbanisation. In order to create livable and desirable areas for human beings, the

designers must abolish the bad effects of noise on people with noise control in the urban

areas.
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Material Octave Band Centre Frequency (Hz)

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Brick .
Unglazed 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07

Unglazed, painted 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

Fairfaced 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

Plastered 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05

Carpet

1/8 -in. pile height 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40

1/4 -in. pile height 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.30 0.50 0.55

3/16 -in. pile and pad 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.30 0.40 0.50

5/16 -in. pile and pad 0.05 0.15 0.13 0.40 0.50 0.60

Concrete Block

Painted 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.08

Coarse 0.36 0.44 0.31 0.29 0.39 0.25

Blockwork, fairfaced 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4

Fabrics

Light velour, 10 ozlyd2
, 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.17 0.24 0.35

hung straight at wall
Medium velour, 14 oz/yd2

, 0.07 0.31 0.49 0.75 0.70 0.60

draped to half area
Heavy velour, 18 oz/yd2

, 0.14 0.35 0.55 0.72 0.70 0.65

draped to half area
Felt, cotton 0.02 0.06 0.17 0.37 0.57 0.63

Floors

Concrete or terrazzo 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02

Linoleum, asphalt, rubber, or 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02

cork tile on concrete
Wood 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.07

Wood parquet in asphalt on concrete 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07

Glass

1/4-in. sealed, large panels 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02

24-oz operable windows, closed 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03

Mineral wool to solid backing

25 mm thick 0.01 0.30 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00

50 mm thick 0.30 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



Mineral wool

25/25 mm airspace 0.10 0.40 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00

50/50 mm airspace 0.50 0.70 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.80

Gypsum board, 1/2-in. nailed to 2*4 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03

studs, l6-in. off center, painted
Marble or glazed tile 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02

Ceramic tiles 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Open-plan office panel, 2-in., fiber 0.25 0.47 0.71 0.79 0.81 0.78

with fabric, 1.9 lb/ft
Plaster, gypsum, or lime

Rough finish or lath 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03

Smooth finish 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03

Hard plywood panelling, 1/4 in. 0.58 0.22 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.07

thick, wood frame
9 mm acoustic plaster on solid wall 0.02 0.08 0.30 0.60 0.80 0.90

13 mm acoustic plaster on metal 0.05 0.20 0.50 0.80 0.80 0.80

lathing
13 mm plasterboard ceiling over 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.05

large air space
Metal tiles,S per cent perforated, 0.13 0.27 0.55 0.79 0.90 1.00

20 mm glass fibre quilt, ceiling
void
Metal planks, slots between planks, 0.50 0.70 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00

glass fibre behind
Profiled metal deck 0.10 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.20

Resonator block 8 in. painted 0.20 0.95 0.85 0.49 0.53 0.50

Spray on celluse fiber, I in. 0.08 0.29 0.75 0.98 0.93 0.76

Water surface, no waves 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03

Wood roof decking, tongue and 0.24 0.19 0.14 0.08 0.13 0.10

groove, cedar



Description Octave Band Frequency (Hz)
125 500 2000

Air average temperature and humidity

per m3 - - 0.0066
per ft3 - - 0.002

Audience closely spaced per person

m2 sabins 0.21 0.46 0.51
ft2 sabins 2.30 5.00 5.30

Audience seated about two metres apart, per person

m2 sabins 0.21 0.53 0.97
ft2 sabins 2.30 5.70 10.40

Seating wood, per chair
m2 sabins 0.01 0.02 0.02

ft2 sabins 0.15 0.17 0.20

Seating leather padded, per seat

m2 sabins 0.11 0.]5 0.18
ft2 sabins 1.20 1.60 1.90

Seating leather upholstered, with perforated under-
seat, per seat
m2 sabins 0.19 0.23 0.23
ft2 sabins 2.00 2.50 2.50

Seating fabric upholstered, with perforated under-
seat, per seat
m2 sabins 0.19 0.28 0.28
ft2 sabins 2.00 3.00 3.00

Seating heavily upholstered, fabric covered, per
seat
m2 sabins 0.26 0.28 0.30
ft2 sabins 2.80 3.00 3.30

Seating metal and canvas, per seat

m2 sabins 0.07 0.15 0.18
ft2 sabins 1.20 1.60 1.90



SOUND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS OF COMMON MATERIALS AND

CONSTRUCTION

Material or Construction Octave Band Frequency (Hz)

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000
Flexible nonlead barrier 15 19 21 28 33 37
Quilted blanket 15 19 21 28 33 37
Clear vinly barrier 9 11 16 22 27 32
Yinly acoustic curtain 11 12 18 22 29 34
PYC acoustic curtain 12 13 16 21 27 33
Leaded vinly curtain 13 16 20 26 31 35
Felt, cotton 4 2 2 2 4 5
Glazing
single- nonopenable
4mm 20 22 28 34 34 29
6mm 18 26 31 36 30 38
6.4 mm laminated 22 24 30 36 33 38
12mm 28 31 35 34 39 37
4 mm glass in aluminum frame 10 10 11 12 12 13

100mm opening
sealed units- nonopenable
4/12/4 mm 22 17 24 38 42 38
6/12/6 mm 20 20 29 30 36 46

4/12/10 mm 25 22 33 41 44 44
4/12/1 0 mm + SP6 22 19 43 47 47 47
6/12/10 mm 26 27 35 41 39 47
6/150/4 mm 29 35 45 56 52 51

sealed units- openable

3/6/3 mm weather stripped 25 22 25 28 27 31
Dual units- nonopenable



4/20/4 mm with absorbent reveals 37 37 44 53 47 36
and separate heavy frames

4/20/4 mm with absorbent reveals in 37 41 48 54 47 47
separate heavy frames
Dual units- nonopenable
4/20/4 mm with absorbent reveals in 27 33 39 42 46 44

aluminium frames
4/20/4 mm with absorbent reveals in

aluminium frames- opposite ends open 15 23 34 32 28 32
25 mm
opposite ends open 100 mm 10 16 27 25 27 27
Sheet materials
3 mm sheet lead
6 mm steel plate
20 g profiled steel sheet

Steel roof decking
22 gauge 29 38 45 48 49 49
16 gauge 36 45 52 55 56 56

Wood door
7/4 in. thick, hollow, 1.5 Ib/ft2 14 19 23 18 17 21
7/4 in. thick, solid, 4.5 Ib/ft2, gasketed 29 31 31 31 39 43

Metal door
7/4 in. thick, 2.7 Ib/ft2 24 23 29 31 24 40
7/4 in. thick, solid, 11.7 Ib/ft2, fully 26 34 40 48 44 52

gasketed
Floors
T&G Board (or chipboard) to joists, 18 29 37 49 44 46

plasterboard and skim soffit
As above with fiberglass under 37 42 47 52 60 64

chipboard, 50 mm sound pugging on
meshbacked plasterboard

50 mm screed on 125 mm reinforced 35 37 42 49 58 63
concrete
As above with 13 mm fibreglass under 38 43 48 54 60 64

screed
50 mm screed on 200 mm reinforced 38 45 47 52 60 64

concrete
Walls and partitions

Single leaffairfaced brick 102 mm 36 37 40 46 54 56
Single leaf brickwork plastered on 34 36 41 51 58 60

both sides 13/102/1 3 mm



Double leaf brickwork plastered on 41 45 48 56 58 60
both\ sides 13/204/13 mm
Cavity brickwork with ties 102/50/102 34 34 40 56 73 76

plastered on both sides
Fairfaced 115 mm lightweight concrete 32 32 33 41 49 57

blockwork
Fairfaced 115 mm light concrete 32 34 37 45 52 57

blockwork + 13 mm plaster on both
sides
Fairfaced 115 mm light concrete 28 34 45 53 55 52

blockwork + 12.7 mm plaster dabs on
both sides
Fairfaced 215 mm light concrete 35 38 43 49 54 58

blockwork
Fairfaced 215 mm light concrete 37 39 46 53 57 61

blockwork + 13 mm plaster on both
sides
Fairfaced 215 mm light concrete 33 39 50 55 56 50

blockwork + 12.7 mm plaster dabs on
both sides
Double wall of two 100 mm dense 35 41 49 58 67 75
concrete blocks with 50 mm cavity + 13
mm plaster on both sides
Double partition of two 12.5 mm 21 35 45 47 47 43
plasterboard skins with 50 mm cavity
completely filled with glass fibre quilt
Double partition of two 12.5 mm 24 37 44 42 43 44
plasterboard skins with 75 mm cavity-
glass fibre blanket suspended within
Double partition of two 12.5 mm 33 45 51 52 52 52
plasterboard sheets on each side of 50
mm cavity completely filled with glass
fibre quilt
Double partition of two 12.5 mm 24 28 37 46 46 38
plasterboard skins on 75*50 mm
staggered timber studding
50 mm woodwool cement slabs sealed 26 28 30 32 33 36
on one side only
Sealed on both sides 29 30 32 36 39 46
50 mm woodwool cement slabs with 36 36 42 44 46 53
100 mm concrete on one face
50 mm standard woodwool cement /200 34 44 51 57 61 60
mm airspace/ 2*9.7 mm plasterboard



Weight STC

Construction (Ib/ft2
) Ratings

1/4"plywood- nailed to studs 2-1/2 24

1/2 "wood fiberboard-nailed to studs 3-1/2 28
1/2" gypsum board- nailed to studs Uoints
taped and sealed) 5-3/4 33
3/8" gypsum lath- nailed to studs- 12"
sanded gypsum plaster (2 coats) 15 35
Metal lath- nai led to studs- 7/8" sanded
gypsum plaster (3 coats) 20 37

3-5/8" Metal Studs, 24" on centres (unless otherwise noted)
5/8" gypsum board- screw attachment to
studs Uoint taped and sealed) 6 39

3-1/4" Metal Studs, 16" on centres (unless otherwise noted)
3/8" gypsum lath- clipped to studs- 1/2"
sanded gypsum plaster(2 coated) 15 40
Metal lath- clipped to studs- ~" sanded
gypsum plaster (3 coated) 19 34

The following modifications to the 'base constructions' produce the following

improvements in STC rating:

Doubling 1 side +3 points

Doubling 2 sides +5 points

I side +6 points

2 sides + 10 points

+ 10 points

+ 10 points

3. Staggered studs:

4. Slotted studs:

(Surface adhesively applied):

6. Absorption in cavity:

2 sides + 10 points

+5 points



*Cumulative improvement of any combination of these modifications is calculated thus:

LARGEST NUMBER + Yz NEXT LARGEST + Yz NEXT LARGEST, etc.

Weight STC

Construction (Ib/ft2
) Ratings

4" Lightweight 20 36

4" Dense 30 38

6" Lightweight 28 41

6" Dense 43 43

8" Lightweight 34 46

8" Dense 55 48

12" Lightweight 50 51

12" Dense 80 53

4" Brick 38 41

8" Brick 80 49

12" Brick 120 54

4" Reinforced Dense Concrete 75 46

8" Reinforced Dense Concrete 95 51

12" Reinforced Dense Concrete 145 56

The following modifications to the 'base constructions' produce the following

improvements in STC rating:

1. Sand- filled cores:

2. W' Sanded plaster:

+3 point

1 side +2 points

2 sides +4 points

1 side +7 points

2 sides +10 points



4. Resiliently attached surface skin: 1 side +12points

2 sides + 15 points

5. Absorption in cavity: 1 side +3points

2 sides +5 points

6.Dividing wall into separate

wythes with 4" air space:

*Cumulative improvement of any combination of these modifications is calculated thus:

LARGEST NUMBER+ NEXT LARGEST+ NEXT LARGEST, etc

Construction Thickness Weight (Ib/ff') STC Ratings

D.S: Glass 118" 1-1/2 21

1/4" plate glass 114" 3 26

1" insulating glass I" 6-1/2 32

9/32" laminated acoustical glass 9/32" 3-1/4 36

Glass block 3-3/4" 20 40

Spaced Glass (l/4"-2"air space- !f4") 2-1128" 6-112 42

Construction Thickness Weight (Ib/fe) STC Ratings

1-3/4" Hollow core wood 1-3/4" 3-112 26

1-3/4" Solid core wood 1-3/4" 5 29

1-3/4" Hollow metal 1-3/4" 5 30

1-3/4" Packed metal 1-3/4" 7 32

1-3/4" Special acoustical 1-3/4" 6 35

2-114" Solid core wood 2-1/4" 7 32.
2-1/2" Special acoustical 2-1/2" 8 38



Construction Weight STC

(lb/ft2
) Ratings

~" Plywood subfloors and standard 8 25
oak flooring- Nailed to joists
Same, plus 5/8"gypsum board ceiling- 10 37
Nailed to underside of joists
Same, except 3/8' ,gypsum lath and 15 39
sanded plaster
Same, except metal lath and 7/8" 17 39
sanded gypsum plaster(3 coats)
4" Reinforced dense concrete 50 41

6" Reinforced dense concrete 75 46

8" Reinforced dense concrete 95 51

Ribbed concrete-2" 65 45
slab on 4" hollow filler blocks
Ribbed concrete-2" 80 49
slab on 6" hollow filler blocks
Ribbed concrete-2-1/2" slab on 6" 55 41
ribs 24"on centres
Ribbed concrete-4" slab on 6" ribs 75 46
24' ,on centres
2" to 2-1/2" concrete on lath or light 35 37
metal forms



BiRiNCi BOLUM

Genel Hiikiimler

Ama~ ve Kapsam

Madde 1- Bu yonetmeligin amael, ki~ilerin huzur ve sukununu beden ve ruh saphgml

gtirtiltti ile bozmayaeak bir s;evrenin geli~tirilmesini saglamaktlr. Bu amaea uygun olarak

gtirtiltti ile ilgili terimlerin tarifi ile gtirtiltti kontrolunun uygulanaeagl slmrlann

belirlenmesi esaslanm kapsar.

Kanuni Dayanak

Madde 2- Bu yonetmelik 9 Agustos 1983 tarih ve 2872 sayI1l <;evre Kanunu'nun 14 tineti

maddesi htiktimtine dayamlarak hazlrlanml~tlr.

Uygulama Alam

Madde 3- Bu Yonetmelik, belediye ve mlieavir alan slmrlan is;inde ve dl~mdaki alanlarda

uygulamr.

Tammlar

Madde 4-Bu yonetmelikte sozli ges;en ve as;lklanmasl gerekli gortilen deyimler a~aglda

bel irtilmi~tir.

1) Ses: Titrqim yapan bir kaynagm hava basmcmda yaptlgl dalgalanmalar ile olu~an ve

insanda i~itme duygusunu uyaran fiziksel bir hadisedir.

2) Giiriiltii: Geli~iglizel bir yaplsl olan bir ses spektrumudur ki, subjektif olarak,

istenmeyen ses bis;iminde tammlamr.

3) Darbe Giiriiltii: iki klitlenin birbirine s;arpmasl ile ortaya S;lkan gtirlilttidtir.

4) Giiriiltiiden Etkilenme: Gtirliltlinlin insan saghgl lizerindeki etkileri, i~itme hasarlan

~eklinde gortilen fiziksel tesirleri, vticut aktivitesininde gortilen fizyolojik tesirleri,

rahatslzhklar, sinirlilik gibi psikolojik tesirleri ve i~ verimininin azalmasl, i~itilen seslerin

anla~I1mamasl gibi gorlilen performans tesirleri olarak 4 grupta toplanabilir.

5) Vibrasyon: Genellikle katl ortamlarda yayI1an ve dokunma duygusu ile hissedilen

als;ak frekansh ve ytiksek genlikli, mekanik titre~imlerdir.



6) Vibrasyondan Etkilenme Smm: Vibrasyonun insan saghgl, performansl ve konforu

lizerinde olu~turdugu hareket hastahgl gibi fizyolojik ve psikolojik etkilerle yapilarda

hasarlarm ba~lama slmrlandlrki, vibrasyonun hlZl, ivmesi, genligi, frekanslan veya sliresi

ile ortaya konulmu~ kriterlerdir.

7) Ses Basm~ Seviyesi veya Giiriiltii Seviyesi: Ses yayilmasl slrasmda degi~en

atmosferik basmcm denge basm cma gore farkldlr. 0.0002 Newton/m2 lik standart referans

ses basmy seviyesine oranlanan 10 tabanma gore logaritmasma e~it ses ~iddetine Bel;

bunun 1/10'una da desibel denir.

Ses ~idddeti seviyesi Lp= 10 log (P/PO)2 = 20 log (P/Po) tarzmda tarif edilir.

Burada:

Lp= Ses ~idddeti seviyesi (dB)

P= Ses basmcl (N/m2)

P0= Referans ses basmcl (TS 187'e gore 2x 10-4N/m2) dir.

8) dBA: insan kulagmm en yok hassas oldugu orta ve yliksek frekanslann ozellikle

vurgulandlgl bir ses degerlendirmesi birimidir. Glirliltli azaltllmasl veya kontrolunda yok

kullamlan dBA birimi, ses yliksekliginin subjektif degerlendirmesi ile de ili~kilidir.

9) Frekans: Ses dalgasmm birim zamandaki titre~im saYlsl olan frekansm birimi

Hertz'dir.

10) Frekans Spektrumu: Glirtiltli iyinde mevcut farkh frekanslara sahip ses dalgalarma

ili~kin ses basmy dlizeylerinin analiz edilmesi sonucunda ortaya konulan grafiklerdir.

11) E~deger Giiriiltii Seviyesi (Leq): Verilmi~ bir slire iyinde slireklilik gosteren ses

enerjisinin veya ses basmylannm ortalama degerini veren dBA biriminde bir glirliltli

olyegidir. Simgesi Leg olup a~agldaki gibi hesaplanmaktadlr.

I n LlIO

Leq= 100og---- lOin, Dba

n: glirtiltli saYl

i: glirliltti dlizeyleri, dBA

12) Demiryolu Leq Seviyesi: Demiryollan glirliltlislinlin degerlendirilmesinde

kullamlan ve ula~lm yogunluklanm ve lokomotif ve vagonlarm ses dlizeylerini ayn ayn

hesaba katan glirliltli olyegidir.

A~agldaki gibi hesaplanmaktadlr:



18) Giiriiltii Kontrolu: Herhangi bir ses kaynagmdan yaYllan glirliltli niteligine sahip

sesleri, kabul edilebilir seviyeye indirgemek, akustik ozelligini degi~tirmek, etki sliresini

azaltmak, ho~a giden veya daha az rahatslz eden bir ba~ka ses ile maskelemek gibi

metodlarla zararh etkilerini tam olarak gidermek veya makul bir seviyeye indirme

i~lemidir. Glirliltli kontrolli glirliltli kaynagmda, glirliltlinlin yayIldlgl yevrede ve glirliltliden

etkilenen kullamcldan olmak lizere liy elemanda yapllabilir.

19) <;evrede Tedbirler: YapIlarm dl~mda veya iyinde yer alan glirliltli kaynaklanndan

dogan seslerin, yapIlar veya yapl iyindeki kullamclya ula~mcaya kadar yayIldlgl yevrede

yapIlabilecek her tlirlli glirliltli kontrollidlir.

20) Giiriiltii Kaynagmda Tedbirler: Glirliltli lireten ses kaynagmm yaplsl, i~leme

teknigi, oturdugu zemin, monte edilme biyimi ve buna benzer dogrudan kaynak ile ilgili

olarak almabilecek tedbirlerdir.

21) Giiriiltii Sertifikasl: Hava aracmm ylkardlgl glirliltli baklmmdan Uluslararasl sivil

Havaclhk Te~kilatl'nca yaymlanan kriterlere uygun oldugunu belirten belgelerdir.

22) Reverberan, <;mlayan Avlu: Kar~lhkh yeralan duvarlar gibi yansltIcl dli~ey

ylizeyler ile sesleri defalarca yansltan ve glirliltli miktannm artmasma ve yanklya neden

olan avlu ~eklidir.

23) Arka Plan Giiriiltiisii: Bir <;:evrede incelenen glirliltli kaynagmm dl~mda, diger

kaynaklann aym anda olu~turduklan slirekli bir fon glirliltlislidlir.

24) Ses Gel;irme Katsaylsl = ses gel;i~ katsaylsl = ses i1etim katsaylsl: Bir yapl

elamam nm ses yahtImmm olylilmesinde temel birim olan ses geyirme katsaYlsl; elemanm

yUzeyine gelen ve arka tarafma iletilen ses ~iddetleri farkhdlr ve logaritmik olgekte

belirtildiginde, ses iletim kaybl= ses geyi~ kaybl= ses geyirme kaybl adml almaktadlr.

Birimi desibeldir. Geyirme kaylplan eleman ozellikleri yanmda sesler in frekanslanna gore

de degi~mektedir.

25) Ses Yutuculugu: Bir elemanm yUzeyine 9arpan ses dalgasmdaki enerjinin, elemanm

gozeneklerindeki sUrtlinme sebebi ile lSI enerjisine donli~mesi ve boylelikle yUzeyden

geriye yanslyan ses enerjisinin azalmasldlr.

26) Ses Yahtlml: Yapl elemanlan araclhglyla iletilen seslerin miktarlanm azaltmak

veya diger bir deyi~le elemanm ses geyirme kaybml artlrmak iyin elemanm



konstrliksiyonunda ve kullamlan malzeme ve bile~enlerde almabilecek her tlirlli

tedbirlerdir.

27) Fiziki <;evre FaktOrleri: Sesin kaynaktan kullamclya, yapl veya etkilenen ki~ilere

iletilmesi slrasmda geytigi fiziksel cyevrede bulunan ve ses yayI11mml etkileyen glirliltliyli

artmcl veya azaltlcl her tlirlli elemandlr.

28) Akustik Goige BOigesi: Ses dalgalarmm bir yevrede yayilmalan slrasmda engeller,

rlizgar etkisi ve glinllik slcakhk degi~imleri gibi dl~ tesirlerle kmlma ve klvnlmalara

ugramalan sonucu ortaya ylkan ve iyerisinde ses dlizeylerinin 10-15 dBA kadar azalma

gesterdigi alanlardlr.

29) Giiriiltii Azaltma Katsaylsl (NRC): Konu~ma seslerinin algilanmasmda enemli

olan ve 250-2000 Hz arasmdaki frekans belgesinde malzemelelerin ortalama ses yutuculuk

katsayilanm veren tek saylh bir birimdir:

30) Reverberasyon Zamam: Bir hacmin akustik ezelligini belirleyen bir kriterdir.

Hacim icyindefaaliyette olan bir ses kaynagmm susmasmdan itibaren ses dlizeylerinin 60

dB dli~mesine kadar gecyensaniye biriminde zamam sliresidir.

Gorev Yetki ve Sorumluluklar

Madde 5

1) Bu yenetmeligin, kendi yetki alanlan icyerisindeuygulanmasmdan, mahallin en bliylik

mlilki amiri, belediyeler ve key tlizel ki~ileri sorumludur. Mahallin en bliylik mlilki amiri,

belediyeler ve key tlizel ki~ilikleri sorumludur. Mahallin en bliylik mlilki amiri, belediyeler

ve key tlizel ki~ilikleri teknik konularda Mahalli <;evre Kurallan'nm gerli~linli alabilirler ve

yard 1m isteyebilirler. Mahallli <;evre Kurallan bu istekleri yerine getirmekle yliklimllidlir.

2) Ba~bakanhk <;evre Genel Mlidlirlligli, glirliltli kontrolli konusunda ilgili kurulu~lar

arasmda koordinasyonu saglamakla yliklimllidlir.

iKiNCi BOLUM

Giiriiltii Kaynaklan; Karayolu, Havayolu Ta~lma Ara~lan,

Sanayi Y01 ve in~aat Makinalan

Madde 6- Sanayi, Y01 ve in~aat Makinalan;

1) Degi~ik glirliltli kaynaklan ve bu kaynaklardan yayilmasma izin verilen maksimum

glirliltli seviyeleri Ek-l'de verilmi~tir. Bu ses sevilerinden daha yliksek glirliltli CYlkaran



arae;:lann gerekli tedbirler almmadan e;:ah~tInlmaSl, hizmetete sokulmaSl, kullamlmasl

yasaktlr.

2) Santiye gtirtilttistintin seviyeleri; e;:evrede bulunan gtirtilttiye hassas yapilann bir metre

uzakhgmda Tablo 4'de verilen kabul edilebilir degerleri a~tlgl takdirde bu yonetmeligikle

belirtilenen yetkilerce ~antiye e;:ah~ma saatlerinin azaltIlmaSl, yapmm durdurulmasl

tedbirleri ahmr.

Madde 7: Karayollan Ta~ltlan;

1) Hie;:kimse susturucusuz veya ses giderici diger pare;:alan olmadan bir motorlu kara

ta~ltI e;:ah~tIramaz veya e;:ah~masma sebep olamaz. Baklm onanm veya diger degi~tirme

amaCI dl~mda bir motorlu arae;:veya motosiklet tizerindeki susturucu veya ses giderici parca

e;:lkanlamaz, e;:ah~amaz hale getirilmez.

2) Kamuya ae;:lk yerlerde e;:ah~tlfllan motorlu ta~ltlarm e;:lkardlklan gtirtilttiler, EK-l 'de

verilen slmrlan a~amaz.

3) Bir motorlu arac;: tizerinde veya ic;:inde koma ile veya ses e;:lkaran ba~ka bir cihaz ile

tehlike uyansl vasfl ta~lmayan ses yapmak veya yapIimasma sebep olmak yasaktlf.

Ta~ltlarm sesli uyancIian TS-1875 ve TS-2214'e gore yapIian ole;:melerde arae;:tan 2.00 m.

uzakhkta ve 1.20 m. ytikseklikte 105-118 dBA almah ve frekans spektrumu 1800-3550 Hz.

arasmda gortinmelidir. Gec;:i~tisttinltigtine haiz ta~ltlara Karayollan Trafik Yonetmeligi' nin

157'nci maddesi htikmti uygulamf.

Madde 8: Ta~ltlarm ie;:gtirtiltti seviyeleri Tabla 1'deki degerleri a~amaz.

Madde 9: Havayolu, Demiryolu Ta~ltlan;

1) Ttirk tescilindeki ve yabancl tilke tescilindeki havayolu arae;:lannm ie;:ve dl~ trafigige

ae;:lk hava alanlanmlza ini~ ve kalkl~ yapabilmeleri ie;:in gtirtiltti sertifikasma sahip

bulunmalan gerekir. Gtirtiltti sertifikasl bulunmayan Ttirk ve yabancl tilke tescilli havayolu

ta~ltlan ie;: ve dl~ trafige aC;:lk havaalanlanmlza ilgili esaslar Ula~tlrma bakanhgmca

belirlenir ve teblig ~eklinde yaylmlamf.

2) Banliyo ve ~ehirlerarasl trenler ile aglr ve hafif metradan e;:lkan gtirtilttiler EK-l 'de

verilen smlr degerleri a~amaz.

Madde 10: Havaalam gtirtiltti planlan hazlrlanmasml takiben Ba~bakanhk <;evre Genel

Mtidtirltigti'ntin gerekli gordtigti ve Ula~tlrma Bakanhgl'nca uygun gortilen havaalanlannda

Ula~tIrma Bakanhgl'nca hava arac;:lannm az gtirtilttilti ini~ ve kalkl~ bie;:imleri belirlenir.



HavaaraCl ve havaalanlan iyin gtirtiltti konusunda belirlenecek her ttirlti metod standart ve

karar\arda Ula~tIrma Bakanhgl ile i~birligi yaplhr.

Madde 11: i~yerleri ile ilgili Olarak;

1) i~itme saghgl aylSlndan kabul edilebilir en ytiksek gtirtiltti seviyeleri iyin Tablo-2'de

verilen degerler esas ahmr .

2) Bu Yonetmeligin 5'nci maddesinde belirtilen yetkililer tarafmdan yapIian kontrollerde

EK-1 ve II'nci maddedeki slmrlan a~an bir yah~ma dtizeni uyguladlgl tesbit edilen i~yeri

sahipleri ve kamuya ait i~yeri yoneticilerine mahallin en btiytik mtilki amiri tarafmdan bir

ayhk stire verilerek durumu dtizeltmeleri istenir. Endlistriyel makina aray ve gerecin

govdeleri ve eksozlanyla yayI1an hava kaynakh seslerin, aracm yaplsal ozelligine, kaynagm

yapl iyindeki konumuna ve oturdugu yere ve baglantIianna, yevredeki ses yansltlcl diger

ytizeylere ve yapl elemam araclhglyla yayIian darbe seslerinin ve mekanik vibrasyonlann

ise aracm yaplsma, monte edilme ~ekline, operasyon teknigine, yapllan i~e bakImma ve

kullamlan aray adedine bagh aldugu gozonlinde tutularak glirUitti kantrolu yapIilr. Bu

geregi yerine getirmeyen imalathane ve i~yerlerinin faaliyetieri klsmen veya tamamen ,

slireli veya sliresiz alarak durdurulur.

3) i~yerlerinde tavsiye edilen gtirtiltti seviyelerinin a~lldlgl, gtirtiltti ve vibrasyanlarm

kaynagmda azaltIimasl iyin teknik imkanlann yetersiz oldugu durumlarda, i~veren i~yilere

1475 sayIil i~ Kanununda belirtilen karuyucu giysiler ve gereyleri saglamak ytiktimltidtir.

Uc;UNCU BOLUM
Yerle~im, Yapl Malzeme

Madde 12- Yerle~im Bolgeleri iyin Temel Kriterler

1) Trafik gtirtilttisti iyin temel kriterler 35 dBA-45 dBA arahgmda seyilir. Yerle~me

yerine ve gtin iyindeki zaman dilimine bagh olarak Tablo-3'deki dtizeltmeler yaplhr.

2) Diger gtirtiltU kaynaklan iyin yapIiarm 1.00 m. uzakhgmdaki gtirtiltti seviyeleri

Tabla-4 'de verilen slmrlan geymez.

3) Yerle~im alam iyinde bulunan yapl tiplerine gore kabul edilebilir lym mekan ses

basmcl seviyeleri iyin Tabla -5'deki degerler uygulamr.

4) YapIiarm mimari projelerin hazlrlanmasmda esas almmak tizere yapIiar iyindeki

gtirtilttiye hassas faaliyet alanlan ile gtirtiltti kaynagl alan faaliyet alanlan Tabla-6'da

verilmektedir.



Madde 13- Karayolu , Demiryolu, Havaalanlan ve imar Planlan ile ilgili olarak

1) Mevcut karayollan ve ~ehiriyi ana arterler ve yevre yollardan yayIlan glirliltlilerin

seviyelerini glirliltli kaynagmdan en az 300 m. uzakhk iyerisinde gosterilen glirliltli

haritalan belediyelerce hazlrlamp imar planlannda glirliltlinlin azaltIlmasml saglayacak

tedbirler bu yonetmelikle belirlenen esaslar yeryevesinde ahmr.

2) Baymdlrhk ve iskan Bakanhgl, Ula~tlrma Bakanhgl ve belediyeler ~ehir iyi ve dl~l

trafik yollanm planlarken glirliltli problemini de gozonline alarak glirliltliye hassas

alanlardan yogun yollan uzakla~tlrmak, yerle~me iyinden geymesi zorunlu ve yogunlugu

I0.000 ta~lt/saat'den bliylik olan yollarm kodunu dli~lirerek yarma ve ~evler iyine almak,

yol kaplamasma belirli yol kesimleri iyin az glirliltli yaratacak tlirden seymek, yol egimini

ayarlamak, kav~ak, donemey ve l~lklan dlizenleneyerek trafigin durakslz akI~ml saglayarak

glirliltliyli azaltmak, duraklan uygun seymek, yol kenarlarma glirliltli perdeleri in~a etmek,

yeni yollar ile trafik yogunlugunu yerle~me dl~ma kaydmcI tedbirler almak, aglr ta~ltlan

belirli yollarda smlrlandlrmak, hlZ smlrlan koymak konularmda gerekli yah~malan

Ba~bakanhk <;evre Genel MlidlirlUgli ile koordinasyon iyinde ylirlitlirler.

3) Baymdlrhk ve iskan Bakanhgl, Ula~tlrma Bakanhgl ve Valiliklerin i~birligi ile blitlin

tren ve lokomotiflerin ses ollimlerinin yapl1masl standartlara uygun olmayan trenlerde

glirliltli kontrolu amaclyla ses susturucu takl1masl, fren ozelliklerinin degi~tirilerek diskli

frenlerin kullamml, makina yaplsmda onlemlerin almmasl, lokomotif yutucu malzeme

kullamml gibi yapl ile ilgili tedbirlerin ahnmasl, demiryollarmda ise raylan slk slk

bilenmesi, patiatIlmasl, raylarm belirli kesimlerinde lastik takozlar kullamlmasl, tren yolu

kotunun yevreye gore ayarlanmasl saglamr.

4) Metrolar iyin:

· Belediyeler ~ehir iyi metro glirliltli ve vibrasyon kontrolu iyin metro iyinde,

istasyonlarda, metronun geytigi hatlarda a~agldaki esaslara uygun uygulama yaplltr.

· Bekleme, ini~ ve bini~ platformlannda ve istasyonlarda, vantilasyon ~artlanna ili~kin

izin verilen glirliltli seviyeleri Tablo Tde verilmi~tir.

· Yeraltl istasyonlan iyinde, yanslml~ sesleri kontrol etmek lizere duvar ve tavanlarda

akustik tedbirler almlr. istasyon bo~ iken 500 Hz.de reverberasyon zamam 1.2 -1.4 saniye

olmalt, iyerisinde kullamlacak akustik malzemenin NRC; ses azaltlm katsaylsl, en az 0.60

ve 500 Hz.deki minumum yutuculuk katsaylsl 0.60 ahmr. Yutucu malzeme ile



kaplanacak olan, tavan ve duvarlarm alam, toplam alanmm %35'i ve tavan alanmm %50

sinden az olamaz .

. Kent iyi ve dl~mda metronun gilrillttiye duyarh alanlardan geytigi yerlerde gilrilltti

perdeleri yapI1lr.

. Fanlann ve diger gilrilltillil ekipmanm bulundugu alanlar, diger genel kullamm

mekanlarmdan uzakla~tlflhr, bu yapiiamlyorsa bolme duvarlarmda ve kapI1annda ses

yahtlml yapI1lr.

5) Yeni havaalam yaplml veya mevcut hava alanlannm geli~tirilmesinde ilgili

kurulu~larca glirliltli faktOril gozonilnde bulundurulur.

6) Y erle~me dlizeni iyinde gilrilltil ve gilrilltilye hassas noktalar imar plam kapsaml

iyinde belediyelerce dikkate ahmr. Nlifusu 10.000 ki~inin altmda olan ve imar plam

yapmak ihtiyaci duyulmayan yerle~im alanlannda denetim, millki amirler tarafmdan yaI1lr.

7) Planlama kararlarmda, gilrilltil kaynaklanna ili~kin ozelliklerden ula~lm hacmi aglr

ta~lt ylizdeleri, gilnlilk tren yogunluklan, fren ttirleri, havaalam kapasitesi ve tesislerine

aynlacak alanlar endlistri ttirleri ve alanlan geyici veya silrekli ~antiye alan Ian iyin on

belirlemeler ve bu gilrilltti kaynaklannm gelecekte ongorillen geli~meleri gozonilnde

tutulur. Ongorillen nlifus yogunluklan iyin planlanacak arazi paryalannm kullamm

amaylan, hizmet alanlan ve bu alanlar arasl faaliyet ili~kilerinin c;:evre faktOrlerinden arazi

togografyasl, bitki ortilsil ve agay gruplan rilzgar, slcakhk degi~meleri gibi iklimle ilgili

elemanlarm olu~turdugu akustik golge bolgeleri ve tabii ve suni engeller, planlamada

glirliltti kontrolil elemam olarak kullamhr.

8) imar parselasyon planlan ve parselasyon haritalan yapI1lrken yapl kitleleri

iyerisindeki glirillttiye duyarh hacimlerin ve yapl yevresinde yer alan faaliyete aylk

alanlann gilrilltliden korunmasml saglayacak bic;:imde, yerle~tirme ve biyimlendirme

yapI11r.

9) Bilyilk olyekli imar plam yaplmmda ve mimari projelendirme de glirilltti kontrolil iyin

yapmm tipi, yapl gruplannm dilzeni, kat adedi, bina arahklan, binalarm konumlan bina

tipleri mimari planlan, kitlelerin geometrik biyim ve boyutlan ve dl~ duvann ses

yansltlclhk ozellikleri gibi faktorler gozonilnde tutulur. Yapiiar ve faaliyet alanlan gilrilltti

kaynagma gore uygun yonlendirilir. Oar ve az pencereli cepheleri, gilrilltil kaynaklarma

veya gilrilltillil alanlara geni~ ve yok pencereli cepheleri ise arazinin sakin bolilmilne



bakmasma dikkat edilir. Yapl kitlesinin yalmz bir yUzunde cepheleri bulunan e~

fonksiyonlu kullammlar iyin benzer ~artlarm her iki taraf iyinde saglanmasl amaclyla kitle ,

gurultti kaynagma dik yerle~tirilir. Avlular, on ve arka bahyeler, teraslar, giirultu kaynagma

dik yerle~tirilir. A vlular on ve arka bahyeler, teraslar, rekreasyona aynlml~ ortak dl~ alanlar

ve parklar iyin parsel iylerinde zorunlu olarak slkl~lk alanlarda yapJiacak dtizenlemelerde

parsel iylerinde geni~ ve reverberan olrnayan ve sessiz dl~ cephelerde az pencereli duvarlar

ve duvariI olmayan ve sessiz dl~ cephelerde az pencereli duvarlar ve duyariI olmayan

hacirnler getirilir. Bir karayolunun iki tarafma yerle~tirilecek binalar kar~liIkiI yanslrna

olaylarmdan kaymacak ~ekilde ~a~lrtJiarak yerlqtirilirler. Gtirulttiye duyariI yapJiar ve yapl

ic;:indeki duyariI hacimlari korurnak ic;:in, kapiI toprak Ylgrnalar ve ye~illikle sanlrnl~ perde

duvarlar yapJiabilir. Gurultti kaynagl ile yapl arasmdaki yer ortusti, yurnu~ak c;:imen veya

yurnu~ak toprak seyilerek sert zerninlerden kac;:mliIr.

10) Yerle~im bolgelerinde yapJiann ic;:inde guri.ilttiden sagiIgm bozulmasml onlernek iyin

yeni yapJiacak yapllarda ve eski yapJiann buyuk onanmmda yapl elemanlannda dl~ ve ic;:

duvar do~eme, tavan ve c;:atlda ses yaiItJmlan mulk sahiplerince yapliIr.

11) Dl~ duvarlann 100 m. otesinde mevcut veya gelecek ic;:in tahmin edilen gtirultti

seviyeleri ile hacimlarin tiplerine bagiI olarak izin verilen Tablo 4'deki en yuksek gtirultti

seviyeleri arasmdaki farka gore uygun bir yapl elemam konstruksiyonu seyilir. Katsaymm

bagiI oldugu yuzeyin gozenekliligi, purtizli.ili.igu, aglriIgl, tabakaiI veya masif olrnasl,

tabaka bo~lugu, aradaki yaiItlm malzernesi tabakalanmn birbirine, elemanm diger strtikturel

elernanlara baglantl ttirleri, sayJian, pencere bile~iminin alam, duvar uzerindeki yeri, cam

kalmiIgl, cinsi, dograma detaylan ve duvara baglantJian, yapl elernanmm top lam alam gibi

faktorler gozontinde tutulur.

12) Yapl malzernelerinin cmsme bagiI olarak yapl, duvar, tavan do~eme gibi

bile~enlerinin ses gec;:irrne kaYltlannm belirlenrnesinde TSE standartlan kullamiIr.

13) Belediyeler gerekli gordukleri yapJiarda, gerek ic;:, gerekse dl~ c;:evre gurtilttisunun

kontrolu iyin akustik rapor isteyebilirler.

14) Biti~ik nizam yapJiarda ortak bolrne elernanlan ara do~emeler, tavan ve biti~ik

duvarlar aracliIglyla iletilen hidrofor, asansor, ev aletleri, c;:op bacalan, tesisat, radyo,

televizyon ve buna benzer seslere kar~l yaiItlm Turk Standartlan Enstittisu'nce yaymlanml~

standartlarda bel irtilen degerleri saglayacak bic;:irnde yapJilr ve aym standartlarda



ongortilen Olyme metodlan ile kullamlacak yahtlmm yeterligi belediyelerce kontrol edilir.

15) Mevcut yapIiarda kullamm dl~mda ba~ka amaylarla kullamlan bina ve hacimlerdeki

faaliyetlerden dogan ve yap 1 iyinde diger bollimlere iletilen seslere kar~l tedbirler, bu

faaliyetleri yapan tarafmdan ahmr.

DORDUNCU BOLUM

Diger Giiriiltii Yasaklan

Madde 14- Endlistri yapIian veya i~yeri sahipleri i~yerlerini ayma izni ahrken yevreye

glirliltti yayma aylsmdan kendi slmrlan iyerisinde makina, aray ve donatlmlan yapl iyinde

ve dl~mda uygun yerle~tirilmesi, arazi slmrlan iyinde engellemeler, donatlml kIiIflama ile

almacak tedbirler, yapmm dl~ duvar aylklannm yerinin uygun tesbit edilmesi gibi tedbirleri

almakla ve bunlan 5. maddede belirtilen yetkililere bildirmekle ytiktimltidtir.

Madde 15- Konut bolgeleri iyinde ve yakm yevresi ile glirtilttiye hassas diger bolgelerde

yaplm i~lerinde kullamlan EK-l'de belirtilen glirliltti ylkaran alet ve makinalann i~

glinlerinde 20.00-08.00 saatleri dl~mda, tatil gtinlerinde ise, ancak belediyelerce almacak

ozel izinlerle belirlenen slirelerde kullamlmasl mlimklindtir.

Madde 16- ~ehir iyi yollann ve yerle~im bolgelerinden geyen karayollannm yaplm ve

onanmlan ile bina Ylklm i~lemleri slrasmda, dogacak glirliltlileri kontrol etmek iyin gerekli

tedbirler, glirliltti yaplcIian ve ilgili kurulu~lar tarafmdan ahmr. Bu tedbirlerle ilgili olarak

glirlilttilti makinalarm kullamml slmrlandmlabilir.

Madde 17- Gerek bahyeli gazino, kahvehane, diskotek, dans salonlan, lunaparklar, piknik

yerleri, dliglin salon lan, aylk hava sinamalan, kullipler, lokantalar, barlar, dtikkanlar gibi

kamuya aylk yerlerde ve gerekse konutlar, bahye ve balkonlar avlular gibi ozel yerle~im

alanlannda elektronik olarak ylikseltilmi~ mtizik seslerinin ses seviyeleri kaynagm hemen

yakmmda 90 dBA'YI a~amaz. yerle~me bolgelerinde konutlar, oteller gibi dinlenme

tesisleri ve diger hassas yaptlann bulundugu yevrelerde yaytlan bu seslerin degerleri,

mevcut arka plan glirlilttisli dlizeylerini 5 dBA'dan fazla a~amayacak biyimde kontrol altma

ahmr.

Madde 18- ITnci maddede belirtilen kapah eglence yerlerinin dl~ giri~ kapIiannm tizerine

"Dikkat: iyerideki ses dtizeyi devamh duyma bozuklulugunun yol ayabilir" ~eklinde ikaz

levhalan asIidlgmda ve ITnci maddeye uyuldugunda gtirliltti dlizeyleri iyin bir slmrlama

soz konusu olamaz.



Madde 19- Yetkili kurumlarca saatleri belirlenerek gosterilen yerler dl~mda, oturma veya

ticar~t alanlannda, yilksek sesle hayklrarak ve ses yilkselticisi gibi vasltalar kullanarak satt~

yapmak yasaktlr.

Madde 20- Radyo, televizyon setleri, milzik aletleri ve benzeri aletleri , oturma alanlan ve

yakm yevresi ile gilrilltilye hassas bolgelerde gilrilltil rahatslzhgl verecek ~ekilde 24.00 ve

07.00 saatleri arasmda yalmak , kamuya aylk sulardaki bir deniz araCI iyinde veya kamuya

aylk diger alanlarda ve kamunun geyit hakkl olan alanlarda 15 metre mesafede dahi gilrilltil

rahatslzhgl meydana getirecek ~ekilde yalmak, toplu ta~lma araylannda gilrilltil

rahatslzhgma sebep olacak ~ekilde yalmak yasaktlr.

Madde 21- Ozel millkilerde, aym millk smlrlan iyinde veya biti~iginde, kamuya aylk

alanlarda veya kamu iyin geyit hakkl olan alanlarda insanlann ve yapilarm vibrasyon menfi

etkilenme smmmn ilzerinde titre~im meydana getirecek bir araCI yah~tlrmak veya

yah~tmlmasma izin vermek yasaktlr.

Madde 22- Oturma alanlan ve yakm yeVreSI ile gilrilltilye hassas bolgelerde rahatslz

edecek ~ekilde deniz motoru, motosiklet veya herhangi bir motorlu araCI imal etmek,

ilzerinde degi~iklik yapmak veya deneme yah~tlrmalan yapmak yasaktlr.

Madde 23- Gol, nehir, dere veya ba~ka su yollannmda 15 metre mesafede veya klymm

daha yakm oldugu yerlerde en yakm klyl ~eridinde 70 dBA'ya ve tekne iyinde 80 dBA'YI

(Leg) geyecek ~ekilde gilrilltil dilzeyi hasil edecek deniz motoru i~letmek ve i~letmesine

milsaade etmek yasaktlr.

Madde 24- Motor gilcil ile yah~tmlan ve gilrilltil rahatslzhgl yapan model deniz motorlan,

model uyaklar gibi model araylan oturma ala alan Ian ve yakm yevresi ile gilrilltilye hassas

bolgelerde ve kamu aylk alanlannda 20.00 ve 08.00 saatleri arasmda yah~tlrmak veya

yah~tmlmasma izin vermek yasaktlr.

Madde 25- Oturma alanlanndaki yapilar iyinde ve dl~mda; gilrilltil rahatslzhgma neden

olacak biyimde mekanik gilylil diki~ makinesi, matkap, testere, ogiltilcil, yimen biyme

makinasl, testere, ogiltilcil, yimen biyme makinasl, veya benzeri araylann 20.00-8.00

saatleri arasmda yah~tmlmasl veya yah~tlrlmasma izin verilmesi yasakttr.

Madde 26- Lisansh olarak i~letmelerine yetkili kurumun izni olmakslzm, patlaylcl, maytap

ve benzeri ~eyleri kullanma, atqleme ve bunun sonucunda kamuya aylk alanlarda, yollarda



ve oturma alanlarmda gUrUltUrahatslziIgma sebep olacak biyimde yUksek seviyede ses

ylkarmak yasaktlr.

Madde 27- Yangm, hava saldmsl, soygun gibi olaganUstli durumlar ve mecburi denemeler

dl~mda, herhangi bir yangm alarml, soygun alarml veya sivil savunma alarml, siren, dUdUk

veya benzeri olaganUstli durum sinyal aletlerinin kasten yah~tmlmalan veya

yah~tmlmasma izin verilmesi yasaktlr. OlaganUstli durum sinyallerinin denenmesi saat

10.00 dan once 20.00 den soma olmamak ~artlyla her zaman gUntin aym saatinde

uygulamr. Bu deneme ayda bir defadan fazla yaplimaz. Bina dl~mda kullamlan soygun

veya yangm alarml ile motorlu aray soygun alarm Ian 5 dakika iyin otomatik olarak

ayarlanmadlgl takdirde bunlara izin verilmez.

Madde 28- Slk slk veya belirli zaman arahklan ile sesler ylkararak gUrUltUrahatslzhgma

sebep olan hayvanlan oturma alanlan ve gUrUltliye hassas bolgelerde bulundurmak

yasaktlr. Kamu hayvanat bahyeleri iyin bu htikUm uygulanmaz.

BESiNCi BOLUM

<;:e~itliHiikiimler

Madde 29- Milli Savunma Bakanhgl'na bagh tesislerde zorlaylcl savunma sebepleri ve

milletlerarasl yUkUmlUltiklerin yerine getirilmesi sozkonusu oldugunda bu yonetmelik

hUktimleri uygulanmayabilir.

Giiriiltii Verilerinin Sagianmasl ve Denetime Hazlr Buiundurulmasl Mecburiyeti:

Madde 30- Yonetmelikle gtirUltti kaynagl olarak belirlenip, bir liste halinde yaymlanan

makina, aray, gerey ve ula~lm araylanm ve benzerlerini imal edenler satanlar, kullananlar

ve i~letenler, yonetmelikle belirlenen en yUksek ses dUzeylerini a~lp a~madlklarmm

denetlenebilmesi amaCl ile, dUzenli gtirtiltU olymelerini yaptlrarak belgelendirmek

zorundadlr.

Denetim:

Madde 31- Bu yonetmelikle getirilen slmrlamalar ve yasaklamalara uyulup uyulmadlgmm

denetimi, gerekli mUsaadelerin verilmesi; Baymdlrhk ve iskan Bakanhgl'nm imar

Mevzuatlan, i~yi saghgl ve i~ GUvenligi TtizUgU 1593 saylil Umumi Hlfzlsslhha Kanunu,

5442 saylil il idaresi Kanunu, 1580 saylil Belediyeler Kanunu ve 3030 saylil BUyUk~ehir

Yonetimi hakkmda Kanun hUkUmlerine gore yaplhr. Mahallin en bUyUk mUlki amiri ve

onlann yetkili kliacagl belediyeler ve koy tlizel ki~ilikleri tarafmdan tatbik edilir.



Ceza Hiikiimleri:

Madde 32- Her kim kasten veya ihmal ile bu yonetmelik ile getirilen,

A) Madde 6'ya gore sanayi yol ve in~aat makinalannm yah~tInlmasmda, hizmete

sokulmasl ve kullamlmasmda yasaklara, ~antiyeler iyin belirlenmi~ glirliltli slmrlarma

uymazsa,

B) Madde Tye gore karayolu ta~ltlan ile ilgili tedbirlere, glirliltli slmrlanna ve yasaklara

riayet etmezse,

C) Madde 8'e gore , ta~ltlann iy glirliltli dlizeyleri iyin verilen smlr degerleri a~arsa,

D) Madde 9'un l'nci flkrasma gore uygulamaYI ihlal ederse,

E) Madde 9'un 2'nci flkrasma gore banliyo ve ~ehirlerarasl trenler, aglr ve hafif metro

iyin verilen gliriiltli slmrlanm arsa,

F) Madde 11Ie gore i~yerleri Iym getirilen i~itme saghgl aylsmdan diizenlemelere

uymazsa,

G) Madde 14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,22,23,24,25,26,27 ve 28'e gore getirilen tedbirleri

almaz ve yasaklara uymazsa,

H) Madde 30'a gore glirliltli verilerinin saglanmasl ve denetime hazlr bulundurulmasl

mecburiyetini yerine getirmezse,

Yonetmeligi ihlal etmi~ olur.

Bu durumda 2872 sayIiI \=evre Kanunu ve 2872 sayIiI \=evre Kanununun Bazl

Maddelerini Degi~tiren 33301 SayIiI Kanunu'n ilgili hlikiimleri uygulanacagl gibi fabrika,

atOlye, i~yeri ve eglence yeri sahipleri de mahallin en biiyiik mlilki amirince verilecek bir

ayhk slire zarfmda durumu dlizeltmedikleri takdirde mliesseseleri klsmi veya tamamen

slireli veya sliresiz olarak kapatlhr.

Ge~ici Madde 1- Bu yonetmelikte giirliltli slmrlan belirlenen araylann ve glirliltli kaynagl

olarak liste halinde verilen makinalann, ongoriilen slmrlan a~lp a~madlklannm kontrol

edilebilmesi -a~malan halinde tedbirlerin almabilmesi; aynca bu Yonetmelik dogrultusunda

gerekli diger dlizenlemelerin yapIiabilmesi amaclyla, slireye ihtiyay duyulan hususlarda,

ilgi kurulu~lara Yonetmelik hliklimlerine uyulmasl iyin i~bu Yonetmeligin yaylmlandlgJ

tarihten ba~layarak 2 (iki) yIi slire verilir. Bu slire dordlincli boliim hliklimleri iyin geyerli

degildir.



Yiiriirliik

Madde 33- Bu Yonetmelik Resmi Gazete'de yaylmlandlgl tarihte yUrUrliige girer.

Yiiriitme

Ust Giiriiltii Seviyesi
Ta~lt Tiirii (dBA)
Otomobil 75

OtobUs (Kent ic;i) 85
(Kent dl~l) 80

Aglr mUteharrik arac;(sUrUcU kabininde) ve kamyonlar 85
(80 km/h hlzda)
Lokomotif ic;i (diesel motorlu tam gUc;te ve yUkle 85
c;ah~lrkan, hlZ 80 km/h ve pencereler kapah iken)
Elektrikli tren lokomotiflerinde 80

Vagonlarm ic;inde 70

: uru u uzeylenne ar~1 a I~ma ure en
Giiriiltiiye Maruz Kalman Siire (saat/giin) Max Giiriiltii Seviyesi (dBA)

7,5 80
4 90
2 95
1 100

0,5 105
0,25 110

0,125 115



TABLO 3: <;:e~itliYerle~im Tiplerine Gore Maximum Kabul Edilebilir DI~ Giiriiltii

Diizeyleri (dBA)

BOige Yerle~im Yeri Tipi Temel kritere
Tamml uygulanan

diizeltme
I.Bolge ~ehir dl~l konut alam (trafikten uzak) 0
II. Bolge ~ehir kenan konutlan +5

~ehir konut alam (trafikten aklmma 100 m. uzakhktan) +10
~ehir konut alam, anayollan , i~yerleri(trafikten +15
aklmma 60 m. uzakhkta)

III. Bolge ~ehir merkezi konut alam, ana-yollan, i~yerleri +20
(trafikten aklmma 20 m. uzakhkta)

IV. B61ge Endtistri bolgesi veya aglr vas Ita ve otobtislerin ge<;;tigi +25
anayollar

Zaman dilimi
Gtindtiz (06.00-19.00) 0
Ak~am (19.00-22.00) -5
Gece (22.00-06.00) -10

Not: Gtirtiltiiye duyarh alanlar ve gelecekte yapllacak planlamalar iyin temel kriter 35 dBA

ahmr.

Giiriiltii Kaynagl Leq (dBA)

Giindiiz (06.00-22.00) Gece (22.00-06.00)
Demiryolu giirtilttileri 65 55
Endtistri gtirtilttileri

Stirekli 65 55
Ani 70 60

~antiye gtiriiltiileri
Bina yaplml (stirekli) 70 -
Yol yaplml (ge<;;ici) 75 -
Darbe gtirtiltiileri 10O(Lmax) -

Havaalanlan (veya bunlara
kar~lhk WECPNL degerleri) 70 60



,
TABLO 5: <;e~itli Faaliyet Tiirlerine Gore Kabul Edilebilir Maximum 1<; Giiriiltii

Diizeyleri

Kullalllm Alalll Kullalllm Fonksiyonu Kabul edilebilir ses
basmci diizeyi Leq (dBA)

Dinlenme Alanlan Tiyatro salonlan, 25
Konferans salonlan, 30
Otel, restoran 30

Saghk YapIian Hastaneler 35

Konutlar Yatak odalan (~ehir) 35
Oturma odalan (~ehir dl~l alan) 40
Oturma alanlan (~ehir kenan alan) 45
Oturma odalan (~ehir) 60
Servis boltimleri (mutfak, banyo) 70

Egitim YapIian Derslikler, laboratuvarlar 45
Spor salonu, yemekhane 60

Ticari yapIiar Ozel btirolar (uygulamah) 50
Genel btirolar(yazl, hesap boltimlti) 60
Dtikkanlar 60

Endtistri YapIian Fabrikalar (ktiytik) 70
Fabrikalar (geni~ kapsamh) 80

Yapl Giiriiltiiye duyarh Giiriiltii kaynagl olan

Tipleri faaliyet alalll faaliyet alalll

Konutlar Yatak odalan, oturma, yemek, Sirktilasyon ve tesisat alanlan,
9ah~ma, mtizik odalan, doktor otoparklar, garajlar, 9ama~lrhk,
evlerinde muayene ve baklm asansorler, hidrofor, merdivenler,
odalan, dinlenme teraslan ve ev atolyeleri, mtizik 9ah~ma

\

avlular odalan, yocuk bahyeleri, spor
alanlan

Okullar Sm1flar, okuma odalan, konferans Avlular ve oyun yerleri, spor
salon lan, idare hacimleri, revir ve salon lan, atolyeler, mtizik
baklm odalan, laboratuvarlar, ana studyolan, mutfak ve tesisat
okullannda uyuma hacimleri hacimleri, otoparklar



Hastaneler Hasta yatak odalan, bekleme Tesisat merkezleri, asans6r ve
hacimleri, ameliyathane, 6zel mutfak servis alanlan, otopark ve
baktm yerleri, dinlenme alanlan, garajlar
koridorlar ve idare odalan

Idare Ozel <;alt~mahacimleri Gilrilitillti <;alt~maalan lan,
Yaptlan bilgisayar merkezleri, tesisat

merkezleri, sirkillasyon alan lan,
kafeterya, mutfak ve diger servis
alanlan, garaj ve otoparklar

Ticaret Ozel bilrolar, satt~ alanlan, kre~ler, Gilrilltillil satt~ alanlan, oyun
te~hir yerleri ve lokantalar mahalleri, kafeteryalar, otopark ve

garajlar, tesisat hacimleri vd
servisler

Oteller Yatak odalan, dinlenme salonlan, Tesisat hacimleri, mutfak ve servis
yemek salonlan, toplantt salonlan, alanlan, otopark ve garajlar, aytk
idare, manzara teraslan, dinlenme lokantalar, diskotek, dilgiln salonu
avlu ve bahyeleri ve diger gilrilltillti eglence ve spor

alanlan

Giiriiltii Kaynagl Leq (dBA)

Yeraltt istasyonlan
Gi~eler merdivenler, kooridorlar 55
Platformlar (platrom kenannda 1.80 m.de)

· Duran kalkan trenler iyin 80
· Geyen trenler iy in 85
· <;alt~tr durumda bekleyen trenler iyin 65

istasyon iyinde vantilasyon sistemi 55
Caddelerdeki vantilasyon ~artlan (9.00m. de) 55
istasyon iyinde kapalt hacimlarde bulunan acil vantilasyon
fanIan (22.5m.de) 80

Yerilstil istasyonlan
Platformlar (platrom kenannda 1.80m.de) 70
Duran kalkan trenler iyin 75
<;alt~tr durumda bekleyen trenler iyin 65



Giiriiltii Kaynaklan Giiriiltti
Seviyesi
Leq dBA

Yiik ara<;lan (7.5 m.de) 85
Yolcu Ta~ltlan (7.5m.de) 85
Motosiklet (7 .5m.de) 80
Lokomotifler (30 m.de) 90
Dizel motorlu skreyper ve buldozer (100-450kw) 120
Dizel motorlu paletli kep<;eler(40-60kw) 110
Dizel motorlu ekskavatOe (45-80kw) 105
HavalJ beton kmel (36kg.) 110
Dizel motorlu paletli vin<; 105
Dizel motorlu damperler (1.2-2.5 ton) 100
Dizel motorlu titre~imli silindir (2-75 kw) 110
Beton kan~tmelsl 115
Beton pompasl 115
Grayder 120
Kaya delgi tabaneasl 125
Kompresor (sabit) 115
Traktor 120
Yiikleyiei 115
Di~liler 95
Elektrik motorlan (300 hp hlZ dev/dak) 105
Pompalar (300 hp hlZ>1600 dev/dak) 120
Fanlar (eksenel ve radyal, 1 m3Is, 4 em.H2O) 85

(Kanal Profili, 1 m3Is, 4 em.H2O) 70
Otomatik torna 85
Ark kaynagl 85
Delik i~leme tezgahl 95
HavalJ matkap 95
Tahta planye makinasl 95
Torna tezgahl 95
<;elik levha diizleyieisi 95
Hamdemir veya <;elik~erit <;ekiei 95
Freze tezgahl 95
Per<;ina<;mamakinasl 95
Oluk a<;mamakinasl 95
Ah~ap perdahlama makinasl 95
Otomatik di~ a<;matezgahl 95
<;elik levha kesiei 95
Elektrikli diiz kaynak 95
Boru kaynak makinasl 95
Elektrikli gazh fmn veya yaglJ fmn 105



Boru kaynak makinaSI
Elektrikli dtiz kaynak
Dovme c;ekici
Havall pres
Havah perc;inleme tabancaSI
Perc;inleme c;ekici
Metal veya ah~ap kesme ic;in dairesel testere
Havah anahtar
Doktimler ic;in havah c;apak ahcl
Otomatik vurmah c;ekic;
ic;ten yanmah motor testi
<;:ivileme makinasl
Mekikli dokuma tezgahl

105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
115
115
115
115
95













 


